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FROM THE PRESIDENT
A

A MESSAGE FROM THE SPECIAL EDITOR

SECTION I. INTRODUCTION

MICHAEL R: NEER

"Small Group,Communication,Research inkthe 1980's':4

Conceptualization and Methodology"
DALE G. LEATHERS

./*

vii

xi m

or

_.
.

.
Thisarticleidentifies the defining features of three major types of
small-group communication reparch::., rhetorical, quantitative, and

qualitative studies. The conceptual and methodological strengths, and

weaknesses of these kinds, of small communication are compared

. and contrasted In an ittempt.to provide useful guidelines for research
conducted n the 19801s. This evaluative'focus is combinedith an .

effort to specify new conceptual and perspectives which

f can be used to addres's a greatbr variety of research questions., Parti-

cular emphasis is.piaced on research which examines.the systemic impact

pfigroup process variables op the quAlity of small-group communicatio6.
-

"Una nswered Questions in Researah'on'Comm6nication in'th Smail'Groth.

A Challenge for the 1980's" . .
.

.
17

.
DENNIS S. GOURAN .

. ..

-/'

Past research on small groups has done much to reveal he facilitative

and inhibitory influences that affect the perfolnance of groups,
.

.

_____DealinT_with peoblems_tbat_arise Airing thevccufse of a group's inter- .

action, Kai/ever., has been the subject of little scholarly attention. ,

.Research in the current decade-should focUs on the study of counter- , .,

active influence: FiVe arei* fin which such research'seems to be

,---,.. especially appropriate incrude: authority relations, pressure fqr
uniformity, status effects,,.disruptive behavior, and member go 1

69/
orientation. In addition to providing needed answers to qua ions of',

trite-tett, a focus on counteractive influence will contribut to the

development of theoretical coherence in research, provide continuity
between past research and future inquiry, and place the acien in i

scholarship on the role in communication. ,
..-

.

. . .
. .. I. .

..,.. t
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"Emerging Trends in Small Group Research" .

.,\ ROBERT N. BOSTROM

32.

.
Small group research may become one 4the dominant tr4nds in
speech communication in the 1980's. The growth of small group

communication is a logical outgrowth of the vital importance of
the small group in everyday life and the'growing reservoir of
accumulated research.in persuasion and interpersonal comMunicatjon
olr* the past two decades., This article provides a summarY.0f

.

reTatgd research `Chat shobld prove relevant to the ttudy of itiarl]

group communiCativ dugna the 1980's. Three broad areas of

Social psychological retarch are reviewed. This research points

to an increasingly important'role in small group research for the
study of more traditional variables and the integration of small
group researchwithin the mainstream of communication researchr.

SECTION gr.: INTRODUCTION . 4 46

MCRAE!. R. NEER

- "Structure in Group Decision Making: A ,Direction for future

Communication Research" s

RONaL0 WAPPLBAUA N

.ft .

The Purpose of this pappr is threefold: (1) to describe decision

making structure's drawn from descriptive studies; (2) to identify,

the type, of communication occurring during, these structures; and
(3) to suggest directions fdr 'future research in. the development

and testing of pilise.theorems. The paper begins with a concise

presentation of current decision making dels, noting simiaaritiei

and differences. In the second section, hodological:problems

and issues are raised to point out possible limit ns of.previous

relearch The paper Concludes with su gestiont for f ure.researcht.

including research de4limg with basic structural questions as well ick

as those'questions concerned with providing a greater understanding

of communication in group decision making.

48

"Problem-Solving Discussion: Some Issues for Teaching

and Research" ,

Ac0JOHN K. BRILHART

This article traces the hielorical development of relearch on

decision-making processes in the smalkgroup. The article begins

with a discussion of Dewey's reflective thinking format and
reports research in decision-making models through the 1970's.
The review of the literature warrants the conclusion that
individuals prefer-some type of procedural method for organizing

group discussion. Therefore, contemporary research should

cord-blue-to-locate-and test edditi-orval-yerfab-les-that-may-lielp
to determine when decisiop-making should he "descriptively" vs.

"prescriptively" organized. Research investigations attempting
to isolate these variables may aid speech communication scholars

63
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to derive more practical gbidelines for feathiog students'how
to lead discussionsas well As resq)ve academic controversies

t.
surtounding decision.rmaking models. ,

.

"Consensus in Small Groupg: 'De-iving'Sufiestions
from Research" 73
" 'JOHN A. KLINE

This paper has three purposes': first, its presents ten suggestions
for reaching consensus cased on findings from small group research
which are (1) 'Orient the group, (2),Insist on true consensus, (3)
Maintato, a positron as long as it is valid, (4) Seek out differences
in optnion, (5) Remain,open to other opinions, (6) Be willing to
compromise, (7) Contribute frequently to the discussion, (8) Use
group pronbunsrather than personal pronouns,,(9) Give adequate

. information, (10) Chilly the discussion; second, it reports results
.pt,tests showing the validity of the ten suggestions; third, it

"' Challenges scholars to translate group communication theory'and

research intccunderstandable and useable suggestions for everyday
,use.

r A

SECTIONIII. INTRODUCTION 79
. MICHAEL R. NEER

" "Power and Comthunication Behavior: A Formulative
Imihtigatioe. . . . . . . . . . .). . . . . 81

MARY CAVANAUGH, eARL LARSON, AL GOLDBERG and JEFFREY BELLOWS
1

Following a formulatiyteresearch strategy, 37 personal orientations
toward power are identified & A preliminary instrument based on

-these 37 orientations was administered to samples of corporate
executives, government employees, law enforcement personoel, and
sales associates. A final instrument, based on the 7 factors
common to all 4 samples, was checked for reliability and validity.
Validity checks included correlating the 7 power orientation scores
with the sentencing decisions of the District Court judges, the
leadership styles of managers, and the dogmatism scores of business
and community leader's. k.

."Rhetotitherapy:: The Group as Rhetotical Experience" 1

GERALD M. PHILLIPS

The purpose of therdpy groups is to train participants in behavior
which will improve their sitatuion in the world. Thus, the group
must Stimulate condition& in which the participants will live. For'

)r

that reason, orderly procedures must Pe i osed and behaviors that
woutdbp...eprodUctive oaside-tht therapy -aup discouraged. There
is no necessary advantage in the catharsi and prurient inquiry
that dharacterizes much grdup therapy. In fact, the only justifi.
cation for group therapy is to teach participants orderly and

0
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rhetorical,procedure in social communication. Systematic opera-
tions in the group governed by 'the use of the Standard Agenda
will facilitate the learning experience of behaviors useful outT
side the therapy group. These will carry over into in vivo '-

experience. There are standard patterns and, techniques available
to accomplish these ends.

"Japanele Student Protest" . 129
DOLORES and ROBERT CATHCART

, . .

"k %Japanese student protest may-be studied as a4rhetori 1 Movement.
However, Japanese student groups cannot be measured with a
"Western yardstick" replete with the terminology-of Western
rhetoric. In order to,analyze the rhetorical nature of Japanese
group life; the rhetorical critic must understand the unique,/
socializing function of groups within the Japanese Culture ,The"

interwoven network of groups oper ate as communication ce e

' among individuals. Japanese sofiety rests upon groups or promot-
ing social harmony. Thus, the rhetorical critic must recognize .

tilgt group behavior is embedded in Japadese traditions and these
facet must be taken into account before the critic may render
a judgmen hout the effectiveness of Japanese-student protest.

:7
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PREtACE

This special edition of Communication brings together -s6eral
the leading small group scholars for the purpose of assessing the

study of small groups from the speech communication pertpectiye.

*One of our_. primary objectives in convening this goup of scholars
was to determine whether the perceptions of speech communication
theorists regarding the s dy of small groups had altered.during.the
previous decade,

.Our invitation to hese scholars, therefore, carried the most
general charge that t ey address the current status of small group
research and future issues and directions eminent in the study of
small groups in the 198C's.

The appears e of this special issue of Communication is

appropriately teed, Few systematic attempts to update the "state
of the art" in-small group communication have' appeared since the
"ground-hrea ng" criticism of, the early 19.70's in the national'

journals of, peech communication, and more recently, the Central
States Speech Journal.

The timing of this issue also seems especially important -as yr2

enter the 1980's--a time in which the speech communication profession
has given renewed attention to assessjtigits acadmic and social
impact. We hope this special edition of CoMmunicationwill provide
speech communications scholars with a Valuable reference and resource

Thzkf information in small group communitation.

I

extend my. appreciation to those scholars who contributed so
graciously of their time and effort:, Their ointributiohs are evident
in thq pages of this journal. 'The Communication Association of the
Pacific, and Its intenational president, Dr.,Donald W. Klopf, are
graciously acknowledged for their support' in making this special

edition possible.

I

Michael R. Neer
Special Editor
Communication

0

Departmentof Speech
University of`Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii

r.
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A WORD FRQM THE EDITOR'S

elk

This edition of Communication,
$

capably compiled and edited by
Dr. M4chael Neer, marks another in a continuing series-of special issues
that the Communication Association of the Pacific has devoted to the
discussion of a topic of major importance in speech communication.

Recent special editions have been devoted to communication app hen-

sion and organizational communifation, and an upcoming editimi is scheduled
on functional communication.

As editor of Communication, 1 would'like to acknowledge individually,
each ofthe contributors to this special edition on "Small Group Communi-
cation in the 1980's," who, through their previous scholarly contributions,
have earned a reputation as leading scholars in small group communication.

s The contributors are:

t

41P 'Dale G. Leathers, University of Georgia

Dennis S. Gouran, University.6f Indiana

Robert N. Bostrom, University of Kehtucky

'Ronald-L. Applbaum, California State Uni.4ersity. at Long Be 'ch

John K. Brilhart,'-University of Nebraska at.Omand

John A. Kline, United States Air Force

Mary Cavanaugh, Regis College

Carl Larson,.University of Denver

Al Goldberg, University of Denver

Jeffrey Bellows, University of Denver

Gerald M. Phillips, The, ennsylvania State University

Dolores Cathcart, Free Lance Writer; Cathcart, Queeps College
of the City University of yew,Yorkl

We look forward to continuing our professional association with each

of these scholars and hope that the series of special editions will provide

an update of research ail0 theory relevant to their respective areas of

investigation.

vi

a I

9

Wayne H. Oxford
Editor
Communication



41' FROM THEPR'ESIDENT

This special edition of Communication is one of a. series the
Communication Association of the Pacific has published. in its thirteen
years and I am pleaSed to announce that another is being prepared. Dr.

David D. Hu4son, Department of Speech, UniVersity of Hawaii, is editing
the next one. The journal; he states, will provide educators with a
rationale lo.t.h_e use of commugicatiqn_methods in the teaching of English
with special emphasis placed.on helping educators develop "communication-4f
competence." The issue, as a consequent , should have value to CAP membees
in Japan, Korea," the Philippines, and Mj ronesia who teach English as a
second language.

There is a growing interest in speech instruction among those educa-
tors because the old techniques of teaching reading, writing and literature,
have not set well with the customers, the students who pay for the courses.
They recognize there.is little utilitarian reward in mastering a language fr
if they cannot use it for oral interaction purposes.. Their quiet rebellion
has caused changes in the educational process with attention being directed
to oral communication practices. Dr. Hudson's edition, therefore, should
prove to be a help to those who are shifting to speech instruction.

1.4 The following wt11 a4thor articles on how to teach the five oral
communication functions to speakers of other .langu'agesi

FUNCTION

1. Controlling

' 2. Feeling .

3. Informing

4. Ritualizing

AUTHORS ,

a. Drs. Linda Heun and Jane Byrd (Northeast Missouri
State University)

b. Barbara Warnick (Uftiyersity of Washington)

a. Dr. John Stewart (University ofWashington) and
Dr. Vincenne Waxwood (University of Guam) '

b. Dr. Alton Barbour (University of Denver)

a, Drs. Robert Hopper and Kristine Fitch (University
of Texas at Austin)

b. Dr..Charles Stewart (Purdue University)

a. Dr. Robert Ross (University of Northern Colorado)
b. Ms. Judy Goldberg (Arapahoe Community.College,

Littleton, Colorado) 4

5. Imagining a_ Dr.__Baul_Hunsinger_j_Cluistian tromicastjng_Univ
sity, Virginia Beach, Virginia)

,,b. Qr. Donald Egyod (Temple' University)

4

Dr. R. R. Allen (University of Wisconsin, Alison) is preparing the
lead article for the journal., His contribution wT11 provide a theoretical
justification for the use of speech communication methods to teach English
to speakers ofother languages. Dr. Barbara Wood (-Uni-versity of Illinois,

Chicago Circle) will.p?ovide a summary and synth9sis of all the articles
contributed! ,

. ,

Editor Hudson has assembled a powerful group and the edition should,
represent a significant contribution to speech education when it appears
later this year. '



A'

. . a .

By the way, articles appearing in Communication' will be 'abstracted
for international dissemination in SociologIcal Abstracts, Language and
Language Behavior Abstracts, and Social Planning and

-Social Development., ..

4

Donald W. Klopf
President

^ a

vi 52-1.
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'Hawaii, U.S.A.

Offers'opportunities for service and services for members in
America, Australia, China, Hong Kong, Japan; Korea, Micronesia,
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,It's conference%time'in.CAP and the-various CAP groups are holding the
foflowing conferences:

. I
'....:

..% - .

.

*

6

s° # . .
1. CAP-lap.an ConferenceJune 20-21, Nihon University High Sdhool, Nagasaki, Japan.

) .

Absentia papers accepted:
1.

letajls, Write to:
.

, 4 . ,

Dr. Roichi Okabe, Program Coordinator
Department of. English, ,

.r.. 'Nanzan UAiversity
18 YaMasato-cho, Showa-ku,
Nagoya-s.hi, Aicht-ken 466,
Japan `'''

o a Conference'dune 26-21k S o Korea.

. ,-1F details, wri eto
\--" - . Professor Plyung.se Park

it
Department of Eng' ish

liankuk Urijversity of Foreign Studies

Seoul, Korea
;'

I' 3. CAP-P ili nes ConferenceJul Manila, Philippinep.

For details, write to

t

Mr, Posemordene _

SPEECHPOWER a N. 4
Dona Amporo Bldg Suite 414 .P"

Espana'Corner Cataluna Sts. .
Sampaloc, Metro Manila
Philippines )

_

.
.

*a.

4. CAPPustralia Conferipcer-July 8-10, Sydney,, 'Australia.

.

.00

.-

. ,

'For details, write to: . __ . ___ , 10P
.

- Mr. Harry-Irwin .
.

. . Departmeq of ComMuhication Studiesr

Kuring-gai College of Advanced Education
.

.4 r . Bo22, PO Lindfield 2070.

Australia ) :

.... -1 Lindffeld, NSW 2070

41 .'
)

,

.

.

. .

;7-5. CAP - America Conference --'July ?5, University of ,'Honolulu.NieltH
,; Apsentii papers accepted. For details write to:

i').

40

Dr.'Ronald Cambra
;-1

Debartment of-Speech J. L.)

IlniversItylof Hawaii
Ho..lulu,-Hawei 96822
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A MESSAGE FROM THE SPFCIAt EDITOR .'

I

A SPEECH COMMUNICATION PERSPECTIVE OF THE .SMALL GIIOUP
.1.

e

Historical Development . i.

41%4 .

,k v
.

In its relatively br'ef history, the study of small groupsItas passed,
( *
through a number of rase ch phases. Leein's group dynamics rfsearCh of
the 1920's provided the rst transaction of earlier philosophical debates
and paved the way for applied research in real-world problems.l During

, the 1940'$ research was completed which expapded Lewin's attemptsiat
studying the eftironmental cqndttions under trhich groups funcfioned.2 .,

It was riotmotilBales.' retearch on interaction process analysis in.
the 1950's however; that there wet an impetus for communication research
in the small group.3 Hisresearsh also shifted the locus of inquiry from
the group's effect.upon the individual to.hbw the individual may, affect
the decision - making processes of the group. The 1960't and 1970's may bf
characterized as a, period of rapid growth in studying the,communication
within the ?mall group.gehe focus of the 70's also shifted from the
"input-output" paradigm Which considered the individual "apart from the
group" to the view of the individual as "in" the group or integrated within
the communication 'system of the group. The decade began wjth a call for

:,. studying "spoken symbolic interaction," by the end of the decade, research
of Merabian'k concept of "speech immediacy" was well-represented with small
group research. Cragan's,and, Wright's summary of research during the
decade, for instance, reveals_that over.two-thirds of the research focused
on c9mmunication-based exp 'ations of group behvior or communication

4
4eables affects g'rqup 1:14., q

Criticisms of Small GroUp '4=arch' g,
.

, . .

.
,o. However: sliiallgrUup research has experienced its share of "growing
pains' during its development. Despite the apparent shifts in its focus,
small group research has been the target of mich justifiablecriticism.
McGrath and Altman, In their survey of the status of Small group research,
provided the-criticisrupthat is still echoed today: s

111

Tholigh we have a very high volume of ftgeIrch actiy.t:tyc We have not
had a-rapid growth of a body of knowled76, because we are not gaining
empirical knowledge in a form which,p6m1Hts us to integrate it

. cumulatively with prior evidence. /We cannot readily tie one set of
findings to another, simply because there is no broad, shared ftame
of reference in terms whiqh they can be.related.5 .

4
Fisher and Hawes more succtnctly and poignantly state the case when .

they qbserve that "deplorably little has been added to knowledge of small
grourRocesses since the landmark research of Bales'."6 The source of '

each of these criticisms is well-illustrated in Homans' analogy that "we
have pursued the higher branches.of our science before the trunk was
strong. . .thus, we have not 06wn because we have nothing to grow from."7

xi

14
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Yet, amidsecritielsmof.the study oaf the small group, research
continues. Although research findings may be accumulating faster than

, the knowledge,they produce, the study of groups is not as fruitless as
is often claimed. As Gouran contends, "In spite of small group research,
we have developed reasonably good insights into the factors that determine
the manner in which the members- of groups behave.8.

!.

A Thus, despite the acc6lerated rate of research, the study of small
group communlcation.has not proceeded without a sense of purpose or direc-
tion. Research has now begun to redefine the starting points for recon-
ceptualizing what is studied as well as how it should be studied, although
the process-key appear circuitiouS. (For instance., some would argue that
research contributes to theory development, while others would argue that
grounde&i.research must preceed the assumptive-nature of logical-positivist
experimentation.) Nonetheless, the starting pdints for theory construc,
tion in small group communication were articulated in a series Or.original
speech cemmunicatjon-Triticisms during the early 1970's.

-

Ernest Bormann and Dennis.Gouran were among the first to challenge
the status of small group communication research. Bo

r

labelled small
group research 4a paradoxby suggesting that laboratory yielding
statistically significant fiedingstwere not consistent with field obser-
vations of real-life groups.9 According.to Bormann, laboratory subjects
were more likely to acquiesce or adopt the attitudes they believed ful-
filled the expectations of the researcher.10 Paper and pencil tests and
the lack of well-defined neutral operational labels served to accentuate
the paradox because they "promised"'the results that researchers expected.
However, Bormann's criticism of small group research cuts much deeper. .

As Bormann now coritends:-

Prior to 1968 the field of small group research was dominated by a
quasi-paradigm which was inappropriate and barren, and that in the,
decade since that time too many sholars have continued to use that
very same unfortunate research perspective. Like natural scien-
tists practicing normal science wtihin the assumptive system of a
researcif.paradigm, investigators studying communication tended to
solve.puziles within the.premises of the quasi-paradigm. I call -.

the research 4-quasi-paradigm .because it has the form of a scien-
tific paradigm, but not the content, Without a theof.y the quasi;
paradigm cannot provide a common set of variables as keys to
investigations and cannot provide theoretically deriped hypotheses
for experiments.11

4 r

Similarly, as Larsen contends, "small group research appears to be
characterized by an almost random selection of independent variables and
an almost random matching up of these'with dependent variables."12 Larsen

suggests that random selection persists Wicause there exists no apparent
relationshiop between' the analytical and statistical decisions of the
investigator and his conceptual and theoretical concerns.13 4

Dennis Gouran also was critical of the lack of theoretical focus in
the study of small group processes. .Gouran concurred with Bormann that
statistftal tests are often gifen precedence over research design because
researchers ha'e not agreed upon the outcomes of small group interaction.14
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For Gouran, a hierarchy gr taxonomy of groupioutcoMes would help reduce eko
the numberof dependent variables as well as aSsign priority to those
variablis tested. Within such a framework, t'ese'rchers may initiate
meaningfUl research quesOops,and then determine the type of statistical
design which best fits the purposes of a study. Gourah_suggested thara
meaningful taxonomy be constyrcted.by focusing on the sequential rela-
tionships among units of cOMTunication and utilizing multivariate methods
for deriving those variables most rel i nt to developing theoreti,al
frameworkt.15

..

Mortensen also argued thg ttig quantity of unrelated concepts studied
within the Small grq4 nay be reduced'(or at least prioritized) if their
effect-on the communication process is isolated.16

.

,- .
, o

Larsep and Mortensenfurther suggested that a radical departure from
experimental laboratory acdups was necessary before theory-building could
be pursued%17 Mortensen 4ggeited that descriptive normative methodologies
may provide a theoretical fraMework for integrating small group research
while Larsen Suggested that experientially-based insights derived from the,
field of 'groups may also, provide the understanding needed in developing
theoretical fraftworks.

More recently, Becker has ested that we determine the applicable
range of our generalizations, and fo activities that fall beyond that
range, additional generalizationsMee developed.18 Becker believes one
fruitful line'of research par determi ing-the range of theoretical gene-
ralizations could come feom the "rul perspective" of interpersonal
communication. If small group commuril on is viewed as regulated and
sequentie relationships' amongPariables, as-Gouran suggests,19 then small
group4search should atteMpt to specify the underlying rules which govern
grouplffiscussiope AlthoolOnaking no reference to Gouran, Becker also
implies that 'a &taxonomy of group outcomes may not be forthcoming until a ,

.wider range of groups aretudied with a wider range of dependent measures
that relatetlosdly to.the various important goals of such groups.20

1.

A

These "constructivisls",compents,are consistent with Bormann's call
for the development of a non-asSumptive research tradition which permits
reseaeehers to infer meaning, Antention, and purpose-from the social ,

milieu which communication is initiate'. These criticisms, taken together,
reflect Fisher's concern that researchers study group bdivior as a inter-

action sys,tem rather tha cdllectiont of individuals whose cormunication
isspyliewed as a product instead of as"a process contributing to their.

"WW1gss."21 lob

Critical Perspesive-for-Studyinge Small-Gro6-
-

, ,. .

,

Thus, after -a decade of assessing the status of small group research,
a tonsenius appears in.view aboqt future directions the study of small
group research should pursue. Howe0r, the emerging consensus reflects
what small group researchers should do rather than how research shoulde
done. Perhaps a pointioodeparture among the criticisms lies with salec:
tang the starting points for future research. Gouran, among others,
is optimistic that a modification of current approaches to studying the
small group are capable of generating theory.22 Bormann and others, how-

xi i i/
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' ever, insist that theory building cannot proceed through existent methods.23
However, we should avoid the temptation to fault either the lack of thee,:
retical focus or research methodologies unless we. fault each. Although

44 it may be pegued that a theoretical focus preceedt and determines the ,

= selection of methodology, thedry cannot be advanced without an appropriate
thod to-test .its assumptions. Theory and methodology are best viewed

as intrinsically bound and dependent upon each other.

In light at the criticisms levied against current research practices,
t would appear that methodological weaknesses first be resolved before
theoretical frameworks caA be 4eveloped and adequately tested. Theoreti-
cal frameworks appear more difficult to assess since few have been deve-
loped apart-from methodological considerations., Perhaps thebry-building
will be best selwedhy reexamining the philosophical bases of communication.'
Hermann and' Becker, for instance, offer a human- action perspective fur
studying the content of small group communication, including intentional

and i-ule-goJerned behavior while Figher and Noce44 § offer a human interaction
pgrspective within a general systems fraMework. These and other per-
spe&tives have received_increased attention during the 197CO as 6idenced

.through 'the incorporation of interpersonal and persuasive theory relevant
to small interaction.

,

. "
Perhaps one of the most important questions which needs to be debated

upon entering another decade of research is whether our methods determine
our theoretical/philosophical.assumptions.

Although Hamann and others have 'persuasively argued for alternative
methods, we should also question whether changing our methods will change
our assumptions. There are at least three assumptions that may be central
to debating this question. They concern the nature of the experimental
method, the process of operationalism, and the focus of communicatiop
.theoty. ;

4
`.111

Few would dispute tKe inability of the hypothetical...deductive method
to geAerate new knowledge, its'purpose is to confirm rather than generate.
However, the limitation of hypothetical-deductive cesearch,lies not with

- its statistical or behavioristic assumptions, but its lack of explanatory
power to infer-causation. Consequently, its results are qualified by
degrees of relatAdnets (i.e.,probability) among variables. Though these
statements are -by no means novel, it should also be remembered that the
limitations of hypothetical-deductive research (i.e. its inability to
generate information beyonalwhich.it is given) becomes its strength when
used within the confirMatiob stage of the research process. When used to.
test-iikdequately conceptualized or defined_operational terms, the
tigator rather-than-the metbgd fs at.fault.

On the other hand, a case may be made for the creative utilizatidn
of, the hjpothetical-deductive method a starting point for generating
inductively -base hypotheses not grounded in previous observation.

.Realistically, every possible behavior or combination of behaviors need
t not be directly observed before hypothesized. ,Behavior may be hypother

sized frdm generalizations and inferences of past esperience.or specula7
ting What may occur. Perhaps all knowledge begins, as a Male of

xiv
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imaginative.speculation of what, is or is not po,ssible invoite of what is
probable. Although the source of origin for some hypothesesmay lie
within the researcher's imaginative vision, if confirmed, these hypotheses
may help to reduc2 the trial and error guesswork of grdups who lack such
vision. A.

(

Assumptions,underlying operationalism have been debated in speech
communication. O'Keefe, for instance, argues that research shouldbreak
from its logica4-positivistic assumptions because operational definitions
are neither sta 'tic nor all7emcompassinj of situations they are designed
to covet.25. Even assuming that operational definitions may be reduced to
logical-positivistic statements, questions may emerge as to how far.commu-
nigtion behavior may be reduced to ensure its operational consistency
from one study to.another. The longer that behavior is observed in any
corrnnorFcat-i-on-setting,-the larger -the! number of behaviors that may be
prbcessed. Unfortunately, an infinite fiuntsr of behaviors cannot be
processed unless they are categorized and libelled where they best seem
to fit. Therefore, communication is subject to interpretation regard-
less of the amo6nt of grounded observation upon which it is based. Fur-
thermore; themore that communication is reduced to its subcomponents, the
larger' the range of behaviors that'must be specified in an,operational
'definition. For instance, an orientation statement may be reduced to all
the observable verbal and non-verbal behaviors that encomAass its expres-
sion (including a group member's previous communication behavior).

However, increasing the'pumber of verbal and non-verbal markers not only
makes exact replication difficult, but also assumes that the. behaviors
encompassing such statements are peilormed in the same order each time
they are processed. Yet the same statement may be processed differently
each' time it is_uomunicated (although jt may look the same on the surface).
In other words, human variability may make it difficult to concretize-an
operational definition beyond its general qualities. Consequently, the
validity Of an operational definition may be limited to its power of
abstraction. The paradox of operationalism is deciding how much invaria-
bility to ensure ah.operational definition without destroying the inherent
variability within human communication.

Thus, rather than fault-a particular method for its shortcomings, it
may be as meaningful to chillengi the assumptions upon which our methods '

rest, It is no revelation to state that we can only study huMans to the
extent that they .are creatures of habit; nor is it a discover'' to claim
our methods serve primarily tp.quantify those habits that are observable.
Yet,'as we know, humani also' may behave in ways that are inconsistent with

,,their habits, thus breaking the commUnication patterns we observe. The
, amount of human variability we can tolerate and the subsequent uncertainty

we are w1Tfing to accept are questions that we perhaps cannot expect our
methods to qualify (or quantify).

As communication theBrisis we often attemptto bring the eommunica-
tion procds's within microscopic focus. Though we do not hold an ethno-
centric view of our discipline, .we do tend to view communication as
'causation. Ours assumption that Communication encompasses all behavior to
which meaning can be assigned implies that communication is the focal point
of interaction. Although tht& view of communication may be a realistic

s XIV '
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assumption (Since behavior must be communicated to be assigned meani
becomes difficult to either prove or disprove the impact of co ni-

cation with such ,a World-view.

Within the small group, the communication' process may appear as a
"system" of relationships among units of communication- However, analyzing
the relationships among these units of communication may not only prove a
impossible but also assumes that communication develops as a 4equential .

process. However, as the system evolves, so does the communication within
that syStern. 'Thus, an enormous amount of communication may be processed
within the system, some as antecedent coalitions defining the system and
others as consequent conditions defined by the system. In other words,'.
previous communication may not always explain ongoing or future communi-
cation, as evidenced by Scheidel and Cromwell'sfinding that interac-
tion process analysis yields up to 80%,unpredictability., in the sequence
of statements analyzed.26

.
,

Stuayi

leadership
ative devel
the impact
gorizing ei
communicati

critical po

ng communication at critical points within the process (e.g. *-

emergence, role differentiation, 'criteria development, norm-
opulent, etc.) may, therefore, provide the best explanation of
of communication within the small group. Rather than cate-
ther isolated communicated behaviors or analyzing the enVre
on process itself, it may prove as btneficial to focus on the
ints at which communication functions to alter the group

process.

By analogy,ltvery drop ofjvater defines)a river; no drop may be
viewed more important than another as the river is in process. Not until
the river overflows or cuts new banks.may the changes ia its physical
structure be-observed. And even then it is not the water that is the
focus but changes fn-the river's flow and structure. Thus, the communi-
cation process itself does not become focused until changes occur in the
group's structure, (including the subsequent flow of communication).

This view of communication does not alter our assumptions about the
communication process, however, it emphasizes a "process intervention
analysis" in which the communicative behaviors bf the small group may be
distinguished throdghout the group process. For instance, an orienting

'statement may appear within the conflict or acceptance phases as well as
during the orientationiphase of discussion. Ratherthan reducing the
communication process to operational' labels which may-obscurp the quail-

;

tative differences among communication behaviors (and thus assume that
all verbal statements within one phase are similar Or that verbal state-
ments_babieenahases_arp_dissimilar-) processintervention-analysts
assumes that ammunication-processes and developmental phases areinter-

. deRendent 9nd that each sh@ild be,anchored by observing the physical '

structures they define (sucheas leadership emergence).
,

Thus, intervention analysis, attempts a :piddle ground between analy-
zing the entire communication process, on one hand, and isoliting verbal
statements, on the other hand. - Instead, it suggest that .the communication.
process be brought into focus by tiewinb the critical points to which
communication flows and differentiating among those units of communication

xvi .
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that appears most essential to altering the structure of the`group process.
"'

v

. Oyerview of the, Special Edition
,.

.
.

The contributing authors to this special editioq of Communication
.

have'arficulated and expande0 the prevailing .hemes of the 1970's. Four

1692

of the ffajoe issups addresse$ in this edition re; (1 theoretical
approaches to thestudy of the small,grbup; (2) meth °logical consider-
ations in studying,the-small group; C3) the applicability of small groupie,-

research to actual group practices; and (4) the role of communication
within the small group.

. w

Theoretical perspectives are introduced for studying decisibn-making
processes, interpersonal processes, group development, and the cultural ,

tontext of -grchip- Lommunicatiuu. erre fedture shared -rn commoir-in-many of
'

these perspectives is the development of cpnceptual frameworks utilizing
existing research as a starting point for theory-building. Dennis Gouran
,offers a counteractive infTuence.Sbr integrating a variety of findings on

' group relations whose development is communication dependent. 'John

Brilhart, in his synthesis of decision-mating research, suggests hat a
reconceptu4lization and subsequent operational definition of DewT9's
reflective thinking format may be in order in view of the contradictory

. research findings that have accumulated 'regarding/its effectiveness.

Robert Bostrom discusses three emerging models that have been developed to
integrate social psychological research on conflict and negotiation.

A second common theme shared by 'a number of the contributors is the
reiteration of methodological alternatives for studying small group commu- 4*
nication.1* Dale Leathers suggests a synthesis of major modes of inquiry
witheach mode utilized at its most critical.or useful pointwithin the
research process., Ronald Applbaum's critique of phase development models
otfirs possible research strategies for minimizing methodological short-
comings and also raises serious questions for further research. Alvin
Goldberg and. his associates demonstrate the sophistication of factor
analysis for testing both theoretical and operational definitions of
leadership and power developed in previous research. The-faCtor solution
in `their study not only helps to derive the most discriminating operational
definitions of power, but also bases thefT, validity upon behavioral pre-
dictors how individuals in positions of leadershiop exercise their power.

. ,

,---," Articles by John Kline:Dolores and Robert Cathcart, and Gerald
I(

/
Phillips also demonstrate the utility ofadstudying the small group beyond
the university laboratory. Although Phillips and the Cathcarts do not ,

directly address methodological iisues,,their articles represent the
grouriaTn-ff-60erafTc5iiiT-definitions of group processes through observing
contexts of "real-life" groups. i .

. ,

/A third common concern shared among the contributors of.this special
edi on is that of demonstrating the relevance and utility of small group ,

research to the actual practice of small group communication. Gouran
claims Oat research has focuied on how groups function rather than
enlarging our understanding of how to Improve their performance. As a

consequence, Gouraritiontefids "we know what functions may best serve a

xvii
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group's efforts but we do not know how best to respOnd to circumstances
that vitiate their perform4nce. In other word,, group participants may
know what to do, though they may not always be.as knowledgeable about
how to do it. Brilhart emphasizes that professiohils who enroll in our
courses are more concerned with what "works" than with our scholarly
controversies, yet much of what we teach is g,little dubious, only partly
grounded, and in some cases downright misleading. Brilhart's primary
)concern, as he suggests, is that we conduct research which enables us to
give advice to people that is less subject to "variability."

A final shared concern among a number of contributors io this special' .

edition is that of the role of speech communication in the study of the
smal) group. 'Leathers begins by reminding speech communication theorists
that they are not social psychologists but scholars whose concern lies
with studying thecommuktcation-behavior of the small group. Gpuran also
places communication at tlie focus of small group behavior. As he suggesM
once the group process begins, participants have few resources on which
they can rely other than their communication npertoires, to alter group
behavior and combat problems that may arise.

Robert Bostrom suggests that other disciplines also are.developing.a
theoretical push toward communication as the central group process. If

his prediction holds true, speech communication theorists should also be
,concerned about keeping pace with the integration of communication.withln
the mainstream of small g up re arch so that they may occupy an integral
role during this period of int ration. Perhaps the catalyst motivating
speech communication sch will liinot only with ;winging theoretical
order and coherency to their research, but also with'ensuring their con-
tributions do hot lose their focus should other disciplines develop a
"sptech_cehtrality" emphasis.

In a recent special issue of Communication Education devoted to "the
status of the discipline," Marlier obseryed:

Cross-disci plinarY research (Bltween speech communication and other
disciplines) therefore, has frequently served -to reinforce the image
of speech communication as a disunified field rather than to stimulate
an awareness on the part of colleagues from other disdiplines that a
specialized understanding of the process of communication . . . is A

' valuable addition to any contextuall3f specific research effort in
which the subject being examined exhibits changes over time stimu-
lated,by, and accomlfshed through, commtinication.27 1

.

Fisher has also claimed that the speech' communication discipline
oftens suffers an identity.problm if got crisis, innot knowing the
parameters of its self- identity. 40 Hostettler, writing in the 1960's,

stated what may still be considered a conpequence of a lack of discjpli-
nary identification:

Virtuplly everyone involved in the discipline of speech communication
is, at some time, approached by either a stranger or a colleague from

'.. another discipline and asked to explain, in twenty-five words or less,
t just what speech communication is, anyway:,i9

4
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Speech communication theorists may, therefor 2be standing the
crossroads of no longer having to defend their iscipline, but.instead
demonstrate tts distinctiveness by infusigg leadership in the cross- /

discipline study of the small group. ,

Michael R. Neer, Ph.D.
Special Editor
Communication
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SECTION I INTRODUCTION

Theoretical and Methodologicaritique.of the 'Study
of Sma1,1,Gropp Cominiunication

1

Whtttles,in the first section of, this special edition are read-
niscent of ciiticisms'ofpall group communication at the turn of the :

previpurdecade, A decade later, the same criticisms reappear. However,

oncetrevious criticisms are laid to the rest the authors direct their
comments to specific alternati -vet for studying small group communication

in the 1980's. '

. Dale Leathers assesses modes of inquiry in studying the small group.
For Leathers, rhetorical studies should be developed to generdte rhetorical

--strategfes as-tthey-are-practiced-witli-i-n-the small groupHowpmer , rhe-

t or i ca I- Studi es are prijwily designed to formulate rather than to test

research questions. According to,Leathers, qualitative and quantitative

studies should translate rhetorical questions jnto testable research

hypolheses. sieathers also points out the limitations Qf both qualitative

and Taantitative studies. The foremost methodological shortcoming of
quali05tike studies is they often lack a well-defined theoretical ra-

. tionale for both the selection of message variables which are qualitative-

ly superior for study and the selection of time Intervals for analyzing

. verbal interaction, Quantitative studies, on the other hand,, often 4

develop, conceptually weak rationales justifying their selection_of_re,-

search methods. , Leathers concludes by suggesting the 'three modes of

inquirybecombined as we'll as supplemented with field studies of real

life gnroups. For Leathers, the question is not which method to employe!'

but rather at understanding when to employ each,within the research

process.

Dennis Gourdh offers a theorgical framework for establishing 'a

hierarchy of group,objectives. Acordilig to Gouran, one objective en-

compasses the knowledge requirements for being a constructive group

participant in responding to group members whose behavior deviates from

established group goals. Gopran has labelled such deviances as counter-

productive to the group and the communication designed to alter the

deviance is accordingly labellqd a counteractive infl ence. Gouran lists

4P
-five promising lines of research for testing the r2 of counteractive

influences, including the formUlation of verbal st tebies to counteract

the'negattve influences of authority figures within the group, the dis-

rupti influence of intelversonal conflict, and the influence of high

status r& moo', by their presence, may divert the group from its

goals.
\

Perhaps the central Tiestion in formulating verbal strategies de-

signed to counteract potentiality counterproductive influences is how

to best respond to deviations without further intensifying the deviance.

Although there is a gap in the research between knowing what one should

communicate and how communication should actually be attempted, Gouran

while other strategies need to be derived or counteractive influences
suggests that some strategies may be derived from availatle research

for which research does not now exist. Gouran's frameWork offers a P1'

,theoretical-utilitarian approach to the study of the small group; it

ti
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integrates a diversity of research under one conceptual framework while
also providing practical guidelines for effective member participation.
As Gouran states, "a focus on counteractive influences will contribute
to the .deve39Pment.ofstheoretical coherence in research, provide con-
tinuity between past research and 'future inquiry,'and place the accent
in scholprship on the rple*of.communication."

Thais section concludes with Robert Bostrom's synthesis of accumulated
research in conflict and negotiation and suggests how these findings
may beNylcorporated within the mainstream of commOnication research.
Bostroceimview of social psychological research in conflict and ne-
gotiatiOn demonstrate' that conflict resolution is communtsation-centered
behavior thus suggesting 'a convergence of interest in the communicative

-interactions within the small group. Bostrom's review of pertinent
research perspectives (such as interpersonal attraction, choice-shift
Vierromenum-, -impress-ion-managesistesses and
group composition) also suggests that communication strategies may be

derived to explain how group interaction is processed. Specifically,
Bostrom suggests tharfhlo simultaneous testing Of two or more.research
perspectives may stimulate the development of theoretical models to
explain and predict cofnmunication effects. Various combinations of
variables may be designed to test interactive effects and their iMpact
on small group outcomes.. Each variable also may affect different

outcomes: For example, a member making concessions and willing to
compromise may be perceived more/attractive or compare more favorably

with -other vroup- -membersthus building .cohesiveness- -but also may 'be

perceived less credible when introducing subsequent persuasive argu- -

ments.

In summary, the articles discussing the current status of theo-
retical and methodological perspectives reiterate criticisms of the

previous decade. However, it appears that small group thsorists, guided

by the research of the'previous decade,_are_g4erally optimistic abodt

the study of the small group in the 1980's. A consistent theme emerges

among these articles. Each suggests a synthesis of existing research

and methodologies for integrating accumulates( research findings and the'

utilization of these findings to generate conceptual frameworks suitable

for hypothesis testing and theoryrbuilding.

2'J



*"SMALL -GROUP COMMUNICATION RESEARCH IN' THE 1980's: CONCEPUALIZATION
AND METHODOLOGY
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DaleG. Leathers*

Small,-group communication research of the next decade might be
approached most profitably with balanced, temporal perspective. Thus,
we should look to our relatively recent history in an effort td appreciate
what is unique about our intellectual heritage and tuAevelop conceptual
continuity in our researd. ,

Arrogant and inflexible attaohrierd to either the past or the future
represeqequally unproductive poritions. Thus, we-can recognize rhetori-
cal theory and rhetorical criticismas the source of some of the most '

original thinking about the nature of small - group communication without
canonizing the effprts of the piorteers 09 were trained in these subjects.
At the same time, we can recognize the demonstrable need to combine the
conceptualization skills of the rhetorician with the quantitative compe-
tencies of th cial hientists

.,
. .

. . .
. .

Just as we m st guard, against the temptation of,denigrating thd'
research pf our m st senior colleagues, we must guard against the assump-
tion that lliew breed" of small -group communication researcher has
become our sol ource of enlightment. Thus, I was both amused and ,alarmed
when a nationally wn colleague suggested to me.a few years ago that

___ res_ earchers of-our ge eratio d soon bt replaced by the new breed of
_ _

Ph.D. He went on to obse e solem that their sophisticated.understandT
ing of the small group s far exceeded ours.that we would probably need
an intesreter to understand their journal articles.

When I encountered my-colleague recently, my first inclincation was
to assert that he had been prescient in at least one sense. Interpreters

v have proven to be a necessary but not a sufficient aid to the journal
reader who seeks to understand some of the pu lications of the new breed.
For that distinct minority of young scholars w cultivate the fatuous

iz

practice of using needlessly abstract terms suc as stochastic, androgy-
nous,, and concatenous to express or qualify simple ideas, interpreters,
should be required. In fact, I was tempted to suggest that editors of i

our communication journals require that an unemployed English professor
be submitted with each manuscript which obfuscates, pontificates, -04"

equivocates.
. ,

- .

At this point, I recognized the need to view all small-group tom-

s munication researchers with balanced, temporal perspective. I recognized,

that few research areas gere bleSs with a more promising group of young
scholars even'as I recoiled ds the thought of the excessive preoccJpation
with self that some of them have demonstrated at our communication conven-
tions.

*Dr. Dale, G. Leathers is the Director of Interpersonal Communication
with the Department of Speech Communication, University of Gebrgia,
Athens, Georgia
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an unseemly infatuation-MU:research conducted at any given point in s

?fl overriding pur6e paper;th ii aper; therefore, is not to exhibit

.. . -

t1me qr to ascribe superhaan qualities to any group of researchers. On
,

.
the contrary, 3 wilrattert0 tO make an objective assessment of three of
the: major kinds of small group coMmunitation research-which are presently

: being Ondsotaken. .
c

. 40. .

To place that assessment in propercberspeCtive,1 believe it is

4

--which717make-About-smell=groupCbbiMutilZ ion, assume that: (1) mem-

useful to begin by identifying some o the most fundamental assumptions

bers_of a small-group typically experien a set of intragroup forces
which help make small-group communication a distinctive,phenomenon;
(2) small-groupcommunication researchers should be primarily concerned
with identifying the nature of and with measuring the impact of those-
factors which affect communicative interaction in the small group; and .

(3) small-group communication researchers should in most instances
i seek to determine what variables affect small-group communication rather

to determine what< variables small-group communication affects.

Stfiner provi es graphic sup05rt for the first assumption when he 4

writes that "when a person functions as a member of a group, his behavio-
ral predispositions, ke likely to be less critical than the diMands.of
the social systemy411 Irgs precisely because group process variables
such" s cohesiveness and conformity exert systemic della* on group
members that group members frequeptly behave differently by virtue of the
4ect that they are inlf small *up. -

. .
,

.

Too frequently,d believe, researchers treat the systemic pressures
Ihnerated in the small group, as well as the sm@ll-group context, as
incidental factors which have few behavioral implications in their own
right, This unfortunitestendency was manifested recently in a manuscript'
prepared by t o highly-respected-colleagues. Asa manuscript reviebier, I

was shockedto olte their contention thkt there is nothing distinctive
about small-grou communication. They went on to compound their basic

.conceptual error .asserting that the small group may be viewed as
"merely" a "setting' where comm ication,tAkes place.

.../

Indee$d, 144r conceptual e, or seemed so egregious that I was moved
to write that "if the authors persist in their errant astmLnat'small-
group communication iseindistigguishable from other types of communication,
they are tot to impair; seriously the credibility of their own work in

A the eyes of many small-group researchers both inside and outside of our
71' discipline." .

The second assumption seems almoaequally important tome if we
fi

are to escape the chargeWalrlveArein'fact sociaTipsychologists whose
Ph:O. in 'speed) communication was either an act of expediency or madness,
or both. Our TTimary responsibility clearly is not focus on all kinds

' of b avior ingthe small group but on communicative behavior. To under- ,

. take small-group research which does not focus on communicative interaction
sim yperpetuates the claim that we have no worthwhile intellectual( .

t heritage of our own, andthat we have in sane cases been doomed to the

sts

dertake w at thhlished a genera tiun on ago.

f.T4e,third assumptipt is integrally related to:the second., len:

10.0i1ious al
ey ave accomp

parasitical role of using the social psychologists' tools

4
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certainly not uninterested in the attempts of other disciplines to use
the small group as a microcosm of interaction in, larger societal units
or as a tool to diagnose and treat'various mental disorders, Moreover,
I believe small-group communication researchers may properly examine the
impact of small-group communicatton.on group oStcomes. Nonetheless,
these should remain sei ndary concerns in the study of small-group
communication:

o
/n this paper I will not attempt a

m
comprehensive review and evalu-

ation of all of the studies which'might be classified as small-group
communication research. This need has already been satisfied with two
reviews which trace 01$/development of researcfr from 1930 to the late
1970's. In this splendid review of small-group communication research
done between 1930-1970, Larson-contends that any given study might be

- classified into one ofe six broadly defined categories: problem-solving
and judgment processes, communication processes and member attitudes,
description of process, leadership and moderation, teaching small group
'processes, and foriTat comparisons. Moreover, Cragan,and Wright have
covered most of the decade bf the 970's with their convention peer
entitled "Small Group Communication Research of the 1970's: A Synthesis
'end Critique. ".

di
My own essay focuses on three types of small-group communication -,

studies which seemingly have had the most sustained impact on contempora-
ry researchers, and are apt to exert a majorcinfluence on small group
communication research conducted in the 1980's. for ease of identifi-
cation I will refer to these types of studies, respectively, as rhetori-
cal, quantitative, and qualitative studies.

More specifically the objectives of this essay'are (1) to provide a
comparative description and evaluation of the major conceptual and method!)-
logical features of these three types of small-group communication stu-
dies; and (2) to specify the conceptual and methodological features of

t small-group communication research which should be emphasized in the 1980's.

V
RHETORICAL STUDIES

The genesis of rhetorical studies of small-group-communication
might be. traced to Edwin Black's SM article entitled "A Consideration
of the Rhetorical Causes of Breakdown in Discussion." Not-surprisingly,
some...of Black's language seems a bit archaic when considered twenty-
five years later. for example, small-group communication has replaced
discussion as the operative term and few scholars are willing to talk
in public about communication "breakdown' in an age that gives lipservice
to the transactive perspective. -

die

Closer inspection reveals the conceptually innovative nature of
Black's) rhetorical study, however. Black was innovative in his`assertion
that "the language of rhetorical theory" provides a useful vehicle for
describing\crunicative interaction among small-group members, in,his

:claim that s d of thd most disruptive forces in the small group,a
essentially rhetorical in nation, and in his use Of rhetorical conce

, to generate testable hypotheses." 4

The salient conceptual features of Black's rhetorical` study are

4

?o
4



strikingly similar to,the most important conceptual features of many
rhetorical studies which are currently being published, Indeed, recent
rhetorical studies of small-group communication continue to exhibit
commendable conceptual strengths and troublesome methodological weakness-
es.

.

To his credit, Black emphasized that the methodological limitations
of his rhetorical study were such that it could be used for generating
but not for testing hypotheses. Thus Black wrote that "the conclusions
-from this investigation cannot be taken as final;'they are untested and,
hence, but tentative, However, should experimentation validate theo
hypotheses, we have advanced another step toward a rhetorical theer for
group discussion,"

Black's study was unlike many contemporary rhetorical studies of the
smali grqup in that the number of groups he used, thirty-five, was highly
respectable, On the other hand, many methodological features of Black's.
study remain prominent features of rhetorical studies published twenty-
five years later": Thus, key variables are rarely operationalized in
rhetorical st dies, a comprehensive and presentative sample of relevant
communicative ehaviors is typically not provided, the precise proqedures
used to recor , process, and analyze data are frequently not spilled out,.
and rhetorical studies are not apt to focus explicitly on the safeguards
employed to help assure both internal and external validity.

Many contemporary rhetorical studies of'small-group communication
'reflect the'creative influence of Ernest Bormann's research at the
University of Minnesota. Since Bormann was my own Ph.D. advisor I have
also been influenced in many ways by a man for whom I feel great profes-
sjonal respect and personal regard, Nonetheless, I disagree strongly
with Bormann'sAimplied positibn that case studies of small-group communi-
cation should b?a substitute for rather than a supplement to experimental'
studies of small-group communication. °

'

, .

'--

Bormann's own creative translation of Robert Bales' fantasy theme
analysis into rhetorical terms has affected rhetorical. studies in at
least two ways, First, a number of BormanWs students and other researchers
have used Bormann's fantasAtheme model, or a close deri'ative, in their own
research. Second, Bormann's'fantasy theme model has stimulated researchers
to attempt to recreate "symbolic reality" in the small group as perceived '
from the perspective of group members. In those instances where fantasy
themes are not the basic unit of analysis the group members' perception

).of Nality still receives major emphasis..
.

. . ..

Barbara S arf's recent CM article is a good example of a rhetorical
. study which formulates a pro7cative research question if not an actual

hypothesis. What, asks Sharf, are the rhetorical aspects of communicative
behavior when group members successfully resolve a struggle for leadership
and when they6do not7° If my assumptions about small-group communication
are correct, this is precisely the type of question which a researcher
should hetasking. .

. , . .

While Sharf's conceptualization is creative and suggests hypotheses
. .

which might subsequently 4e subjected ,to empirical test, it is her method-
ology which reveals the pre-scientific' or non-scientific nat e of this

,
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type of rhetorical study To begin, many of her most central terms
are not nominally define and none of them apOtar,to Geoperationally
defined. Thus, group m bers create "holistic rhetorical visions,"
use "rhetorical resourc p," experience the "non - stabilization of
leadership," and endure. "rhetorical struggles" but Sharf never pauses
to provide precise, ref eptia definitions for these terms.9

tic.of recent rhetorical

lik ,

h. eems rather haractert is

In- addition- the, dy reflects an inattention- to procedural detail-2
and specificity which
studies of small-groug communicatio . Thus, no attempt is made to select--
a random or represent ive sample of relevant behaviors of group members,
no attempt is made to, evelop and, validate a category system which could-

t

beused to classify s eh behaviors, and no attempt is made to use inde-
pendent observers to verify the accuracy of the author's own subjective
description of the "r etorical aspects" of group interaction which she

alone deems to be rel vant to her research question. Indeed Sharf simply y

observes that she sel cted "particularly salient interactions" for stu y. 1./

/

If such incom151 to and subjective research procedures serve to
threaten the interns ,Validity of this study, the lack of external vali-.,
dity is equally prolllematic. *'Since Sharf uses only two groups for her
analysis, generalizdtion of results must await further research. To

her credit, Sharf 'Meets a atclaimer that sounds strikingly similar
to Black's when she writes that "While the two caseltudies do not
establish generaliffable conclusions, the results do syggest a theoreti-
cal line of though worthy of furtherconsideration."11

I

Another'cont poriry rhetorical study, which describes the
rhetorical charac eristics of conscious- raising groups composed of

members of Gay Li eration, exhibits similar conceptual strengths and
methodological {messes. Thus, Cheshro, Cragan, and McCullough do an
illuminating job of identifying interesting and relevant features of
communicative in traction In uch groups while illustrating these fea-

turesVia select d4excerpts.14
a

The subjective andAflawed nature of their research procedures sug-
gest once again, hokever, that such rhetorical studies may.properly be
used to formulatPbut not.totest research hypotheses. Thus, the re-

searchers do not Clearly define their unit of analysis, dB not develop
or validate any classificatory scheme4or category system, and report no
reliability figures for the, impressionistic lassifications" which they

undertake. With'regard to the reliability o heir classification they
confine themselvevto the ambiguous eoaient t t there was "substant 1

agreement" regarding tht "rhetorical characte sties of each stage."

External vanday is a problem once again in this rhetorical study.
On the basis of studying only three consciousness raising sessions the

.
authors come to the alarming conclusion th4t the "consciousness raising

. stages identified here appeal.' generally reliable and genera)izable to
other revolutionary groups employing the process. "14 Rare indeed is the

social.scientist.who would use three croups to support a similar Craft.
% ib , ,

. . .

J ..
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Quantitative Studies
f

From.the outset quantitative studies have been primarily concerned

gg

pvith classification and tabUlation. The majo tool of the trade for the
!quantitative researcher is the category sys . Sinde category-systems
lend themselves to the examination of the t .poral aspects of communica-
tive interaction in groups, it is hardly surprising that quantitative

11/esearchers_have_become_preoccupied-with-such-terns as- phase patterns;
and segyences.

Initially, quantitative researchers were concerned with classifying
e Avery communicative act aqd tabulating the number of times specific

contributions were classified into the categories developed by the re-
searcher. More recently researchers expanded their focus by using Markov
analyses to determine the probability that one in of communieative act ,

will follow another; and ultimately, with predi ng.patterns or sequences_
in the-communication that Is gel! occur in groups.

Aubrey FM has probably been the most productive and prominent
exponegi ofithe quantitative study of small-group communication. In 1970
Fisher initiated his own' series of quantitative studies by emphasizing

that the purpose of his'inittal study, "was to discover the pature of the
interaction process across time leading to group consensus in decision-
making groups." 55 Classifying all actions which group members took on
decision proposals, Fisher concluded that decision-making.gtouns pass
through four identifiable phases:) orientation, conflict, emergence, and
reinforcement.16 '

The most obvious strength of this and subsequent quantitative stu-
dies is the attempt to determine what changes take place in the communi-
cation interaction in groups over time and in attempting to determine
the probability that the communicative acts in/groups will exhibit cer-
tain distributional and sequestial patterns. Fisher Ellis, Mabry,
Stech and others deserve much credit for their sophisticated efforts to
identify and illustrate such patterns.

While rhetorical Studies tend tot be distinguished by their con-

ceptual strengths and methodological weaknesses, quantitative studies tend
to exhibit' methodological strengths and conceptual weaknesses. In par-
ticular thefe are three conceptual problems that seem to me to persist
in quantitative studies: (1) quantitatiVe researchers rarely develop
a complete and persuasive rationale which spells out the theoretical or
practical justification for undertaking such studies: (2) the implica-
tions of the results ara rarely discussed for the express purpose of
.specifying how the results could be used tó facilitate communicatidh in

, groups that were not part of a given quantitative study; and (3) most
quantitative studies have been narrowly focused on the task'dimension
of interaction in groups."1 .

As early as 1971' Aybrey Fisher was writing that "separating a group's
task and socio-emotional dimensions seems to reflect, as well, the
hackneyed conflict between_reason,and faith, classicism and romanticism,
logic and emotions; pathos and 16gos.1/ In view of Fisher's early com-
mitment to use quantitative studies to examine both the task and sod'o=
emotional dimensions of small -group interaction, I.find the continuing
mow .

.
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preoccupation with the task dimension to be both puzzling n d inconsis-

tent: - ,

As I hi've already sugges(ed, many quantttitive studies exhibit a
degree of methodological' sophistication and a set of methodological
strengths which is not characteristic of rhetorical studies. Specifi-

earchers have shown a laudable inclination to
velop their own category systems rather than I)orrowing them from the

cial psychologists and they have employed a-number of advanced sta-
te tical procedures for the purpose of data processing and data display.
Mor ver, the research procedure spf quantitative studies are typically

free roethe subjectivity, ambiguity, and imprecision which are fre-
quently evident in rhetorical st dies. . .

A number of quantitative stu ies"do exhibit at least two methodo-
_logical features which limit their long-range potential, however. First,

Fisher and his associates, as.well as many other quantitative researchers,
remain.committed to the tedious and thu-consuming practice of Classify-
ing ail contelbutions,that occur in a small group. The reasons why

quaniMtive researchers do not employ the more parsimonious practice of
sampling relevant or representative cdMmunicative acts in groups is un-

clear. Second, the persistent attempt to study all contributions made

in groups has resulted in a disturking trend. As they are forced to

classify and analyze more and more data, quantitative researchers have
been drawn to the questionable practice of ustng increasingly limited

sTiumberrof" grOups- their-sfadies.

Mabry contributed to a reversal of this trend by studying twenty-

seven, five-person groups. He was able to study this substantial number

of groups by, making two)athodologtcal modifications. He broadened his

0 classificatory focus to content themes and he expanded his context unit

op analysis to a one-minute period of time. By greatly expanding the

number of groups he studied and by reducing the amount o' data he would

classify as a result of the specified,methodological modificatiohs,
Mabry was able to'aChie've highly utilitarian objectives. At the sa

time, he wak.forted to use the one-minute context unit, which seems arbi-

trary,at best, and he was fatted to specify that each grup reach consen-

sus,tn the unrealistically short time of thirtylininutes.m

In retrospect Ma6y's attempt to use a respectable number of groups

seems to be the exception rather than the rule for quantitative studies.

The prevailing practice.siems to be to study fewer And fewer groups as

the burden of data analysis increases. _Jhics, Fisher used ten groups in

his 1970 SA study, Ellis and Fisher used four classroom groups in their

1975 HCR study, ellis used two decisionAmaking groups and two Consciousness'

raising groups in his 1979 CMEstudy, and Fisher an Beiditused only one

meetinrof-one T-group,in Ear 1979 WJSC article. 19-

The most obvious effect of this p).artice is to vitiate the external

validity of such quantitative studies and make generalization of resdlts

to other groups impermissible. ,Hot surprisingly, 'then, some quantitative

researchers find themselves in the undomfortable position of formulating

but not testing hypopeses. Thus,Fisher and Beach admit that H. .the

conclusions df the study are tn the form of plausible hypotheses. Future

studies shall test these hypotheses and provide an empirical basis for

.22
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their confirmation or disconfirmation."20
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Quantitative Studies

The'focus of quantitative and qualitative studies is quite different. '

- Quantitative studies are purely descriptive in_the_sense_thatacategory
system is used to classify the contributions of group members. In most

4cases the categoric labels are used to describe the kind of contribution

but imply no judgment as to. its desirability. By contrast qualitative
researchers use stales to rate the desirability of colimunicative beha-
viors in groups in terms of their qualitative impact on the ccomunicative

interaction which is occurring. Although both quantitative and quanta-

Spit tive studies employ the statistical tools of the social scientist, quali-

. ta ve studies _go beyond description in the attempt to differentiate

nicatiVe acts in groups on the basis of their measurable quality.

While a number of researchers are doing qualitative studies of small-
group communication, the work of two individuals reflects a long-term

commitment to this type of research. Dennis Gouran's research at Indiana

University has been highly instrumental in demonstrating the inherent
potential of qualitative studies and in refining the measuring instru-
ments which are necessary to undertake a qualitativesstudy. In addition,

my own research reflects a continying attempt to develop the conceptual _ _

framework and methodological procedures which make the qualitative study

is inctive. My 1969 rticle in gis, "Process Disruption and Measure-
in Small-Group Codmunication;"-describes what is probably the first,

qualitative study undertaken by someone in speech communication. "

From a conceptual perspective qualitative studies of small-group
communication exhibit a number of defining features. Qualitative re-

searchers typically: (1) develop an explicit rationale which spells out

the theoretical and practical value of evaluating the quality of tom-

munication'in groups; .(2) use content analysis and factor analysis to
develop scaling instruments which identify both the desirable 'and un-

. , desirable communicative qualities of individual tontributions by groups
bers; (3) seek'to identify and Mgasure the impact of variables Which

ve a particularly pronounced impadt on the quality of, communpcatime

teraction in the small group.

. .

!fly own studies, for eXample, have been designed to measure the im-

p t of variables such as high level abstractions, implicit inferences,

facetious interpolations, and oultichannel message inconsistencies on
subsequent verbal and nonverbal feedback which they elicited: 44 "

These studies seem to support at least two conclusids of cons':

derable import for m&bers of our profe$sion. First, certain types of

- message variables have a highly consistent and pfedictable impact on

the quality of communication in small grbups. Second, there does rtnydeed

_seem to be an identifiable relationship between the quality of group

communication and group outcomes. Thus, the results of one of my quali-

tative st ies led me to suggest that there is "a direct etationsliip be-

tween the quaTity of comunicationband the ality of prod ct in tlie ,

problem+s luing group.""'
- .

-..

.
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Vhile the research of Gouran and his associates does not use trained
confederates to manipulate message variables in laboratory groups, ft
reflects a very similar conceptual perspective. This conceptual perspec-
tive is clearly delineated in the statement of objectives for the recent
CM study b$' Gouran, Brown, apd Henry. The objectives,of that study were
(1) to determine which type,of contribution will have the greatest impact
on the perceived quality of4decision-makin discussions, (2) to develop
a behavioral inventory (types of contribut ons a cduld be used to
atses the quality of communication in similarltypes of discussions, and
(3).to assess the theoretical impact _of a discovery.showing differences
in the relative impact of different variables on perceptions of quality

)of decision-making discussions.44

This study makes particularly important contribution to qualitative
research. For the firft time, Gouran et al. measure the relative impact
of different kinds of contributions on the perceived qualTITUTUutcomes :-
in small groups. Thus, Beta weights suggest that the relevance of issues
discussed was themost important feature of individual contributions (1.74)
while evenness of pavjcipotion (.05) was the least important feature of
individual contributions."

While the conceptual strengths oft/qualitative studies have already
been identified, the conceptual probleOs may not.be so obvious. In my

view these conceptual problems are integrally related: Researchers
Kaye not achided consensus as to the exact nature of communicative
behaviors which are qualitatively superior, and; .,s a result, measuring
instruments may be unduly influenced by the value system of the researcher.

From a methodological perspective qualitative and quantitative
studies seem to reflect some of the same strengths in data processing
and data display. 'Unlike quantitative researchers, however, qualitative
researchers must.confront'thekifficult problem of selecting a defensible
sample of communicative behaviors in groups. Unless such sapples can
be defended as. representative of other pertinent communitStfve behaviors
in the disignated groups, the reported relationship(s) between message
variables an4,pommunicative effects may be attributed, at least in part,

'to experimental artifact.

Conceptualization and Methodology in Future Research

As my evaluation suggests, each major type of small-group study

. considered has both inherent strengths and weaknesses. Ideally small-group

communication studies of the 1980% will be able to combine the conceptual
creativity of the rhetoriCal study with the methodological rigor of the
quantitative study. 'In addition, such studies arse apt t? yield more Use-
ful.knowledge if they follow the lead of qualitative research by seeking
to identify which variables affect communicative interaction in small

,groups and by specifying what stepsAan be taken to reduce or eliminate

the sources of disruption.
g!"

In attempting to synthesize the most desirable conceptual and
methodological features of rhetorical, quantitative, and qualitative
studies I am not suggesting that vtg be satisfied with producing a hybrid

type of research. Indeed I believe we should combine the effort to ti

I
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incorporate the best features of current research with attempts to de-
velop new kinds of conceptualizations and methodologies.

. -
,

. .

To begin, it
.

is important to recognize that the nature of the .

que'stions asked about small-group communication is rhaps the single9e
most important feature of the conceptualization In too many
cases the researcher's perseal,*dentification w certain types of
statistical tests seems to dittate the researchlWStfons ThTch is
formulated. In fact the n ture of the research question addressed1,4
should determine the types statistical tests which are used. Further-
more, researchers should consider formulating research auestions which
build upon one another and lend therhselves to a series of conceptually-
related studies which prodbce.cumulative knowledge.

,

To increase the utility of attempts to conceptualize small-group
toemunication I believe that it ts important to expand the scope of sub-
jects which is considered. For example, we need to know much more about
the effects of a variety of small-group contexts on_communitative inter -
action -in groups and group outcomes. .Such defining features of the
physical environment as territorality, the use of space, and seating
arrangements have received insufficient attention.

In addition we need to examine the impact of such interpersonal
. variables as empathy, assertiveness, and trust on the development of

relationships in groups. As we move beyond on pr-eoccupation with
decision - making groups, we need to study groups that serve a wide array
of socially useful functions at the same time that we more thoroughly
examine,the effects of communicative interaction in small groups on
the self-concept and self-confidence of the members.

As we consider guidelines for conceptualizing small-group communi-
"ication studies, I believe we should consider the audience we are trying
to reach. For purposes of promotion and ego-satisfactidn, conceptualiza-
tion which impresses our colleagues is indeed useful.. If we consider
the broader objective of seeking knowledge of demonstrable value for.
members of given kinds of groups, however, the nature of our conceptuali-
zation may be quite different. .

More specifically, the following guidel nes- mal'be helpful in con-
ceptualizing the nature of small -group c nication research which should

be undertaken in the next decade. First, Small group communication7taies
should feature fully developed rationales which specify why there is a,need
for the types of knowledge a given study can yield, and enumerate the theo-,
retic0-apd/or applied uses for such toowledge.

Second, small-group Communication researchers should attempt to
identify, operati9nalize,,manipulate, and determine the relative importance
of those systerhif variables, or intragroup forces, which affect group
members' behaviors in identifiable ways. Until we begin manipulating
group process variables such as level of cohesiveness and degree of con-
formity pressure, we are disregarding those systemil properties which help
make small-group communication distinctive:

Third, small-group Communication researchers should treat the
communication that occurs in small groups as a multi-thannel phenomenon.
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Ours is a field which has been bnd remains pr4occUpied with verbal
discoue. This conceptual myopia is particularly alarming since we now
know that the nonverbal communication channels,fill many important func-
tions in the small group more effectively and more efficiently than verbal
discourse. In addition we now have evidence to suggest that the kinds of
information-provided lu.the verbal and nonverbal channels are often sub-
stantively-different.40

y.

fleurth, we should attempt to identify, measure, and develop those
comm6niCative competencies which are indispensable for effective-communi-
cation in the small group:, We-know, for example, that individual predispo-
sitions to be reticent, apprehensive, and withdrawn seem to,be exaccerbated
in the small-group. The clear,implication.seems to-be that both those who
experience such Problems and those who interact with them must develop a
specialized set of tommunicative competenciesjfNcommunication in thvsmall
group is not to be seriously impaired.

From a methodological.persprective, I believe that it is important.
that we undertake more field studies which Seek to identify the nature
of those forces which facilitate and disrupt communication in socially
significant groups over time. To accomplish this objective the'use of
such field techniques as unstructured interviews and participant observa-
tions should be encouraged. At the same time field studies should be used
as a su6plement to, rather than a kubstitute for; experimental studies.

The Minnesota Studies deserve praise for their avowed objective of
studying real groups in their native environment. Much less. praiseworthy

is the tendency to use a single group or a handful,of groups for generaliz-
ming results to other groups with essential characteristics which are pre-
sumably similar in nature. In fact the Minnesota Studies might more t

properly be identified as the Minnesota Case Studies.

Secondly, the methodology of small-group communication studies of
the 1980At should include both description and evaluation of relevant
coriMunicative behaviors, events, and contexts. Thup, it is useful to
know what stages given kinds of groups pass through over time. It is

much more useful to know which specific features of the communication in
these various stages contributed to or detracted from the attainment of
the goals of these proups.

Finally, the methodology of future research should exhibit a
balanced concern for both the internal arid external validity of a given

study. No matter how creative a given rfietorical study may be, the results
are emJirically untenable if they area produet of Incomplete and imprecise'

research procedures which make replication impossible, Similarily, no

matter how rigorous the safeguards useJ.in quantitative studies to help
assure the internal validity of a given stbdy; the results have little
value if they cannot be generalized'to other groups with similar charac-
teristics.

In summary, we have reason to be optimistic as we contemplate
research in the next decade. If we approach that decade with balanced,
temporal perspective we can be confident that we can dd much to help fa-
cilitate communication in the ever increasing numbers and kinds of small
groups that are such an important force in our society.
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UNANSWERED QUESTIONS IN RESEARCH ON COMMUNICATION

IN THE SMALL GROUP: A CHALLENGE FOR THE 1980's.

by Dennis S.-Gouran*

4.

In a recent issue of Personality and Social Psychologyalletinappeers

an aritcle entitled, "Humans Wogld Do better Without Groups.' The Author,

Christian J. Buys, reached.this conclusion on the basis of findings in ten

different areas of social psychological research. Although it isdoubtful *-

that the scholarship cited actually warrants such a damning allegation,

anyone having much sustained involvement in formal _groups,must occasionally

harbor similar sentiments. The experience of participating in -such groups

s often frustrating, fruitless, or otherwise unrewarding. Andteyen in

those instances in which members take pleasure at their accomplishments,

evidence exists to suggest that by other standards of performance participa-

tion may be less than worthwhile.'

4 The hi;tory of research on small groups h s been largely the study c

inhibitory and facilitative influences. Ind d, if Professory Buys'

assessment is correct, it has been primari a study of the former. In

spite of the many criticisms of small_gr p_resparchi we have developed

reasonably good insights into the factors that ddtermini the manner ih-which

the members of groups behave.3 Inquiries about group p ocess, however:have

concentrated on enlarging our understanding of how grk ps function, and not

on improving their performance. For the person who re ulally confronts the

realities of group life, this body of scholarship has rovided little

direct knowledge for dealing with the large array o roblems that arise.

In this sense, research on groups has left a multitud nanswered

questions, and therein lies,a.shallenge for the future. The answers to

these questions, I contend, can be found in the study of counteractive

influence.

Why Counteractive Influence?
r,

If research has provided
significant insights into both the'facilitative

and inhibitory illfluences on group members' behavior, does it not seem to

follow, then,.that A have the necessary information for improving their

.performance? MY answer.to this question in, "Np.." It is one thing to under-

stanAthe determinants of effective and ineffective interaction and quite

another.p be able to alter the process. The, knowledge requirements for

being a constructive contributor are different from those involved iri altering

the course of a discussion when it appears to betheaded toward an undesirable

'end. A participant in a discussion may recognize, for example, that

incompatibility of individual goals is a source of n Live influence in

the execution of a group's task 4nd that commitment to supraordinate

goal can facilitate performance. These understandings, howeVer, do not

*Dr. Dennis ;. Gouran is Professor with the'Department of-Speech

Communication, Indiana Univrsity, Bloomington', Indiana.
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suggest the means by which group members having incompatible goals can become

. committed to a supraprdinate goal. So it is_with many other aspects0 group
process ih which one correctly,perteives the inhibitory influences that are
operative he sorts of conditions that iieed to bist for a group to function

effec e y, ut for,which the means of converting an undesirable state into

a des ed state are not apparent. .. #*

Symptomatic of Ai lack of knowledie for dealing with problems in groups
has been'theteteady..dgcline over the last 20 years in the emphasis on rational
models of problem-solving and decision-making in pedagogical literature and

instruction. The reduced reliafice on.such models is probably the result of 4,

ao implicit awareness of tiheideficiencies in our understanding of h0W-to

induce the behavioral sequences for which the models call. In short, L'

although we cag specify what functions may best serve a group's efforts'to
-achieve its goals, we are seriously deficient in information concerning how ,

best to respond to circums ce that vitiate their execution. Even those

who remain strong advocates of ational models are hard pressed to offer well rig
Substantiated advice on how t deal with deviations from rationalistic require-.

ments. In spite Cf the impre sive evidence that can be marshalled. to show
the adverse consequences to which such deyiations often lead, the matters of

prevention and. remedy are the subiqct of comparatively little attention.
Irving Janis, who.perhapSk currently is the foremost proponent of rational

*.e models of decision making, for example, devotes only 17 pages to preventing
problems that commonly arise in decision-making groups.`' Compared to the

more than 200 pages he allocates to evidences of breakdown, this seems a

ratbee,oaltry sum. More important, however, a careful examination of his
suSeestions reveals thaflieconceptionof'prevention consists largely, of
4he willing avoidance pfethe behaviors that promote-the syndrome he has

abeled "groupthink." What measures an individual recognizing the symptoms,

n take to combat the effects of groupthink is an issue that Janis does

nod address. Yet, it seems that in the context of a group experiencing,
thisrphenomenon,a knowledge of how to counteract it would be as important

. as the knowledge of how ideally.group should be functioning. .

The discrepancy between tbe confidence scholars exhibit in making

.generalizations.about how groups function and that which they display in

offering advice on how to deal with problems is further, and perhaps best,

. illustrated in the following'statement by'Shaw: "in the first partof
this chapter [the subject.of which is issues, applications, and prospect
for research on small groups], an attempt-Was made to show some, of the

apossibTe applications of research- ettablished principles. This attempt

was a tentative, first steR taken with a great deal of treRidation."6
Shaw's diffidence, although somewhat less extreme five years later in the

second edition of his book, nonetheless resurfaces in.the total of five,.

pages he devotes to *roving the perform$hce of groups.7 The relativTly
few strategies that even begin to resemble aping strategies, moreover,
are not supOorted by'evidence showing that they do work. At this stage in

the development of kpowledge, we appear to be limited to indicating possible

strategies that are implied by the charicteristics of effective and-ineffec- AW

tive groups. The specific behaviors' capable of transforming liabilities

into a ets, of overcoming obstacles, or of mitigating the effects.of other

'kinds of ifficulties that arise ip the course of a groups interaction

a.
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remain largely undetermined. Rdsearch has simply not dealt w {th these kinds

of,concerns A focus on counteractive influence in future restrlCh could -

do much to alleviate such ignorance and to invest scholarship with the
kind of social utility that is currently in demand.

'' A Preliminary Conception of ,Counteractive.Influence

Before I n begin to discuss possible target areas for research and the
values of scholarship d4rected toward increasing our understanding of
counter-active influence, &tit necessary to develop aworking conception
of the phenomenon. Counteractive influence as ram using the term is a sub-
classification of interpersonal influence. A such, it is difficult to
define because the genus itself is ncin-spbcific. The generic construct
of interpersonal influence is generally understood but not precisely
delimited. As Wheeler has observed is discussing the construct, '`'inters
personal influence' is not a logical area that can be adequately defined."'
It has rathet'developed as a product of implied agreements among scholars
that certain processes of interest are its constituents..9 A spite of the
definitional difficulty posed by the elusiveness of the general construct
under which counteractive influence may be subsumed, it is still possible

to be reasonably specific in describing its essential characteristics.

.

JO distinguish counteractive influence as a species, it is useful to
.

think in.terms of the path-goal paradigmf as viewed from the field theory

perspective; Cartwright and Zander characterize a goal as the "preferred
location!' in a group's "environment. "10 For those who find the Lewinian
terminology too antiquated, one might)substitue the expression "desired

state of the system." Whatever terminology is mor appropriate, the "

path-goal paradigm entails the notion that groups progress from some state

to another by means of a 'sequence of behavioral' actiOlties. These

activities, in turn, constitute the path along which the group travels
toward &destination. The final destination, however, is not always the
Qv-intended, that is, the desired state. In addition, even the successful*

arrival at an intended destination can be fraught with obstructions that
inhibit or otherwise divert movement along the goal-path. Although it is

possible to conceive of the sequence. of activities that would enable a

group to move toward its goal with minimal interference (as'most rational .4

bodels do), one cannot always anticipate or know hqw to contend with the

obstacles he or she is likely to encounter. For thjs reason, the path

that a group follows can lead to an undesired destination or deviate so
substantially from the charted course as to prove a prohibitively costly
wenture.

....

' ,an idealized conception of,group process, the path-goal paradigm

p sit le linear sequence of activities leading directly from an existing

s to to a preferred state. Research and theory, beginning with Scheidel

nci Crowell's. spiralmodel of idea development and moving through Wore
recent inquiries into group development and cogflict management, however,
ggest, that pathways to goals are not iinear.11 Although it remains

to be demonstrated what model best corresponds to ,reality, it seems safe
.

'to conclude that gRal-paths are somewhat circuitous even under the best

of circumstances. '4 An obvious reason, of course is that the conditions
.

A



necessary for a group *to move in linear fashion are too numerous everito be
fullp satisfied. This notion appears to be implicit in the familiar formu-
lations of group performance and productivity advanced by Cattell and
Steiner.13 Although Cattell focuses on "effective synergy" and Steiner
on "actual productivity," both suggest that a group's ability to function
effectively is typically le than its potential. Nonlinear Motion is
consistent with these theo ists' conception of performance. In other words, sm.

departures from linearity are indicative of the sources of interference that
prevent a group from uti i ing its collective resources in the most effective
manner possible. The mo a frequent:the departures and the greater their
magnitude, the lower is e likelihood of a group's achievi its oal.
Even 'f the goal is achieved under circumsdhces in which 4d arture
fregt nt and large, efficiency in the utilization of reso ces will be
corr pondingly low.

With this frame of reference, one can conceive of three sets of forces,
acting on the members of a group as they move from an existing state to a
preferred state: 1) forces that act to move a group toward its goal, 2)
forces that act to move a,group away from its goal, and 3) forces that act to
alter the direction in which a group is moving. When these forces are
sufficiently strong to have impact, they function as influence. Influence,
then, is the effect of a force on the direction of a grqup's movement: Given
the nature of the forces described, one can identify three classifications of
influence: facilitative, inhibitory, and counteractive. Facilitative '

influence is the result of those forces acting on a group to move from an
existing state to a preferred state. Inhibitory influences, on the other
hand, are the product of forces directing a group's movement away from its -0-
goals. Counteractive influence, then, is a conseqUence of the forces acting
on a group to alter its direction. In this sense, it can be either positive
or negative. Although my concern is primarily with the positive dimensions
of counteractive influence, nothing in its conception requires that it be only '

positive or only negative.
.

In a situation in which facilitative influences are the exclusive or p4-
dominant type operative, movement toward a group's goal theoretically would be
steady and deviations from the goal-path inconsequential. Under conditions
in which only inhibitory influences are operative, movement would be
progressively away from the goal path. In most groups, of course, both types
of influence are presept. As a result, neither of the extreme cases described
is likely to materialize. The behavior of groups in general reflects an inter-
mittent.pattern of departure from and return to the goal-path Without thp
concept of counteractive influence, however, it is difficult t explain how
either of the other types of influence can take hold and dete ne the direction
in which a,group is moving at any given point. Would it not o erwise appear. '.

thpt once the stronger of the two types of forces in initially plied, the
direction of movement would be irrevirsibly determined?

If,counteractive influence can be both positive and neg ative, its essential,
functions must be specified in relationship to the type of influence against
which it is directed. Positive counteractive influence, then, redirects move-
ment toward a goal-path when inhibitory influences are functioning to sustain
movement away from the goal-path. Negative counteractive influence, in contrast,

43
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serves, to alter movement-away from a goal-path. Once direction has been
successfully 'altered by either type of counteractive influence, then
the corresponding facilitative or inhibitory influences, that maintain
direction will take control until such time as another counteractive
forc5 develops, sufficient intensity to alter.direction. In a practical
sense, positive counteractive influence serves to limit the Magnitude
of the departures from a goal path created by inhibitory influences.
Negative counteratave influence, on the other hand, by diverting move-
ment,along a.goal path for which. facilitative influnces-hmt been
/responsible, tends to maximize the discrepancy between a group's actual
per6rMance and the quality of performance of which it is capable.

It should bapparent from the preceding discussion that counteractive
influence need.not be intentional. If one conceives of it as behavior having
the:effect of altering direction, then it follows that not all instances of
counteractive influence involve'delibkrate purpose. If future research is
to focus on counteractive influence, it m&yprogress more rapidly.by
examining intentional behavior, butJhat,emphasis should not preclude con-
si6ration of behavior that fhcidentally functions counteractively. In

fact, systematic observativi of behavior fhat incidentally appears to have
the: effect of, altering direction mi t welprove to have substantial
instrumental_ value in tiv,id n of omiunication strategies for improving
the performance of groups,.

*A
.

Thus far, the conception/of c influence I have been advancing
porrdys the phenomenon 4n mire o less dicho °mous terms; that is, as
behavior having or.not hlviAg the' ffe of lterir0 direction. Any realistic
representation of the cdricept hove admit degree. Hence,

although counteractive influence has a ndency of ltering direction of
movement toward or away frpm tgoal-path, the tendenc may b manifest in
several different ways. .Counterattive influence pres mably Could function
to retard, neutralize; or, reverse movement in a given-direction. The range

of consequences encompass b the 'Concept is indicative of the relative
strength_Qf the` various beh o xhibited in response to conditions
within a group interaction that- e facilitating or inhibiting imts perfor-

mance.
,

Althou is pretiminary co Pion of counteractive influences is in
need of furlItt refinement before it can be made operational, I hope that it
is sufficiently distinctive to warra t donsideration of tts utility as a
focus for future research. Hy purpose has not been to develop a rigorous
definition but simply .to set counteractive influence apart from dthose
related species of interpersonal influence with which it might otherwise
be confused. Conceptual inadequacies notwithstanding, it should now be
possible to,identtfy some problem areas in which the study of counteractive
influence may prove 'useful. ."

Seledid Areas for the Study,of Counteractive Influence
4.,

Any nater of areas of research on com.diunication in the small group
are appropriate for the study of counteractive influence., I'have chosen

five, hoever, on thg grounds that they involve- situations in which
.
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fluences to whichparttcipanti respond-inappropriately or feel ill-
combat are frequently at work. In each case, moreover, existing

ip,provides leads for the development of communication strategies
counteractive pqtential could be apsessed under controlled conditions.

five areas include' authority relations, pressure fir uniformity, status
ts, disruptive behavior, and member goal orientation. In making the ,

tion, I do not wish to convey the impression that these are the only areas
of attention. On the contrary, within the framework developed, the
possibilities are almost limitless. But we have 'to start somehwere,

and'the ve areas mentioned deal with common realities of group life.. In
addition, the kinds of roblems to which counteractive influence might be
directed are well within the realm.of group experiences of most people.

Authority Relations

Among other things, the study of authority relations has revealed 'how
ed'sily people in.positions of power can ordinarily elicit compliant responses
to their influence attempts. Migrant's controversial,research on obedience to
au hbrity, for example, rather dramatically underscores this conclusion.14
Oth r research, moreover, has' established that because of the relative se
with hich authority figures induce compliance, groups may be oolish,
inapprojaciate, or costly decisions.15 Apparently, under some circumstances
in which authority figures effectively exercise influence, a kind of "pluralistic
ignorance" sets in, and although individual members_ privately oppose the
direction in which the authority figure wishes to move, they remain silent

. .

because of the perception that others are. favorable disposed.I6 In most
instances, however, the success of an influence attempt by an authority figure
stems from the perception that.he/she either has the right to determine or
possesses the resources with which to make noncompliance punishing.17

Not aliinfluence-ittempts by authprityligures have negative consequences,
of c rse. When they do, however, the question tha.t arises from the point of
vie of the. influence target, who recognizes that the authority figure is
talking the group in an undesirable.direCtion, is how best'to respond. In other
weds, when an authority figureisleadfhg a group away from its goal, what
sorts of communicative strategies can be employed to redirect the members toward.
theipal-path? Does one apply some tactic of ingratiation? Will reasoning with ,

the authority figure create receptivity to redirection? Is a head-on confronta-
tion likely to work? Is the appropriateness of any given strategy determined
by other sets of circumstances? ,.The danger in following intuitive hunches in or
this type of situation is that one's efforts to counteract thenegative influence
being exerted by the authority figure might do more harm than good. The wrong
choice could prove to, be unfortunate. Yet for the individual who recognizes
the need to be able to coynteract the-influence of an authority figure, intuitive
hunches are all that one has to go on. Research to date has not revealed what
communicative strategies to pursue.

In spite of the absence of research on specific communicative mechanisms
for contending with the influence of authority figures, the knowledge that one's

postigr is determined by the target of influence suggests that such influence can

be successfully counteracted.1B In addition, we know that resistance to an °-

authority figure's influence attempts increases the probability that resistance
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will be displayed by others.19 Guided by.such clues, we should be able
to begin developing communicative strategies' that have the greatest potential
utility for counteracting this type of inhibitory constraint.

Pressure for Uniformity

.)

' Pressure for uniformity is ,a second area in which a need for research .

on counteractive influence exists. Opposition to'a majority position

frequently induces pressure for uniformity, particularly i,n highly cohesive
groups.20, Schacter his further demonstrated that persistent opposition can
lead to-rejection of-the-devia4Wnember.0 Although pressure for uniformity

and, the conformity to which it gives rise are not intrinsically undesirable,
they can contribute tq the development of a climate that promotes the
oineffective execution of a group's tasks. Faced with the alternatives of
either acquiescing or being rejected, many people feel helpless in situations
in which they are subjected to pressure for uniformity. The identification

of specific communicative strategies that enable one to respond effectively
to pressure for uniformity, therefore, would.be a most welcome addition

to the literature on conformity..

As in the case of authority relations, previous scholarship has provided
some leads for developing,strategiers for counteracting the inhibitory

influence of pressure for uniformity. In a situation very much like the

one studied by Schacter, Harnack found that by remaining reasonable and by

not responding-in kind of abusive remarks, not only 'did opinion deviates

continue to be accepted by the majority they opposed, but they actually
induced movement toward their own position:42 Valentine and Fisher further

discovered that different types of devi-ante have different consequences

for a group's performance,2 Mit variety of deviance they refer to as

"innovative" appears to have constructive effects as opposed to "noninnova-
tive" or ordinary deviance, which tends to be personally oriented and

conflict producing. Finally,'Bradley, Hamon, and Harris uncovered evidence

showing that by being well informed, individuals playing a deviant'role
in decision-making groups could function effectively in the face of majority

pressure. Deviant members who drew upon external sources of information .

to support their arguments tended.to influence the thinking of majority

members, many of whocadopted the deviates' arguments as their own in sub-

sequent discussions.64

None of these studies is conclusive, but collectively they suggest

that majority pressure can be successfully resisted and, perhaps more

importantly, that communicative strategies capable of altering the direction

in which a majority may be moving can be devised. Much more needs to be

done in examining the comparative utility of different strategies under .

varying conditions of pressur§. For instance, it is not clear'from thb

studies cited to what extenteUeviates were under pressure to conform.

Degree of pfessure would appear to be a critical determinant of what

strategies can most effectively be employed to counteract majority

influence. Still, a beginning has been made, it remains for others to make

the inquiries that will reveal more precisely those strategies that function

\counteractively with the greatest probable success.
A
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'Status Effetts
. t -

The differences in 'status that separate the members of a group into roles
ov varying importance can lead to a high rankirtkparticipant's having undue in-

. fluence on the direction which the group moves.bb For this eason, it is an
/eliiCially important area in which tostudy the operation of gounteractive
influence. The greater influenCe potential of high statusrlme ers is attribu-

table to others' perceptions that such individuals are mo valuable to the
grodp. As a result, those of comparatively lower tank tend to bedeferential
in their.interaction with persons of high status, to ptov4de inaccurate informa-
tion, to devalue their own opinions and judgments, and to be uncritiCal of the
ideas expressed by the more valued members.'6 That these aspects of status
differentiation can adversely affect performance has been demonstrated, among
others, by Torrance. ,He found in a study of problem - solving groups that lower
status members having a correct solution were prone to endorse the solutions
proposed by the highest ranking member even though they were incorrect.27

The privilege that high status af fordt its possessors to influence/the
judgment and performance of others is difficult to overcome. As Homan has
pointed out, individuals having high status are,Aved as capable of providing,
scarce resources for compliant behavior whether ir1fact they are or are not.245
In this case, it is the perception that count?. Ouestioning or challenging the
judgment of such an individual, then, is not likely to be taken graciously by
either the high status participant or other group members who see him/her as
controlling valued psychological and material resources. Under these circum-
stances, how does one react when it is perceived that the influenCe of a high
status member is leading.a group in the wrong direction or otherwise limiting le
its effectiveness? Although this question hasyet to be answered, two facts
about the maintenance of status provide some potentially valuable insights.
First, the status that initial impressions and external factors give oneare
insufficient for maintaining a high ranking. In addition, the individual
having high status, although allowed a certain-degree of freedom to violate
group norms, ultimately must livg up to the group's expectations and to conform
to its most highly valued norms.a The fluidity of statrtaiiiOngs may hold
the key to discovery of the most effective meant-of coufiteiwacting, the influence
pf high status group members whose behavior is inhibiting the performancoof
a group. It appears that the essential considghation is whether or, of one
can demonstrate that such behavior constitutes a serious enough viola4pn
of accepted standards of performance. If so, then strategies centered "OR the

inconsistency between a high status member's behavior and the group's no
and expectations have the greatest likelihood of success for altering direction.

,

A'

Disruptive Behavior

Disruptive behavior is another area inwhich there is need for research
on Counteractive communicative strategies. From the point of view of the
partirant,,in fact, this m&y be the area of greatest need of study. Many
peopl feel Moat ease when instances of interpersonal hostility arise,
when group member becomes deliberately antagonistic toward the other partici-
pants, or when someone is extremely belligerent in stating their opinions.
Such disruptions can be generally subsumed under the heading of affective
conflict. This type of conflict, we know from bot4Irxperience and research,

4"

4
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frequently interferes with the ability
"

of .a_ to achieve its goals and
with the quality of its performance.

A rather substantial literature on interpersonal relations has accumulated
within the last several years that deals with problems of breakdown in
communication. One might easily-think, therefore, that we have many of the
necessary insights for respOnding effectively to disruptions when they
occur. The thrust of this literature, however, is aimed at self-improvement
through expanded awareness, the cultivation of sensitivity toward others,
and the management of one's own personal problems,_ To the extent tbat a
knowledge of what contributes to effective interpersonal relations enables
one to be a more constructive group member, this body of scholarship is
valuable. Unfo rtunately, it is not adequate for addressing the kinds of
problems to which disruptive behavior in others often leads. Certainly, ft
provides few insights on which one can reliably draw an responding effectively
to the exigences created by disruptive acts. To be able to counteract the
inhibitory influence of such behavior requires levels of understanding about'
how communication functions that we do not presently possess.

One potentially promising avenue of investigation is suggested by the

differenEes between affective and substiptive conflict in their impoct on
group performance. Guetzkow and Gyr, for example, disivvered that substan-,
tive conflict, that is, issue oriented conflict deriving from a group's
agenda, promotes effective'interactioq and contributes,to consensus. Affective
conflict, on the other hand, inhibits consensus and leads to general dissat-
isfaction among group 5tudies,focused on efforts to convert
affective conflict into substantive conflict, therefore, might hold some

,"% answers to the question of how best to counteract disruptive influences.

Several experiments on the effects of orienting behavior indicate that
such atconversion is possible.32 But to determine if the suspected relation-,

' ship to improved performance is valid, more carefully designed studies of
specific communicative strategies will hav4 to be conducted. .

Member Goal Orientation

The final as I have designated as important for the study of counter-
..

active influence involves the goal orientation of group members. When the
individuals comprising a group adopt a competitive.orientation: they tend
to perform less well than when they are cooperatiiely oriented. This
effect of members'.goal orientation was detected early in the history of
research on small groups by Deutsch and has since been rather consistently
deMonstiAted in other investigatidns involving both laboratory and natural
groups." The adverse effects of a competitive orientation surface in both the
task and social dimensions of a group's performance, for example, productivity
is reduced, morale tends to be low, and the participants are more likely
to attribute responsibility for failure to the other members. Not only
are the prospects for achievement of a group goal limited when the members
interact competitively, individual goals are frequently not achieved.35

Most situations requiring groups call fora cooperative orientation and
coordination' of effort; hence, in these sorts, of situations, competition is
the unnatural state of affairs. When individUals perceive their individual
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goals to be at odds with the objectives of the group, however, it is difficult
to preyent the emergence of a competitive climate. Trying-to establish congruency
between individual and group goals appears to be the best remedy to this problem.JS
How suchjcongruency can be made apparent is a function of communication, but
at present particular strategies have not been ideptified. By investigating the
relative effiq&cy of different types of appeals designed to bring individual
and group goals into proper alignment, communication researchers could make a
substantial contribution to overcoming one of the most significant sources of
ineffectiveness in group interaction. For anyone who has experienced the debil-
itating effects' of competition on group performance, haigng means with which to
counteract its effects would undoubtedly be of substantAl value. )
Additional Advantages and Values of Focusing onCounteractive-lInfluence

Thus far, I have been trying to justify a focus on countera- ctive influence
in future research on the grounds of,need and social utility. In certain
respects, that may be justification enough. If research in the present decade
is to develop such a focus, however, those doing it may require further justifi-
cation.. Among the many possible advantages and values, three seem to -stand
out. First, counteractive influence has the potential of becoming an integrative
concept; that is, it may permit us to deal with a wide variety of problems from
a common perspective. Second, it allows for continuity in the transition from
present concerns to future achievements. Fin. ly, and perhaps most important,

-.N it will place the accent in research on gro clearly on the role of
communication. Having fared the advantages,

let
me now elaborate.

The kinds of problems about which I have b n commenting throught this
essay stem'from different sourceslbut they have similar consequences. That
is, they interfere withrthe manner in which a group performs its tasks liy
taking it from its goal-path. Different problems, of course, require
different specific remedies. The communicative strategies that we might
investigate, however; would have the common purpose of redirecting movement
toward group toals. By conceiving of such strategies as fo of counteractive
influence, we may be able to invest our scholarship with the kind of theoretical
unity and coherence that it for so long now has bpen ctitici ed as lacking. In

addition, the restricted' focus should facilitatedClassification of communicative

strategies in re.lation to both probable success and the sorts of problems for
w are most appropriate. I do not en'&ision a perfect referencing-
ystem as the end product, however, a matrix of,problem/strategy/outcome
relationship could be developed. The utility of such a matrix.would lie in
revealing the state of knowledge at any given time and in making apparent
where the gaps in our understanding are! located, conceptrof counteractive
influence and the knowledge that research on it ge era may not by sufficient
to move us from Kuhn's "preparadigmatic" to "paradigmatic" stage, which he
suggest occurs in the normal dev lopment of science.36 The concept nevertheless
could prove to be important in th transition

The second advantage of concentrating on counteractive influence is that
it will provide c6ntinuity between existing and future scholarshil). Criticisms
of reseattt on groups often create the impression that radical departures from
past efforts hold the only promise for making-signi.Ocant progress in future
inquiry,3/4'but to act on Isuc

,
an impression, I believe; would ber4a- mistake.37
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As astronaut Frank Bormann remarked on the occasion of the successful completion
of the first manned flighrto the moon and back, "We stood on the shoulders
of giants." Although the giants in group dynaTics may not be as large or
have shoulders quite so broad as those in the physical sciences whose
contributions made space travel a reality; a groundwork for significant
advances has been laid by people of substantial accomplishments. The
sources of ineffectiveness and the requisites of effective performance have
been reasonably well thought out and demonstrated over the last half century
by a, large number of active scholars. It rema9ns for their successors to
discover the means by which the discrepancies between what groups accomplish
and what they are capable of accomplishing can be reduced. .The study of
counteractive influence holds such promise.

The last of the'values I see deriving from the study of counteractive
influence is that it will more sharply accept the role of communication in
group process. Developing knowledge useful for counteracting unwanted sources
of inflUence on a group's performance will regGire that we look to the
resources that ind* iduals possess withintheir communicative repertoires,

P14
therefor once the pro ss of group interaction hat begun, the are few other

resources on which one can draw to combat theeproblems that arise. The rather
substantial body of research on the contingencies of interaction that was
undertaken in the 1970's by members of our profession.has shown quite clearly
that the characteristics of given utterances have significance for the types
that follow and that the relationships are amenable to description." Although
the interests reflected in that research are diffuse, the orientation can be
carried forward in efforts to test more systematically,what types of utterances
have the greatest impact in altering the direction in which inhibitory
influences may-be leading a group. If communication has the dynamic properties
that past research and theory has led us to believe,flthen it is reasonable
to expect that the process can be made to work more effectively through the

discovery of strategies that serveto counteract inhibitory influences.
. .

NIn promoting the concept of counteractive influence as a focus for future
research, I am not so naive as to believe that r search findings will produce
the level of understanding that would enable Pro members to overcome all of

tlibtheir problems. The performance of groups is ana gous to the efficiency of
machines, that is, the energy developed is-never equal to the energy supplied.
Howeve?, just as it is possible to increase the relative efficiency of a
machine, it should be ptssible to improve the 'performbnce of groups. The

study of counteractive ipfluence possesses such potential. It haS a
foundation in existing scholarship and provides a basis for channeling our

efforts toward a reasonably clear goal. Too Often, criticisms of research

on small groups have resulted only in calls for doing things differently or
better without the_target or_means_in yiewilhat approach to stimulating new
inquiry, I fear, serves only to produce further wandering. My hope is that

.the present effort will have more constructive and socially signifitant
consequences. Perhaps then someone someday will be able to write that
"Humans Are Better Off Because of Groups." ,
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EMERGENT IRENDSIN SMALL.atiOP RESEARCH

4

Robert N. Bostrom*

.

Irtheflast decade, we have seen dramatic changes in the study
of human communiClation Ayr the 1960's, we were preoccupied' with attj-

tudessand attityPe-chan0-="persuasion's was the primary interest of the
maddrity of coMmunication Yesearchei4s. In, the 1970's, "relationships"
And "relational !Communication" begin to dominate- In the four ICA

A
Commdhication Yearbooks that have been published (1977-1980), all
"interpergonal" research reported-directly concerned relational com-

. 14 munifation,

IP
Although the stub of communication in small groups has not eiactly

be, n a dominant position in our discipline, several factors point to
An -asing intefestrin small groups in the 1980's. The extension of
re a '.nal concerns from the dyad to the small group is a logical out -(

. growth of.present'research interests. .The obvious importance of small
Oups in ouf daily life, togethef with our maturing research methods,

.11L4 seem to pointto the small group.as the of communication research
in the 1980's. This prediction is based on several different trends- In

,social psychpiogy,,severaD lines of research point to an increasing in-is
Wee in communicatiye variables as the. principal determinants,of group
butt . These !include receht developments in choice shifts, in bar-
gainin and In group coeposjtion. ,In addition, some.exciting 'new con-
ceptual s have been developed which may offer valuable new in-
sightsko the ature of the group-process. 1 .

- A

Hackman and Morris! characterized.group inputs as belonging to three
initin types: individual facto* (skills, attitudes, personal character'
tics), group-based factors (struccure,.size, cohesiveness), and environ
mental factorgtask characteristics, reward structure, levtl of stress). .

One environmental factor that has fundamental implications for the nature
of group jeteraction is the division of groups into "common motive"
(antagonistic, orargaining groups).'. Until now, the bek of small.
group research 'in s ial psychology has used common-motive groups, and
has concentrated on roup-based and environmental factors. But we can
see strong indica f an increased interest in the individual level
input fac ors an motive groups. These trends stem from two main
sources: re t overies.concerning the risky shift phenomenon,
and the o ecent research negotiation and bargaining. Both of
theiepoiht, an increasingly important role in small group research for

0 more tsaditiona "mbrnmunication" variables--credibility, message structure,
and the like--PUitll point to the increasing integration of small group
reseed) within the !mainstream" of communication research.

The first of these trends is exhibited in the choice shift phenome7
non ("risky-conservative"): The two main explanations for this effect are
the social comparison theory, and the persuasf4e arguments_theory. The

b *Or Robert N. Bostrom is wi the Oepartment of Communication-,
University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky.
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Gro typically choose different kinds of solutions than. do indi-
vidual by themselves. There are q number of comprehensive reviews of
this nomenon in the literatuie.i Although there is an,overwhelming
tendency 'to term this change the !'risky" shift, Cartwright has pointed
out that groups are not invarigbly more risky than individuals on
"Choice DilentaZluestionnaire" tasks. Cartwright states-Via-the effects
of group discussion depend on the content pf the items and the nature of
initial choices within the group. An analysis of the effect of group ;

discussion on-individual items in the CDQ reveals considerable varia-
tion. For some it s, group.discussioh leads to a tolerance for a 10%
to 15% reduction ragthe likelihood that the risky alternative will be
successful. This indicates increased tolerance for risk. For other
items' the tolerance for risk.is only increased by about 6% or 7%, and,
for still other 5, discussion decreases the tolerance for the risky
choice. Stoner° was able to successfully construct items that consis-
tently yield conservative shifts after group* discussion. 4

-33-

persuasive arguments. theory is achieving preeminent in the minds ofmost-
- researchers, and this points towards an increased ifterest in communica-

1-

tion. In addition, some of the recent trends in ba aining and negotiation
seem to be developing in the same-direction. Lastl research on the in-
fluence of minorites in group deliberations (especia ly concerning. juries)

...ik_point to an increasing interest in communicative phenomena. All of these
trends point to a convergence Hof interest in the communicative interactions

.

in small groups. .. .

. The "Choice- Shift;' Phenomenon

Cartwright also notes that the typical size of shift Or item
across the 12 contained in the CDQ israpproximately from 6 in 10 to one
of 5 in 10 chances for success. This chance, though statistically

1- significant, is not large. He alio points out that existing. research .

provides little information about the way persons perceive the riskiness
of choices, their initial levels of risk, or their assessment of the
valuesOof outcomes8 In other words, group discussion produces shifts'
by changing the perceived riskiness of the choices, 'by altering the
ideal level of risk, or by modifying the value of the outcome inIplied
by each of the decision, ternatives. Which of these processes occurs,
or whether they all occur, is a truly important research question.

We al lneed to decide how best to conceptualize the process by, It
'Which group discussion alters prior individual decisions. Many.writers
call attention to two major processes whereby group discussion might alter
prior individArdecItIons: (a) the presentation or knowledge of ers'

positions and the social comparison of one's own opinion with,t lT t of
others; and (b) the presentation of new information or ar Orients concern-
ing the decision alternatives'. The first emphasizes no tive influence
processes, and the second emphasizes persua on processes. Much research
has also tended to focus on the role of one or ther 4 these two
mechanismS in'producing group influence.

The Social Comparison Explanation -- The source of this explanation
comes from Festingert social comparison theory.8 In order to predict
the extremity shifts that seem to follow from group discussion, however,
the theory must be modified to include the notion that the poles of atti-

5c, .
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tudinal and belief dimensions, like those of ability dimensions, can
often be clearly labeled as positive and negative. If attitude dimen-
siohs, like abilities, are evaluatively Oear, social comparison might
operate in a number of ways to produce group polarization efficts

.

(extremity: shiftg)..
c

For example, aperson may value a particular opinion but, for
fear of being. labeled extreme or unreasonable may express a more moderate
position than that which he or she prefers. Then'the discussion reveals
that other group members espouse positions closer to his or her personal
ideal or more extreme than was expressed on the premeasure. The release
from fear or negative evaluation allows such person to agree with more
extreme positions. Since this process presumably operates in varying

,degrees for several of the group members, it could account for the
polarization effect.

A-slightly different interpretation points up a more positive aspect
of the individual's behavior: impression management or self-presentation,
rather than the "release" from fears. Here group members could compete
to express more extreme views, trying to express the more admired (extreme)
position.

Alternatively, the attitude dimension itself may directly possess
an evaluative component) From this standpoint, since ability is a dimen-
sion with clear evaluative poles, the attribution of ability to those.
who express an extreme attitude may be a generalization of an evaluative
judgment made directly on the basis of the person's attitudinal stand.
Jellison and Riskind prefer the first interpretation, but these inter-
pretations have not been clearly resolved. Regirdless of which of these
views will ultim4tely be shown to be more accurate, either one fits the
view that the fUffillment of self-presentational concerns underlies group
polarization effects. Hence the research indicates clearly thpt the an-

...ser to most of fhese problems lies in further. explication of the com-
municative behavior of.the group members.

The Persuasion Explanation The persuasion explanation states that
mere knowledge of other's positions,lar se is not the critical ingredient
for group polarization effects. Instead, it is the information that is
exchanged.buring the course of the discussion that plays the major role.,,
According to this interpretation, the group produces arguments that favor
a more extreme position. Though indiiridual group members may have been
aware of some of th4se supporting elements, most were not aware of all
of them. Thus, the net effect is a shift as a result of the new persua-
sive information to which group members are exposed. In fact, most groups
move toward decisions involving greater risk. The persuasion explanation,
then, m t include some cultural value to account for the preponderance of
per ve arguments in favor of risk. BurnsteiQ and Vinokur, for example,
f or cultural values as 0 complete explanation.10 .

What coule the nature of these persuaslve arguments? People in-
volved in a discussion try to influence each other mainly in three ways;
(a) they communicate their preferences and learn the other's mod,, (b) they
communicate promises and threats, rewards and punishments for yielding or

resisting thmItempted influence (i.e. try learn the other's demands);
(c) they communicate the reasons for these preferences and learn the

57,.
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other's arguments. The first facet has been studied moinly within the
tradition of -Conformityll,and social comparison theory141. InzAhe second
twojctivities We might dIscover clues to the,kind of perg4asTife argu-
megg offergd. The second is related to effect dependence, and as Jones
and-Gerard" have t'emarked, has,attracted little interest. Except for
a series of experiments stimulated byfestinger's theory of informal
dbmmunication in the eafly fifties, only a few studies have been per-
formed on that topic during the last twenty years.

.
- .

The tblrd area is often described as integration theory.l4 Ebbesen
and Bowers , althoUgh nap explicitly. referring to integration theory,
also,.stress the importance of the relative 'number of pro and con argu-
ments in explaining the choice shift folloycng group discussion. Jones
and Gerard% describe,this kind of influence as '.!information dependence."

Whether or not the other person is liked is another important vari-
able that has received a good bit of attention. Liking,of the other person
can be based on experience, or on a present behavior. Ajperson in need .

of reinforcement of his beliefs and values, and perceiving a discrepancy
between his-and the group's positiOn, is prone to conform in order to feel
secure. To agree with a liked. person provides more security than to agree

.

N
with a disliked one, especially, on issues,of value. ,

Most experiments do not differentiate the perceptio of another'

position (stand), from the perception of another's desire o lhfluenc

t7

(demand). One exception is a study by Mills and Aronsonl which sue

guests that to know someone's position does not itself cause conform ty,
if the subject assumes thatAhe other does not want to exert influe ce.
The perception of demand is also less effective if there is no way by
which the other could check whether his inflvence attempt results in
yielding or not .

-35-

-

The demand of a liked person.is less objectionable than the demancr-
,e of a disliked one for two reasons. If liking is based on rewards received

in the past, yieldid0 is an act of restoring equity,18 It is also a

means of preserving friendship and obtaining rewards or avoiding punish-

ment in the future. Although many experiments reveal, only weak, if any,

effect Aependence,19 the desire to influence, i.e., to demand, is cbm-.

municated quite frankly. It is_therefore likelx_that in some of.these
studies both the perception of a stand and the perception of a demand

affected by social - emotional responses. Whether liking affects not only
.

the influence of stand and demand perception, but also the influence of
persuasive argumentation, possibly by enhancing attention and remembering,

is difficult to state. There sums to be no difference in remembering
the arguments of a liked and a disliked person. Even if the arguments of
a liked person were perceived as more convincing than the arguments of a
disliked one, this may be due to some kind of post hoc explanation of the
subject, e.g., "I havdqeen influenced; therefore, the arguments must have
been convincing, since I am a reasonable person who would not be seduced
by personal attraction in finding the right answer to a problem."

Researchers in communication should be quick to point out the general
poverty of the."liking" interpretation. Even a cursory examination of the

concepts of attractivensss and credibility should produce more interesting
findings--especially for a theory labelled "persuasive arguments." For
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example, Fontes and Budens2° demonstrate that the foreperson in jury
studies usually has much more influence than other jury members. Or
the significant phenomenon might be, as mentioned earlier, more closely
related to communicative activity. Cline and Cline, 41 for example,
showed that choice shifts were directly influenced by the patterning
of communicative activity in small groups.

Most of this research is moving in one principal, direction: ,

greater attention to the process of cohniunication as an explanatory
variable for the outcomes of small group transactions. A similar trend
can be seen in the research inlirgaining and negotiation.

Communication In Mixed-Motive Gros
,

i.,
Bargaining

/
and negotiation was once thought of as primarily antago-

nistic and noncOmmunicative. However,Aore recent developments have
stressed the mutual influence process and the ways in which mutually ac-
ceptable solutions can be reached. Many researchers have discovered how
bargainers influence each other by varying the cooperativeness implicit in
their moves. Another way in which bargainers exert influence is by vary-
in the sequence in which these moves are arranged. By starting tough
and then systematically softening demands, by making concessions, a bar-

\-.......--,1
ainer can communicate willingness to settle for a particular division of
esouros. Even in the relatively simple "prisoner's dilemma" interac-
tion,24 an individual can make positive concessions by following competi-
tive choices with cooperative ones. On the other hand,-by increasingly
toughening his position (or in the PD game, by,shifting from coopera-
tive to competitive, or contingently cooperative, behavior) a bargainer
can make negative concessions and can convey his willingness to settle
for a particular offer made by the other. -

A number of experimental studies employing one or more variants of
the PD game have examined the effects of shifts in the cooperativeness
of a simulated other upon subjects' cooperation. Schellenburg, for ex-

t ample, found no systematic difference between shifts in cooperativeness
and subject behavior.23 Other:Studies, however, demonstrate that a
change in the other's behavior froM low to high cooperativen#ss induces
greater cooperation than either a shift from high to low or a pattern
orhigh unchanging cooperativeness. This research seems -to- indicate ,

that an Odividual who makes concessions is more likely to elicit
cooperation from the other than one

-
who makes demands or no conces4

sions.

4
This conclusion is supported by several experiments on untingent

experimental strategies upon behavior.' Pirisuk,and Skolnick to had
students play an arms race-disarmament ple b against a simulated op- ,-,1

ponent who employed one of two experimental strategies: "matching"
.

(the number, of missiles produced by the opponent was equal to the
number prodDced by the *dent on the previoUs trial); or "concilia-
tory" (the number of mis§iles produced by the opponent was equal to
one less than the students number on the previous trial). The
conciliatory strategy was more likely to induce cooperation than the

. matching one.

SomR other researchers have fouhd conciliatory strategies are
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least effective in inducing cooperation. They often result-in exploita
tion by subjects. Atthough Harwell, Schmitt,- and Bbyesen26 have obtained
evidence to the contrary, indicattingithat a pacifist strategy may elicit
cooperation (at least among Norwegian subjects), other studies support
more cooperative behavior in the outcomes.e7 Why'should a pacifist stra-
tegy ke ineffective? Bixenstine and.Gadbeleinn suggest%ghe possible
answer. Subjects in this PD,study.played against a contingent-strategy
that was programmed to match 'their prior cooperative or competitive
behavior in reciprocal fashion, either immediately or gradually. The
investigators expected the greatest cooperation to be elicited When s04-
.jecttplayed against a strategy that was quick to reciprocate coopera-
tion and slow to reciprocate_competitive behavior (retaliate). Instead

N they found that subjects exploited the other in this condition, taking
advantage of his "eagerness to cooperate" by choosing competitively .an
these occasions. The condition that elicited the greatest cooperation
was one in which,the strategy was again slow to compete but was now also
slow to respond to cooperation by subjects with like behavior. Because

_the,other was slow,to reciprocate cooperation, his cooperative behaavior
may have appeared all he more valiiable, and gubjeCtS' _temptation 'et

defect was therfore red . As Bixenstine and Gaebelein conclude:
"Turning the other cheek r being slow-to-compete) is fine, but for'c
maximum influence in producing mutually-beneficial behaviqr, it is best
wed to a cautious e osure.of one's cheek to begin with!""

The role of co ession making can, also be seen in -the Acme-Bolt

Trucking game. Bargainers typically begin,by deadlocking in the middle
of the one-lane section.of road, taking a relatively tough stance. Afte

. some jockeying batk and forth and some loss fo time and money for both
parties, we might expect to see one player (perhaps Acme) reversnris

k truck, allowing the other (Bolt) to go through the one-lane section
first, before completing the trip himself. 'On a subseouent turn we might
expect the bargainers to once again meat in the middle, with Bolt backing
up this time in order to permit Acmerthttugh first. This pattern bf al-

)
teration, o e which represents the optimal solution to the mutual coos-

/ pr posed by the.game, is a clear example of reciprocated
concession ng. Beginning -with a relatively intransigent stance,
one bargainer eventually decides to run the risk of trusting the other
and makes a unilateral concession. This concession, if reciprocated, can
lead to a mutually beneficial solution tosChrbarggining problem. How-

ever, if not reciprocated-if the concession makerlis "betrayed" by his
adversary-the result may well be a mutually destructive conflict that is
difficult to resolve.
4'

A number of experiments have examined the concession-making.process
in variants of the Bilateral Monopoly game. The general conclusions
reached by these studies are first, that the rate, and magnitudenof con-
cessions by a simulated other tend to be reciprocated in kind." Ines
addition, a strategy of starting tough and then gradually making onces-

sions is a more effective means of reaching an optimal divikion of,re-
sources th one in which a softer stance is maintained throughout.

7' The t ndendl, of bargaining pairs to settle on a mutually favorable
contract is described by Kelley and Schenitzkiil as the "systematic con-
cessions model." According to this formulation, each party begins by
proposing contracts for which his own profits are high. As these offers
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and counteroffers are rejected by the,other, heithen proposes contracts
that are somewhat less profitable. Each time a bargainer makes a con-
cession, he thereby increases the set of contracts he considers accept-
able. Concessions continue in a stepwise, systematic fashion until bar-

_ gainers Keach,the point where their, two sets of acceptable contracts first
overlap. This.is the point ofaximum joint profit and represents the
optimal settlement.

One implication of the systematic concessions model is the fact
that a favdrable agreement is more likely to be reached if all issues are
juggled Simultaneously, thereby presenting to the other an integrated
rather than segmented picture of one's shifting preferences. Considered
as a whole, the research suggests that the concession making process has
two important consequences for the bargaining relationship. First, con-
cessions convey vital information about a bargainer's subjective utili-
ties. They allow each" party to gauge the other's preferences and inten-
tions and, in turn, permit each party to present or misrepresent infor-
mation about his own. For example, a bargainer who makes fhquent con-
cessions will probably be viewed as Willing to settleforless than one
who makes-cdneiTsions only bccatiOnally. Similarly, a-bargatiter who
makes concessions up to a certain point and then refuses to move beyond
this poi pt will probably be seen as being close to some "cutoff point"
on his ut7ifY scale below which he will leave the relationship rather
than set*. On the other hand, sbargainer who makes negative conces-
sions may be seen as threatening to his position unless a parti-
cular offer is accept_eft. Thus, concessionsvmay be shaped in a variety of
ways each of whichWS important consequences for the way in which one's.
preferences and intentions are viewed by the other. And, as many studies
illustrAe, when concessions are made systematically--especially when they
are coupled with extreme opening demands--they are instrumental in the
attainment.of an optimal divWon of resources.

'Second, concessions convey impokant information about bargainers'
perceptions of adversaries. They allow each party to find out how he
looks in the other's eyes. And o the extent that a bargpiner believes
he is seen as capable and effective, he will probably behave in increas-
ingly cooperative fashion. it seem strange that so little of the bar-
'gaining studies have not focused on the central issue--the content of the
communicative interaction.

All in all, the literature in bargaining suggests that the prin-
cipal method in arriving at a cooperative best solution is inextricably
tied to the processes of information exchange and persuasion. When "game"
situations were first studiedkit was thought that they formed a model of
competitive interactionSZnly.itIn 1968, however, game theory was offered
as a model of the cooperative Process, and was demonstrated to serve as
well in this capacity.32 This view was not readily accepted at this time,33
but has since has come to be the dominant pardigm of bargaining and nego-
tiation.research.

Group Composition in Small Group Behajrior

Closely tied into the choice shift research an& the bargaining
research is a line of inquiry usually labelled "group composition." In

these studies, the initial predispositions of group members are systema-

ti
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tically varied to see how these compositions affect the groups' solutions. .

Here we have clear instances of the study of various size and types of
minorWes in dliberative outcomes:

How do minorities influence a.group in reaching decisions? Many
persons feel that prior bias is the main way that this is done. Much of
this research has been conducted in studying mock juries. Unfortunately,
a good deal of this research suffers from serious methodological difficul-
ties,

One go example occurs in a .study conducted by DaVis and his
associate .J4 They studied the general effects of bias on the liature of

11, decisions rendered in 6-person juries. They believed that initial bias
would affect the outcome of a jury's deliberation as well as the kind of
verdicts rendered. 708 Ss wereasked a series of questions to measdre
possible bias toward the prosecution or, the defense in a rape trial. On

the basis of these questions t the experimenters divided the Ss into three
groups: "Pro-Prosecution," (34%); "Moderate," (33%); and "Pro-Defense,"
(33 %). All Ss watched a videotaped trial, and then indicated their pre-,
ference for the guilt or innocence of the defendant. Of'the total of
708 Ss, 447 (63%) indicated that they thought him guilty, while 261 <37 %)
thought him innocent. The initial predisposition had only a slight effect
on the judgements of innocent or guilty. Then these Ss were divided into
128 6-person juries, and were allowed to deliberate. In spite of the
overwhelming number of guilty predispositions, only 49 of these groups
(41.1%) were able to reach a verdict of guilty in the alloted time. 41

of the juries (35.9%) voted not guilty, and 28 of the groups were unable
to reach a decision. Davis and his coauthors claim that initial bias had
significantly affected the number of guilty verdicts. This bias is de-
monstrated by the followling table:.

TABLE I

Guilty Hung
Verdict Jury

Not Guilty
Verdict'

Pro-Prosecution

Moderatd

Pro-Defense

20

18

11

9

9.

10

11

12

18

-

The frequencies reported do not produce a significant Chi-square (4.32,
df=4). Then'the authors present an analysis of the results of the deli-
berations broken down in terms of the:composition of the juries. Juries

were constructed according to the post--trial, predeliberation judgements
of the jurors. These groups were 6-01;5-1, 4-2, 3-3, 2-4, 1-5, and 0-6
in favor of a guilty verdict (see Table rr). Of this analysis, they're-
ported ,"Moderate and Pro-prosecution matrices,are rather similar, but
the pro-defense matrix is somewhat different from the first two. We lack
a standard, straightforward means of assessing the intercondition agree- ,

ment.anIong the matrices, but inspection (of the table) offers no clear evi-
dence that group decision processes vary with cqndition."" These authors

overlooked a very effidient means of assessing the "intercondition agree-

I
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ment among the matrices, but inspection (of the table) offer no clear
evidence that group decision processes vary with pndition,"" These
authors overlooked a very efficient means of assetsing the "intercon-

*ion agreement among the matrices," the partitioning of chi -square for
multiple tnteractions.36 f three-factor partition can be constructed by
eliminating the 6-0 jurte lihey routinely returned a verdict of guilty,
as we might suspect), th 1-5, and the 0-6 juries (they also produced no
surprises--producing,rou ine verdicts of'not guilty).

TABCE II

i

if

Pro- Pro-
. Prosecution Moderate OT Defense

G H NH G H HG G H NG

o
5

1

5

Majority

5-1 7 0 2 7 2. 1 e 6 0

4-2 6 5 1 5 3 3 4 5

- 0 2 6 .1 4 4 1 5

2=4 0 2 2 0 0 '3 0

This three-element matrix can be analyzed into several components, the
"main effects," the interactions among majority, bias, and verdict, and

`the triple interaction between all three. Since the verdict rendered is,
of course, the dependedt variable in this interaction, the triple partition
of chi-square is analagous to a two-way interaction in an analysis of va-
riance. When this chi-square is calculated, it yields a value of 15.26,
which, with df-12, is not significant. Therefore we cannot conclude,
with these authors, that the "pro-defense matrix was somewaht different
from the first two." Since the triple interaction was not significant,
we may collapse the frequenciet into more simple comparisons. The bias
by majority size interaction is of little theoretical interest, since
these two factors were varied by the experimenters. Bias by verdict,

the one of greatest theoretical interest to these researchers, may
produced a chi-square of .268, far from significance. The majority size
of verdict interaction, on the other hand, produced a chi-square value of
43.231, significant at the .001 level (df=8): It is worth e4amining this
matrix separately:

,

TABLE III

Verdicts

G H HG

Distribution

5-9 20 2 3

4-2 15 r 13 , 9
3-3 2 11 11

2-4 0 2 -10

Table III shows clear evidence for the strength of the jury composition
effect as opposed,to the initial bias of the jurors. On the other hand,

"bias," as such had litt effect, as Table IV demonstrates:
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TABU IV
+111o.

Verdicts.
Reached

.Initial Bias G H HG

Pro-Prosecution . 13 9 11

Moderate 13 9 Si T

a Pro-Defense 4a, 11' 10 11

The interesting fact of,the outcome of this experiment (and one that ap-
parently escaped the authors of it) was that the trial (and by extension,
the messages in the trial) did produce some'slight differences in the ini-
tial judgments, but the manner in which these judgments were arranged in the
juries was of much greater importance in predicting the outcome of the de-
liberations.

-These judgments, and the nature of the group composition have not
been studied as much as we would like. The effect of the "not - guilty"
minority seems out of proportion to its size. These and other questions
are beginning to be studied by communication researchers. Some of the
newer methodologies many hold promise for all of the problems discussed
above.

N

New Approaches to Small Group Research

One interesting development is the possibility of reducing the per-
suasive arguments explanation to a mathematical model. Boster, Mayer,
Hunter and Hale37 have made a.strong beginning in this kind of study, one
which show great promise-for the future. This model is particularly
strong since it incorporates features of the persuasive arguments theory
with group composition. Boster and his associates have shown that actual
groups correspond closely in their behavior to their model.

Another theory that offers much promise in,Amall.group interaction
is that proposed by Siebold, Poole, and McPhee.3 °. Drawing orb iddeps'

theory of struCturalization, they propose an interaction system based on
message analysis. They ask that we study the valence of a message, its
quality as argument, and the influence strategy it demonstrates. They
hypothesize that groups organize "decision schemes" which stem from the
character of the interaction system. This theoretical. approach should be
especially valyable in interpreting some of the theoretical issues dis-
ciAsed above.- It should be especially valuable in clearing up some of
the problems inheregt in choice shift thsory and group composition prob-
lems.

In anther seminal approach to group interaction, Hewes, Planalp and
Streibel have proposed a comprehensive mathematical treatment chars ter-
izing the nature of .dyadic interactions in a small group. This model
though complex, demonstrated a usable method of studying mutual influen e
in the small group context. Their technique could be used to provide a
more precise, flexible and complete representation of group interaction.
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With this representational scheme, development of hypotheses concerning
the principal issues'in small group processbs should be facilitated.

All in all, the prospects 'for small group research are indeed brigh
The theoretical "push" in other disciplines is definitely towdrd communi

,cation as the central pr ess, and the development of powerful methodolog
cal tools seem to presage a generation research interests. The 1980's
may well be the decade where sm .1.....group communication is the dominant
research interest.
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0, sEcTroi ILINTRODUCTION

Developmental and.Decision-Making Pxbcesses
Within the Small GrdDp

When groups Convene to make decisions some form of patterned
interaction typically develops. The exact nature and shape of the
developmental process may not be clearly defined. Howeverl as scholars
from Dewey to those in speech communicatiOn"have observed, groups proceed

. through a series'of phases and steps, though the process may ndt always
be predictable or appear.in a chronological or orderly sequence. The three
articles, in this section address the nature of developmental phases and

decision-making processes, within the small grouPC
ca

Ronald Applbaum outlines five models of group development and
extrapolates both the common features among each and the inherent
limitations shared by each. Applbaum concludes that models characterizing
group development each recognize orientation and acceptance phases, although
the operational labels and.the exact nature of each,phase may differ. All

models also recognize the presence of rising conflict interveging between
the orientation and acceptance phases. Finally, all models distinguish
between sodo7emotional and task dimensions, although as Applbaum notes,
researchers often equate,group development with the task dimension.

Applbaum also points out the, inherent limitations of the models. His

criticism is reminescent of Leathers assessment of research methods
employed in studying the small group. Specifically, Applbaum is critical

of the'varying time frames used in analyzing and defining group phases,
the utilization o'f subjects and groups from widely divergent contexts,
and the use of linear -Based jilodels to explain the non-linear process of,
group development,. Applbaum concludes by offering areas in which research
is needed. He first suggests that research conduct a general reexamination
of environmental and situational factors affecting group development. A

.second apea of research suggested by Applbaum is the interaction of
communication processes and developmental phases. Two questions which

emerge from Applbaum's assessment include: .'(l) may a group be structurgd
so as to maximize the communication effectiveness of its combined member-
ship, and (2) mayAiffering "communication maps or profiles" be derived
from correspond* changes,within a group's structure and development.

. A second article by John Brilhari attempts to devtlop a bridge
between theory-development and the applicatibn of theory. Thus, in its

theme, Bri]hart's approach is similar to Gronan's call for translating
theory into practice. Brilhares focus is centered pn organizing the

.
Content or subject matter that groups meet to discuss. His review of

research in4rescriptive verses "descriptive" patterns of decision-
)making leads to the conclusion, that follietng some form of reflective

[ thinking is superior than following no pattern in organizing 'the '

\ decisionteaking process. Brilhart also provides research evidence
that decU4on-m4king is contingent upOn member-dependent variables

It (such as orienting statements, individual skills of discussion leaders,

%
and member understanding and experience in using hypothetical deductive

'H,methods). Brilhart, OerefOre, cautious against the acce tance of any

particular method rulinyfoutof other methods (as ome textbooks

\at least makeiip i t when focusing on a specific metho ..,
.

i . .
...
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In the research reviewed by Brilhart perceptual measures of member
satisfaction are often reported rather than observable.differences in

- decision-making outames, such. s decisional quality. However, these
findings are instruative in that 'they indicate members often are more
"comfortable" or-"secure" in following an established set of operational
procedures. Hence, decision-making ability may be based, in part, on
perceiRd behaviors or methods considered important to follow. In other,

words, if a method is perceived important, then perception may be an
influential determinant of success. As Brilhart suggests; group
practitioners who enroll in our courses. are more immediately concerned
with wlat works than why something works. Renewed emphasis on perceptual
processes may help satisfy the immediate need to "know how to" as well
as help ground some of the.dubious advice we often provide for how
decisions should be made.'

The third article under decision-ma king and developmental processes
is authored by John Kline. Kline's article represents an attempt -to

utilize previous research as a tt ting point for future research. Kline

selected ten suggestions fot achie ng consensus based on firidings from

previous research and supplied half roup he tested with the list

of suggestions. His results indicated that groups given the list of
suggestions more often achiNg consensus than groups not provided the
suggestions. Kline's xesearch'also lends itself to further hypothesis

testing. For instance, the ten suggestions represent both the task and
socio-emotional dimension of group interaction. The effects of each
also may be testeny administering the task suggestions to half the
groups and the soelo-emotional suggestions to the remaining half.

Kline's findings also may be important for their pedagogical,
implications. Although the.spggestions may sound common-sensical to
students when presented in class, they may serve as a reminder that
common sense must be practiced rather than taken for granted. It would

seem, as Kline's findinp suggest, that common sense may often be a
misleading or inaghropriate label for behavior that is assumed easy
to perform. However, what students may learn from discussing the

suggestions is that the motives and intentions underlying communication
must be made'clear among communicators. Within the small group, an
atmosphere of "mutuality" must be communicated rather than remain a
silent assumption among group members. Behavtors occuring under copptions
of conflictay be attributed various interpretations until their in ended
meaniniis rbalized (or metacommunicated). Thus, conflict intended as
,constructivenay be dependent upon the verbal context in which behavior
i5 communicated. Thus, communicatorszust qtablish the motives under-
ryilpg their speech. -
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Most empirical research on the decision process is classified into one

of three categories: individual, group, or organizational. Researchers

working independently, in all three areas, have described the existence of

structural patterns in the decision making process. These structures have

usually been conceptualized as either phases or stages of decision making

-1-

STRUCTURE IN,GROUP DECISION 33iit:

A DIRECTION FOR FUTURE COMMUNICATION RESEARCH

by Ronald L. Applbaum

Despite our previous research,
underestimate the extent to which gro
ordered, often ritualized way of inter
patterns because "we are properly trai
overt behavior in order tosiffer what a
he does, we tend to overlook the design
personal behavior."'

Theodore Mills observed, we tend to
participants follow or create an
cting. We fail to perceive these
d to look beyond ¶he surface of

n means by what he wants by what
hat exists on the surface of inter-

4
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The [Impose of this paper is threefdltd: (1) 6 describe the basic
structures postulated by researchers,.(2) to identify the interactiVe
decision making structures and the role of communication in those phase
structures; and, (3) most importantly, to explire directions for future

communication research in developing and/or testing phase theorems.

Before we proceed, it shourebe noted that researches and scholars

dealing with group structures tend to merge or equate the concepts of

group development and decision making. It is, however, not at all clear

that every. group development model involves decision making processes and

vice versa. In addition, models of individual decision making are often

discussed alongside group decision making. Research has not indicated

that the; structural properties of group and individual decision making are AP

identical. This paper will deal only with those phase theorems that
describe.group delsion making processes.

Phase Theorems and Decision Making,.
0

-

In this, section, we will explorea /umber of descriptive studies which

identify diltinct structural phases during the decision making process. We

also will describe some of the similarities and dissimilarities between

the propqed group structures.

Before pioceeding, however,'it should be recognized that group phase

theorems begin with three assumptions. First, a "natural;` process of group

decision making exists,tNat is, groups proceed in the decision making

process.in a irly consistent pattern. Second, decision phases are comprised

of distinct acts ies or interactive behaviors. And, third, structural

phases occur-wtthin -a.specific time frame. And, if we assume that all three
04.

*Dr. Rdfald L. Applbaum is Dian of the School of Humanities, California
State University, Long Beach, California.
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. I.

assumptions are correct, a basic group phase theorem should be generalizable
across p variety of group and organizational contexts, It is also assumed by
many small group resdhrchers and scholars that identification o1 basic phases
of the process has practical application, providing group participants with
significant information with which to control or correct on-going decision
processes.

Bales and Strodtbeck

Bales believed that thkr4der of problems confronting a decision making
group,would IlLe (1) communicatioh about the nature of the problem to be
solved; (2) eviTuation; (3) control of overt action; (4) decision; and (5)
tension reduction.2 Bales and Strodtbeck provided one of the first descriptive
studies to support the assumption that decision waking groups go through a
number of phases as they move toward their goal. J

Their results were baSed on the obseryation of laboratory groups dealing
with problem solving tasks. They divided each group session into three equal
periods and then categorized each' group member interaction using the twelve
category, Interaction Profile Analysis. Based on the IPA categorizations,

they found.three distinct phases:

1. Emphasis on problems of orientation

2. Emphasis on problems of evaluation

3. Emphasim.,on problems of control

Each phase was characterized by a diffei.ent dominant pattern of group interaction.
In phase one, members predominately gave and asked for orientation. Members

were frequently asking and giving direction, informatioilTriFiTifion and

confirmation. In.phase two, members communicative acts lorimarily concerned
problems of evaluation. Members asked and gave opinion, evaluation, feeling

and wishes. 1717157Thal phase, problems of control were primary. Members

asked.and gave suggestion, direction, possible ways pf action and suggestions.

A ba\ance between task and social emotional activity occurred the

entire problem solving session. Both positive and negative reactions increased
as the group progressed from phase one to phase three. However, the late'r

stages of the control phase indicated primarily positive reactions. A. Paul

Hare sugaested that the positive and negative reactions were related to socio-
emotion -al problems of the group process.

Since the ratio of negative to positive reactions tends to be higher

in response to suggestions than to statements, the decision point Ihi

is the critical bottleneck in the process. Once the decision point

has been passed', the rates of negative.reaction usually fall off and,

the rates of positive reaction rise sharply.4

Although their model is linear, Bales and Strodt'ech's researchemphasized

the cyclical nature of the group process during decision making, A !group

proceeds through all three phases on each task and recycles back to deal with

4
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a new task. While the three pha s occur in "normal" group situations, a

number of variables may modify e characteristics of the group, phases,

e.g., status, change, leadershi external authority, type of task, amount'
of information possessed by me ers. Bales 41so found that communicative
.bphSViors by group members changed from meets ng el) meeting.5 Generally,

*Wive reactions increased over time, while negative reactions increased
initially and then decreased. ,It should be noted that the groups had a
tendency to swing back and forth between the needs of the task and those
of the group members which Bales conceptualized as.an equilibrium problem.6

Bennis and Shepard \

Based on experience with training groups and in educational settings,
Bennis and Shepard developed a model/of group development consisti1g of
two phases, eachwith threeisubphases../

Phase I. Dependence-Power Relations
Subphase 1. Dependence Submission

2. Counterdependence
3. Resolution

'phase II. Interdependence
Subphase 4. Enchantment

5. DisenchantMent
6. Consensual Validation

PartiCipants are primarily concerned with their.d endence and power
relationships in phase one. In the first subphase, tie emotional reaction
is one of dependence -fight Participants respond as in an ordinary dis-
cussion group and avoid ta7king about the group test. Aggressive members

with experience tend to dominate. In the second saphaSe, assertive
counter-dependent participants are involved in attempts to restructure
the group. And,min the final subphase, the group members take over
leadership. roles and proceed to work intensely on the task. A grdup emerges

from the collectivit400f individuals. The second phase is characterized
by members dealing with problems of interdependence and personal relationships.
The individual emerged from the group. In, the fourth subphase, we have

a general distribution of participation. the group members joke and laugh.

There is a high rate of interaction and participation. The participants

are satisfied with the group, In subphase five, trio participants become_

disenchanted with the group and other participants. Finally, subphase

six, group members begin to understand and accept each other. The member%

become more open in their communication relationship.

Bennis and'Shepard proposed that valid communication in the decision
process isiaffected by the members' orientations toward authority and
intimacy_that members brIng_to.thegroup.5 Participants_are_concerned_with_
dependence (how they relate to authority) and interdependence (how they
work out the personal relations with their peers). The Bennis and Shepard

model like the Bales and Strodtbeck model separates the task and socio-
emotional dimensions of the group.

igt
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Tuckman
.1

Tuckman developed this phase theory from the published results of studies
dealing with group development.9 The theory was drawn from studies on therapy

groups and then applied to training groUps, laboratory groups and groups in.
natural-settings. He proposed the existence of four major stages in decision
making.

Stage 1, Forming
Stage 2.. Storming ,

Stage 3_, Homing
Stage '4. Performing

Thies -model is linear.- Like de two previous models, it also makes a
distinction between task and socioemotional behavior.

Each stage is divided into dimensions: (1) group-structure dealing
with patterns of interpersonal relations and (* task behavior concerning
the work being done by the group. The characterigtfcs of each dimension
change as the group progresse% through its developmehtal phases.

.0'44

On the task behavior level, the group begins by identifying the task.
During the storming stage, members respond emotionally to the task creating
intergroup conflict. The participant may resist attempts toward behavior
modification. As task conflicts are resolved the group moves to the norming*
stage. The group members discuss their opinions and/or establish criteria

kfoc evaluating decision alternatives. The participants are characterized by
theix.openness. And, finally, in the performing stage, we see the emergence

of the solution and/or modification of behavior in desired direction.

On the group structure' level, the group members first attempt to discover
the acceptable interactive behavior. In the storming stage, participants
attempt to establish. their indepehdence and resist the formation of group
structure_ As the participants quest for individuality is repressed. the-group
begins to develop cohesion. Group feeling increases and task conflicts are
avoided to assure harmony.among members. Finally, in the performing stage,

we see the emergence of the solution and/or modification of behavior in
desired direction.

sir .

On the group structure level, the group members first attempt to discover
the acceptable interactive behaviors. In the storming stage, participants
attempt to establish their independence and resist the formation of. group
structure. As the participants quest for individuality is repressed, the
group begins to develop cohesion. ,Group feeling increases and task conflicts
are avolded to assure harmony among members. Finally, in the performing ,

e,_member-s-adapt functioa.,priented_rales--which-support_the_task_ structure .

and exhibit a minimum of social interaction,,

Like Baes, Tuckman recognized that a difference could exist between phases
over a singly meeting and those of longer duration. And, like Bennis and Shepard,
he assumed that the primary task was accomplished in the latter stages of the '

decision making process.

74'
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Mintzberg, Raisinghani andTheoret

Based on a field study of 25 decision processes, together with a review
of the literature, Mintzberg, RaisInghani and Theoret.developect a three -f,

pha.se model for "unstructured" decision processes.10.

Phase 1. Identification
Routine 1. Decision Recognition
Routine 2. Diagnosis

Phase 2. Development
Routine 1.' Search
Routine 2. Design

Phase 3. Selection
Routine 1. Screen
Routine 2. Evaluation-Choice
Routine 3. "Authorization

The three phases are distinct, but not necessarily sequential phases in the
decision process. The identification phase consists of two routines.
decision recognition in which opportunities, problems and crises are recog-
nized and evoke activity and diagnosis in which the groups attempts to '

understand the evoking...stimuli and determine any cause-effect relationsnips.
. The development base is concerned with activities leading to the development

of one or more solutions to a, problem. Development is'described in two basic
routines, search and design. Search is evoked to find ready-lee solutions,
design is used to develop custom made solutions or "to modify ready-made

ones. .

Search is a hierarchical, stepwise procedure. The search begins with
the familiar and extends to morg-rerrite and less familiar areas as earlier
searches fail. In the search does nbt produce a solution, the group may
turn to designing one specifically for that situation. Design'is an
iterative process.

.)

They factor their decision into a sequence of nested design
and search cycles, essentially working their way through a
decision tree, with the decisions at each mode more narrow
and focused than the last. Failure at any mode can lead to
cycling back to an earlier mode. ThUt a solution crystallizes,
as designers grope along, building their soiution brick by
bria-withint really knowing what it will look like until its
completed.il

SelectioiLphase is d fjjeSi inta_s_creen,eviluattanz_choice and

authorization subphases. it als,o is a "multistage, interactive process
involving a progressively deepening investigation of alternatives.

Screening reduces fhe number of alternative solutions, evaluation-choice
is used to investigate the remaining solutions and select a course of
action; finally, authorization deals with the natifica. $n of chosen

solution.

r.
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It is acknowledged by the researchers that one decision process could
involve a great number of selection steps, many of these related lto the

.development phase.

Communication occurs throughout the decision process. And, three
specific communication routines are delineated. First, the exploration routine
involves scanning for information and passive review of unsolicited information.
It may be used to.identify the decision situation of problem, build conceptual
models and develop a general data base. Second, the investigation routine is
for the search and research of specific information. This routine appears during
the diagnosis, search and evaluation-choice routines. The third routine is
dissemination. The greater the number of people involved in the outcome of the
decision, the more time decision makers spend disseminating information about
its process.

Fisher

-

The purpose of Fisher's investigation was to discover the structure of \hi

the interaction process across time leading to group consensus on decision-
making tasks.12 Ten groups varying in size from four to.twelve mewbers were
selected for examination. The study did not control or separate the task and
social dimensions. Fisher assumed that the observed patterns of interaction
would reveal how groups use interaction to achieve consensus on decision
proposals. The analysis revealed four eparate phases. However, "the phasic
progression reflects a continuous and gradual chtnge of interaction patterns.""

Phase 1. orientation
Phase 2. conflict,

Phase 3. emergence
Phase 4. reinforcement

The first'phase of decision- aking was called orientation. The members
get acquainted, clarify and tent ively express attitudes. Problems of
socializing and a socio-emotional climate affect the task interaction patterns
in the early phase. Participants seek ideas and directions for proceeding on
with the task. A degree of ambiguity exists as the initial expression of
tentatively favorable attitudes.

The second phase is called the conflict phase. With the emergence of
decision proposals, members begin expressing their attitudes, positive and
negative,.toward specific proposals. With the expression of attitudes comes
disagreement among group members-and attempts to persuade dissenting members.
Coalitions develop from ideational polarization.

The next phase is called emergence. Conflict and argument are reduced
during tft,third phase. It is in the third phase that we have a recurrence
of ambiguity. Ambiguity serves as a fon% of dissent. Fisher suggests the
group members proceed to change their Attitudes from disfavor to favor on
the decision proposals through the mediation of ambiguity. The ideational
coalitions dissolve during thigiphase, The group, partidipantt begin tb
support specific decision proposals, if only in an ambigious manner.

. .
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The final phase has been labeled reinforcement. Decision proposals

are reinforced by comments of the participants. Ambiguous dissent
dissipates in this phase. This phase is characterized by d-ipirit of unity.
Emerging decisions are reinforced and members show their agreement. Fisher

notes that the four phases will not be present in all decision groups.

Phase Theoreoms: An Analysis and Dicections
For Future Research

In attempting an analysis of phase theorems, we should begin by noting
certain Methodological differences and assumptions. First, the source
of data Varies widelybamong researchers. Bales and Strodtbeck used
twenty-two problem-solving laboratory groyps.14 Tuckman's theorem is
based on published research observations. lb Bennis and Shepard's
theorem is derived from non-participaht reactions and five years of group
dynamic classroom observation.15 Mintzberg, et. al., relied on field
study observations of organizations.17 And, Fisher tilized non-classroom
college.groups. Drawing the groups from widely different sources or contexts
is not unusual in small group research. In the basic group development
research, for example, phase theoreAs have been developed from as widely
divergent sources as neurotic patients in one case to social workers,
psychologists end psychi

t
trists in another.18 Researchers will rarely
kilattempt to relate conclu 'ons from such widely divergent sources and, yet,

our literature indicates n such reservation by scholars. In addition,.
no valid basis for comparison is provided by the researches.

The researchers also use different time frames for either analysis or
. development of theft theorems, Bales and Strodtbeck observed one meeting

session.19 Bennis and Shepard based their findings upon the duration of
the training group.20 Mintzberg, et. al.., observed the decision making .

,groups over a three to six month piFfed721 And, Fisher gtd groups that
met over a range of twenty-five minutes to thirty hours." ,Thus, some
researchers describe phases during the course of a single meeting, others
over a series of meetings, while some,describe the entire history of the
group. Time is a crucial dimension in the small group process and: yeti
researchers do not adequately account for its impact on titeir studies.

Krueger has queitioned four othe Ilethodological practices regarding
previous phase theorem research.24 irst, researchers assume that groups
complete full life cycles which is fined as completion of the group task.25
Second, phase models utilife rigid rescriptions of group behavior, assuming
thqt all groups.follow a similar sequence of development.26 Third, most
models predict linear and progressive changes in group behavior/7 And,

fourth, there is no clear operationalizatio6 of the term "phase."

Although a number of descriptive phase theorems have been developed
over the last three decades, there is a significant tack -tOrTempliltal
research to verify the validity of the proposed theoretical structures
or underlying assumptions. Witte attempted to test whether distinct .

phases do exist and whether they follow a simple sequence as suggested in

... the literature. He-found that decision processes do consist of a number

of different phases. However, the sequence of five phases, problem recog-
nition to gathering of information to development of alternatives to evaluation

7-4
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of alternatives to choice, was not supported in his research, He...found that,

the decision process consisted of plurality of sub-decisions, and when he
tested the phase thereon in terms of sub-decisions, he agAin'found no support
for a five sequencd model,,

Witte also found that communicative activity dominated every time interval
and that the total level of activity peaked at the beginning and end of the
group process, Vut was lower in the middle periods. He also found that the
number of choices peaked t the end of the process. Witte concluded:

We believe that human beings cannot gather information without
in some way simultaneously developing alternatives. They canna
avoid evaluating these alternatives immediately, and in doing

-.this they ere forced to a decision. .This_is a package of operations
and the succession of these packages ovee time constitutes the
total decision-making process.28

Although most researchers have observed that the decision making protess
can be very cyclical, their models are basically .linear. Scheidel and Crowell
proposed a spiral or circular model of problem solving emphasizing the commu-
nicatIon process in discussion groups.29 Their model, unlike the previously
reported ones, has no specific.phases. They describe the "discuision process
as one with considerable freedom and flexibility in the movement from contri-
bution to contribution."3u While order exists in the decision process, the .

group does not follow a predictable sequence of operations.

Based on a task analysis pf group member .interaction, they proposed
that discussions follow a spiral format, that is, as the group moves toward
a solution, it follows a circular tout-se which serves to anchor each new
group position.

Group thought seems to move forward with a greach:test" type of
motion, that is, one participant reaches forth with an inference
which seems to be elaborated at length with movements of "`
clarification, substantiation anci verbalized acteptance.31

They also reported that actual member statements were highly unpredictable,
that is, there was a great deal of freedom of choice in group discussion.
The generalizability of this last finding maybe limited. The discussion groups
were composed of skilled group participants, Furthermore, the problem given
tha groups had no correct solution, required a minimum of prior knowledge, if
any, and was not subject to external authority or limitations.

Fisher also pointed out some "serious" limitations iethe research of
Bales and Strodtbeck, Bennis and Shepard and Scheidel and Cromwel1.52
henotes- _thatonlySc' heidel_and--Cromwe-1-1examiriedtheverbalbehu-ior related
specifically to the task decision making, And, none of the three researchers
studied the time dimension as a factor in group decision making.

Krueger who had questioned some of the assumptions of earlier phase research'"
investigated the communication development of self- analjtic groups:. She found
that different groups with similar initial conditions canrevolve into different

4,43
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end states. She suggested that earlier phase studies may have investigated
structures which were too general and therefore, not sensitive to actual
group differences (Scheidel and Crowell has made the same criticism of the
IPA system L their research), The analysis of group communication yielded
nonlinear patterns of0change in three dimensions of information processinq.
source of information, time orientation and evaluation of information. Her

results provide further support for a nonlinear'. model. Krueger also rated
two factors which qUestion the previous research on phase theorems. First,

the groups did not exhibit more "work" in the final stages of the group's
life cycle as had been propdted by others. She suggests that "Previous
models which impose a structure on the group, rather than allowing it to
emerge from the data may obscure what actually happens at termination by
collapsing the last third or quarter of group life into a single final
gtage.'ii And, second, she noted that the.dpvelopment of dimensions
occurs at varying rates and patterns. She suggested l.ggested that including several.

distinct dimensions or variables in one model may obscure important
development differences.

Descriptive studies .of group develop have all noted the early
presence of conflictin the decision process. In Fisher's research, for '

example, conflict is the-second phase and manifests itself ih other forms
in-later process phases. Ellis and Fisher haye proposed a three phases
of conflicein small group development.34 Phase one, interpersonal
conflict, characterized by positive reinforcement. Conflict was the resplt
of individual differences since the group issues had not developed. Phase

two, confrontation, characterized ty an increake in member conflict and dis-
favor. Statement ambiguity is highest in phase two. And phase three,,sub-
stantive, the'conflict is group as opposed to member generated. In the

final stages, the reinforcement interaction closely resembles phase one.
The authors note that "focusing on the process of interaction demonstrates
the tentative nature of conclusions about the effects of inppt variables.'is
No, attelyt was made to fit this phase theorem into Fisher's darlier four
stage general decision structure.

. Despite a wide. disparity in sources of data, time dimensions and
measuring devices, the descriptive studies indicate a remarkable number of
common elements. All models note the distinctions between socio-emotional
and task behaviors. Although the models do not agree on the nature Of each.
phase, several phases include characteristics common to all models. The

first stage of decision making in all models is a type of orientation- -
participants become familiar with other group members and the group task.
All the models recognize the presence of conflict rising shortly after the
orientation phase,,and-cliTtniainfin the final decision stages. All models
have as the last stage the acceptance of the decision. The exact nature
of the phases across models are not consistent and, therefore, difficult
to compare or contrast. In Table 1. an illustration in'provided that shows
the five previously discussed models and the relative structure simillarities
dpring the life cycle of the decisilpri making group.

Attempts to'apply our limited knowledge of structure to practical use
is common in group discussion textbooks, Unfortunately, empirical research
regarding the utility of prescribed group structures is limited. Larson

Aft,
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Table 1. Phase Structure in Decision Making Groups

Bales/Strodtbeck

Mintzberg, et. al.

Bennis/Shepard

Tuckman

Fisher

.

Orientation Evaluation Control .. . .
.

.Identificationentificatioi.n Development
.

Selection .

Dependence . Power` Relations
.

interdependence-Personal Relations

Dependence-Submission Counter-dependence
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.
Enchantment

.

Disenchantment
.

.
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Validation

Forming , Storming Norming PerforMing

'Orientation .
.

.

Conflic1
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comparing three discussion patterns, single quest n, ideal solution Apd

reflective thinking, found the latter less effec ive,than the otbQrs."
Brilhart and Jochem comparing the reflective thinking format with two othr
Structures, brainstorming and a pattern based on Bales phase theorem found
the reflective thinking format the least effective and brainstorming producing

more and better solutions.37 Bayless, on the other hand, who examines three

patterns, including the reflective thinking format found no evidence that
any specific,pattern had a significant effect upon the quality of the group's

decision.38

Despite thre a des of descriptive 'studies in which a number of phase

theorems have bee prop d in a variety of disciplines, we have barely

scratched the surfs of group decision making. A major gap in our liter-

ature exists -in attem ting to explain the relationship betWeen detision
Making and phase str tures. We lack a single generalizable theory to

describe the phasi tructures during decision Processes. All existing

models have serious methodological or conceptual flaws. Recent research

has pointed to the fallacy of a,oumber of the assumptions underlying the
basic phase theorems,,. And, further research is sorely needed to determine

the significance of these findings.
dr.

In the more general area of 9roUp process the following questions need

to be addr:essed by researchers:
4 .

1. What is the relationship between phase structures and decision
processes? -

la. Is the efficiency of the decision making relat d to the phase

. structure? ' .......1

r--- --I lb. Is the effectiveness of the decisi91 making related to the

phase structure? ,

2. Do phase structures vary as a function of the -Lsk of decision
,

required? .

2a. Do person-directed derision structures differ from non-person

directed structures? -

* 2b. Does the group's final action, for example, recommend vs.
implement, rela e to the phase structure?

3. Do phase structures.v ry as a function f group composition?

3a. Does the gehder of the participant's relate to phase structures?

3b. Do personality variables, e.g., authoritarianism, relate tb

phase structures?

3c. Does tho leadership of the group relate to phase structures?

3d. Is grotp cohesion ?elated to phase structures?

3e. Is group member commitment related to phase structures?

4. Do phase structures differ across organizational contexts?

0" 5. ,How does time relate to phase structures during decision makin
A .

g?

6. Do phase structures vary between structured and unstructured dccision--
.

making groups?

8"
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7. If the decision process is cyclical, rather thah linear, what is thd
---XonstantIrt-TatiionOip hAtweentsuchactivities as information gathering,

(TeTiTEReat of alternatives, &valuation of alternatives and choices

.over the total titd-periop
.

4
.

. I, 4 .. ,,
IP . . .10 1.

8. Are-individual and gebup idecisOn making structures signtfidantly
different?

. . ,
/

_.,--'7-
.

As researchers primarily concerned with the process of communication, we

have an additional set of research.questions ding answers:.

.

1. What is the relationship beteen the group communication precess and
group decision procegs? . .

, 4 -
..

,

2. Are the interaction patterns or the socio-emotional and task dimensions
related? 1.

2a. What are 'the interaction p4tter.ns in the.socio-emotional dimension?
..:-

. , .,

3. 'Dd the personality characteristics of the group members effect the grail)
volo -.. interaction and, therefore, the phase'structures? .

- . . .

tr. Does the.information 1;vei of group Members effect group fnteraction
.

.

, therefore, the phase/structure? -
' .

% -

."
.4 V

. ,.

5. Do a variety ofinterai1,1900patterns exist,vphn the.eore gene.r &l

phase strpctures?' , .
.

.. , . ,
i , !

. .. ' . kl 2 14
'1, ' ...../

, 6. Does the time.dimension- relate...to interaction and phfse.structure *, is

uring decision making?, '.
- A

,.-..,..

. Db time conSiittaints modify the int. tion 04tterns to conform

$ to specific phase ,structures? .4,
Nb. Is member interaction an iteri.at(ive process in decision making?

. i

The qu 'ons-listed'Orevipusly pre merely guides to begin 'our' research .

Rndeavo nd not meat to be exhaustive. As communication researcheri.and
scholars, we need to e&mine the existingoinformation on decision making
(structures and develop new pict6re of the communication process during.

decision making, Our di spline has with few7eXceptions not investigated thi.t

ares and clearly has-not to to beenable to articulate any clear relationship
between interaction patterns a gtoup decision making.- It our research is tt.
have, an practical value yin decis' n making, it ts imperative that'we7-begin

our ex0orations ag soon es possibl .
-.
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PROBLEM-SOLVING DISCUSSION: SOME PSSUti
FOR TEACHING AND RESEARCH

John K. Brilhart*
ti

r

tt

In this paper I have summarized some of the research and theory 4
bearing on the question, To what degree and in what ways should a prob-
lem-solving discussion be prescriptively organized?" and point to some
,lines of investigation Lbegging our attention in speqch ommunicatfon.

1 . N:e have argued over "descriptive" and "prescripti e" approaches to
the study and teaching of problem- solving discussion. Many have written
and spoken as if a "small group communication!' approach is intrinsically
different from a "discussion" approach. The advice we give to,people in.-
terested in problem solving by grqups is highly variable, to say the leist.
If by "discvssion" we refer to a form of group performance (such as the '

41" collective public speaking of a panel group), then the study of small group
communication is something different. But at leastto me the distinction
is a highly artificial.uuseless and foolish -one y It is encouraging to note
that writers of many-recent textbooks in the smpl group area have stated
explicitly that they are attempting to combine or synthesize these "two"'...

approach's. Students, executive trainees and other adults who Come to A

both credit and non-credit classes are seeking both to understand some of.
the forces at work in the small groups to which they belong and how to.
communicate influentially in these groUps. They care about what "Works,"

.not our scholarly (or pedantic), core&oversies. Most of all they ask "how .

to. . ." when in designated roles of leadership, such as cllatring a comps
mittee or as manager consulting with work groups. LearninObout cOmmu-
nication in small groups may be fascinating to us as graduati7TUdents and
professors of the social psychology of small groups, but-matt of our clients
have little time for that. They seek the down-to-earth advice in such
books as Bormihn and Bormann wrote, or the workshops of an Andre DelBecq
(Nominal Group Technique) or the late Norman Male): with his practical
training in leading problem solving conferences and discussions. ..

To date there has been a limited amount of"researa

.

bearing on the
advice we.should give about 'how to organize/lead problem solving discus-
sions, or, if you prefer, how tqleprovidersome organizing pattern in group
discussions. Little of the grounded knowledge we have is of recent vin-
tage. And from all of it only one very certain conclusion emerges: .
"... .research pes not produce unequivocal thinking models in groups..
But it does unequivocally support the advantage of some sort of rational ,

. decision making agenda."3 iowever, we do have some evidence indicating,
what sort of outline ("agenda") to fpllow, and questions that we need to
address in our future 'research. The rest of this paper speaks to.those

questions.` ' . .- .

a,

. . t

Almost every textbook in discussion/small group tamiunication gives
credit to the model of problem solving presented by John Dewey in his

*Dr. John 0 Brilhart is with the Department of Zr:ou:ication,
University of NebraSka, Omaha; Nebraska. .
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classic How We Think.4 Dewey-was not concerned with how to organize dis-
cu*sions, or even if they should be organized by anyone. He was motivated
by the lueStioh; "How do produEtive individual- ,save problems? What pro-
cess of thinking do they engage in"" The answer, he believed, shOuld be
'taught s the central objective in a l f education. His answer was based
on scie ce as method, specifically as it w manifested in the reports of
people e considered to be effective problem. lvers (mostly his student,),
about h they had actually proceeded while thinking toward the solution
to some roblem. From analyses of their.reports he,determined that there
were five steps in what he called the process of "reflective thinking".
(1) awa qess, of a felt difficulty; (2) location and.definition of this
difficult (3) location of possible solution(s); (4) development by
reasoning of the implications of the solution, (5) further oHervation and
experiment leading to its acceptance or rejection.. I repeat for emphasis

that this as a mo el of "ratidhal" thought by individuals, not designed
by Dewey a any so t of guide or outline for groups tb follow. He reported

no evaluat on research Of teaching this model, no empirical comparisons of
the outcom s achieved'by this procedure compared with those achidved by in-
tuitive thi kers. Suaresearch would have to be done,by others, not a
philosopher.

..- Althod h Dewey,was not concerned with small group communication per
se, and he as been cited mere than any otherF§ourte for tdvice on how to
organize discussions, his work has been paid more lip service than close
consideration. Sometimes I wonder if some of those who quote him actually

read his book. He desc-ribed and advocated much mope in the procedures of

'reflective thinking" than has been erovided in an current tgc on group..
Pi

communication, some of which has been tested empirically by small group
retearchers land some of which has not. A "revisit' of Dewey can be most
,enlightening to help us discover more of what he meant by the concept of

"reflective thinking."

Although he stressed the importance of a definite ordered an prderly

sequence Dewey did not present the exact sequence provided as thb vide

for reflective thinking was . *

. . .a consecutive ordering in such a way that each [Step] .

la-determines the next as its proper outcome. . .-.The successive
portions °tithe reflective thought grow.out of one another and

' support ogfranother.;they do not come and go .in amedley. .

"441,Stag e 1 of this sequence, "a felt difficulty, was variously described as
"whatever perplexes'or challenges the mind" a."ar ambiguity to be re- '

solyed," such as which fork to take when onelEas no road map, To resolve
this felt difficulty was the whole purpoAe of problem solving: "The
problem fixes thd end of thought, and the end controls the process o'f
thjnking." ,

Stage 2, "defirchion ,of the difficulty," involvqra detailed expllo-

.

ration/of the problem:'
.

.

.
,

J he essence Of.critical thinking }s suspended judgment;
and the essence of this suspense is inquiry to determine

. e the nature of the problem before proceeding to attempts
at its solution. This, more than any other thing, tranq-

f
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forms mere inference in testedinference, suggested
conclusions into proof.

Certainly, Dewey indicated, a mere enumerations of facts is not reflective
thinking; thinking produces the organization of pertinent facts into

someoimage.of the problem. The organizing was conguent with his in-
sistence that education, at the.core, was for training the mind to function
in a "disciplined"--as opposed to intuitiveor.haphazard--way. This dis-
cipline he described as "the'habitual power of effective mental attack,"
"ability to 'turn things over,' to look at matters deliberately, to judge
whether the amount and kind of evidence requisite for decision is at hand,
and if not; to tell where and how to seek such evidence."

11

At.stage 3 of reflective thinking' "occurence of &suggested expla-
nation or possible solution," he calla for suspension) of decision making,

forenumeration and clarificatiop of v ried,(even many) solutions:

/
Since suspended belief, or the postponement of a final
conclusion pending further evidence, depends partly upon

_
--the-presence.of-rival conjectures as to the-best course
to pursue or the probable explanation to favor, cultivation
of a variety of altervatige suggestionS- is an important
factor in good thinking:" 1-.

.,pnly by comparing these varied ideas could one adequately(judge them.

Dewey could well hive accepted the concept and technique of "brainstorming"
/

bearing on criteria-ideas vs. ideas-criteria controversy, or in eed whether
into hisiodel of ."reflective thinking," but there was nothing in his model

or not to specifically devote a phase of the process to triter' as such.e
At stage 4, "The rational elaboration of an idea," the i plications

of possible solutions were explored by Dewey's problen' solve Some
.

4deas would be rejected, some modifed, some accepted. Further indication

that4ewex would have encouraged his students to engage in,Hbrainstorming"
is shown, in how he described what might happen to some ideas at stage 4:
"Suggestions't first seemingly remote and wild are frequently so trans-

formed by being elaborated into
t

what follow), them as to become apt and

i fruitfull."

Stage 'and Cage 5, ',Corroboration of an idea and formation of a ..

concluding ief," comprise"what is typically called "evaluation of

possible so tions" in recent presentations of reflective thinking by

authors o .small -group textbooks. Dewey was adapting the hypothesis

testing rocedures of experimental science, and so advised the probleh

solvpr to do as much empirica/ corroboration of an'idea as possible,.
including an "experimental"4test (what we might call a trial run).

,
4 .

.
In Dewey's model there wps no criteria step as such, but certainly

i the judgment of ideas involved in stage 5 called implicitly for criteria
and he explicitly referred to "the conditions demanded by the theory" to

be used in evaluating an idea. Also, Dewey did not suggest the final step

we usually lind in current models for problem solving group discussions-- '

how to put tie decision into effect. Perhaps this was due to his con-

, cern with how to develop "disci'plined" minds. We find, however,,that

groups often reach consensus on a poky statement without making plans

4
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. to get it put into effect unless t
_ don such as "How shall we put this- effect?"

4gr

reminded by someone with a ques=

Tha the procedure for-reflective thinking would be varied somewhat
from problem to problem Was sated 'forcefully by Dewey:

The disciplined. . .Find. . .is the mind abreto'judge.
how far each of these steps needs to be carried in any
particular situation. No cast-iron rules can be laid
down: Each case has to:be dealt with as it arises, on

,
the iiSis of its importance and the context in which it

. occurs. To take too mUch pains in one case is as foolish
--as illogical--as to take too little in another.t'

The five stage model of individual problem-solving which Dewey ad-
vocated was taken and modified somewhat, but without any sort of empirical
testing, as a guide for problem soling discussions. The first mjor
book devoted to this was ElliOtt's the Process of Group Thinking. v Based
on his fifteen years of chairing discussions, training discussitn leaders,

and directing conferences and conventions in which small group-d4cussions
were -central, Elljott tried to formulate a guide:book for ie discus-
sions in voluntary organizations such as the YMCA and YWCA. yin, group
decisions were 'the methodology of democracy in volunteer orga ations. .

Elliott stressed that ability to think well is not inheritp0 he indi-
vidual, but must be learned, and even more so by the group if

u
1;e,

dictators, or tradition are not to rule in such groups. Such group
thinking was the antithesis of a ". . .haphazard talkfest, whefe persons
meet to consider a question with neither pl n hor procedure and with but

dr4
little basis of fact or evidence." Ellio credited Dewey as the basis4.
for his "Outline of Group.Thinking Proce re" which involved three majot-
phases: I. The Situation and Its Problem; II. That to Do?' III./How To.
Do It (ways art means)Jhase I wax,- devoted to analysis of the problem,
II. entailed .a search for possible solutiohs, then an explor'ation and f

evaluation oP these against facts, opinions and goals of the grou0.Mem-
bers until a decision was reached. Phase III, "How TO Do It?" was Elliott's
addition, the Nanning of a course of action $o put tie solution deoldecr -

upon into effect. Other writers on the subject in the stale period urged
that problem solving groups follow some similar outline..

The next major,text using an extension of 'the.model of problem'
solving, developed by Dewey was written by McBurney and Hance." This

' book, and its sequel in 1945, advocated a problem solving model closely
patterned after Dewey. Subsequent was the writing of Barnlund and Haimann
which Credited Dewey as thefource.Of..0 pattern for organizing "complete.
problem ", discussions into, six ttates. (1) venti.latiop; (2) clarificattonT
(3) fact finding; (4) discovery, (5) evaluation, and (6) decision-making: .

Bainlund and Haiman did not agree on whethet or not to insert a definite
"criteria" step,, or when to dp so. They did agree that "specific, circum-
stances nirfght make one or the other approach most fruitful, And that one
ought to experiment with each method." This book also included the three
phases of;problem solving described by Bales and Strodtbeck.

Subsequent small group, communication textbooks have presented va-.

riations of the reflective thinking sequence,some,with a definitescrite-.
ria stage and others without, some with criteria to be discussed prior to

(430
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the search for solutions and some with the reverse, In all_toemany
,such books one model tsopresented as the way to solve problems, or to
organize problem solving discussions.

Empirical research into how groups solve problems, 1 the effective-
..

ness of trying to follow some model or outline of the problem solving pro-
cess for controlling the content of remrks during group interaction, seems
to have begun with Bales and Strodtbeck13, using the newly developed Inter-
action Process Analysis (IPA) system for Categorizing discussant behaviors.
They reported discovering..three father general phases in the problem solv-
ing deliberations of groups (especially of Harvard students paid to dis-
cuss human relatibns case problems with no training or designated leader).
These phases were labelled "orientation," "evaluation" and "control."
There was no sharp distinction among these phases, they were obtained by
diyiding a discussion into three equal time periods. During the first
third--"orientation"--the rp tended to be more asking for and giving of
inforption, repeating anrconfirming than in the later periods, In the
"evaluation" phases the proportion of evaluative type comments increased
somewhat over the first phase, with a concomitant decline in the propor-

.

tion of_i formatioasachanthefinal third, the discussions included
more Sug stibn seeking and giving than earlier, and more expressions of
agre e and disagreement', with a further decline inthe relative amount
of in motional statements. However, even in this final third of the
discussions the percentage of control-type remarks was far less than the
percentage of orienting and :evaluating ones. For.the most part the groups.
observed had no designated leaders, had no'history or future, lacked any
plan for 41.0ductinglheir discussion, and had no training at all in group
commutication for the purpose of problem solving. That these phases oc-
curreCgives u4 nothing on which .to model effective problem solving group
interaction, A description of how the untrained function is not likely
to ,give us a modern science of medicine, or highway construction, or of
human affairs. ;PA is much too Qeneral a system for analyzing,the logi-
'cal seqdente of statements offered in an effort to solve a problem. Yet
some speech communica tion writers have taken this three-stage model as a

juide for organizing problem solving discussions, or have used it to sug-
gest that we ought not to train people in rigorous problem solving se-
.quences to follow during problem solving discussions,

In 1952, Maier and Salem reported that training a 'disCussion leader
to have the group not.taccept the first idea they could all agree upon but
se k an additional solution led to better quality solutions.. This

,se ed to support tle importance of some procedure in problem-solving
dis ssions that would guarantee Dewey's dictum that solutions needed to
be listed, then compared rather than. being discussed when presented until
a consensus emerged. . ,

, .- . . .
: ..

. . .

In a subsequent study Maier and Maier reported on the effectiveness .

of having leaders trained to guide groups i&a4detaileeanalysis of the
problem facing therq before permitting any discusstpn gf what to do--

' thorough problem analysis before solution discusston15 Only the desig-
nated leaders,had been trained to use the developmental model, largely a
series of quettions about the nature and "causes" of the problem. After
that was done, the group could follow any course in reaching a solution.

,

The findingstare most important to a, science of group problem solving.
Blind judgments by 'subject- matter experts showed that the "developmental,

. ,
1.
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or the.problem-ideption-criteria-evaluationydecision sequence under a
supplied trainedleader. Somewhat surprisingly, significantly more said
they prefarreethe,complex "creative problem solving" sequence of five
steps than the simpler problem-solution model in which an idea could be

,., evaluated and modified os soon as it was introduced. This finding held
regardless of the proble4 discussed. Bayless also reported that subjects
in his study of sequences for group problem solving felt that following
a sevgral.-step probl solving outline had helped them in reaching a deci-
Von." S

Larson used student groups to discuss industrial relations problems.
This solution was one of five possible alternatives supplied to each group,
from which they had to choose the "best" solution.21 Four different ana-
lysis formats were. compared: "no,pattern" in which the grOup was given
the problem to solve but no analytTc outline to follow; "single question"
which is akin to Maier's developmental pattern; "fdeal solution" form
which focuses attention on the wants and values of people affected by the
decision; and the "reflective thinking form." Any,of the three prescrip-
tive patterns for guiding group discussion produced'significantly more
correct solutions than dig' the "no pattern"'discussions. The merit of
some prescriptive model of problem solving for. guiding dis ussions was
thus clearly demonstrated..

. ,

From historical accounts of numerous high-level policy groups, Janis
developed the general hypothesis *hat a lac);lof conflict in problem solv-
ing discussions by high-status groups ofted leads to disastrous sol'utions.22
These poor outcomes, he 'concluded, often respjt Oen low-Iptus members
conform to high-status member's ideas or toehrge initial majorities. Sup-
porting Janis' hypothesis, Flowers found that problem solving discussi ns
with designated (and high-status) leaders who were "open" produced mo
different possible solutions anlused more evidence. than did groups
supplied with "closed" leaders who had already decided oh what the solution
should be.23 Further evidence of the of information in problem
discussions was supplied by Gduran.44 He found that the proportion of
"orienting" behavior in a 'discussion is closely related to the achievement
of consensus on policy questions. By "orientation" Gouran.refers to the
type of Statementswhich includes goal-oriented factual information,
suggestions and conflict resolutions. This line of rekarch.indicates
the importance of a step to gather and interpret information about the
ptoblem and of one to focus on possible solutions. Male these findings
do not specifically refer to organization of problem. solving, a pattern
encouraging "orienting" behaviors (as does Maier's "developmental" pattern)
ipuld likely help to produce the conditions leading to consensus on a

,i4solutlion that had been the subject of critical scrutiny and conflict
during the discussion. In short, issues of what model of problem solving,
if any, to follow and the kinds df statements made during problem-solving
discussions are somewhat interdependent:

tc Except for studies orlbrainstorming" as such, during the last decade,
almost no research,has been reported in scholarly journals about sequenc07

' for organizing' problem solving, Yet frOm the preceeding, summary of Dew .y.'s
ideas and .Iat has peendone to test them,, it is apparent that there a
still many questions to be investigated. It is still true that much
what we teach students and clients who want to lead and participate i pro-

. .ductive problem solVing discussions is a little dubious, only partly
- 0 /

.
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pattern produced significantly mor'e high quality solutions than did a "free"
pattern of discussion, in which the/designated leader imposed no outline on
the group. However, the "developmental" pattern called for more skill and
patience on the part of the leader, ortthe resu)t could be resentment by
members at having their remarks restricted to one issue at a time. The

members of these groups were all Managerial personnel involved in organi-
zational development training programs conducted by Maier, but not spe-
cifically trained in the logic and patience required for reflective think-
ing.

A few scientific studies of individual problem solving and individuals
in problga_solving discOssions give us suggestions for developing se-
quences for group problem solving. Parnes and Meadow demonstrated that
following the "rubes "' of brainstorming led indiviMils to find mare and
more "good" possible solutions than not following tffse rulesel§ Espe-

cially important in Apese rules wa's the play-like enumerationcof everx pos-
sible solution the person could think of before thinking of criteria and ,

the relative merits of the ideas. Pryon and Sharp,created a test of re-
flective thinking ability, based on Dewey's model." They found that dis-
cussants were rated high in their contributions to problem solving by
fellow participants and that observers scored higher on this test than
did discussants rated low in contributing to the group's problem solving

.efforts. From these studies.it seems likely that training in a prescrip-
tive model of problem solving could produce superior results. But thil .

questions still remained as to whether or not problem solving by a group
would be more,effective if the group followed such a prescriptive model,
and as to whether-certain sequences of problem sol4ing thought were su-
perior to others for this purpose, at least with certain types of prob-

lems. 4

40'
In 1964, Bri,lhart and Jochem confronted the issues of complex vs. simge

models for organizing problem solving discussions, and within a complex

model the "ideas- criteria" sequence vs. the "criteria-ideas" sequence.l8

This experiment showed that separiting idpation from evaluaon during
discussions ("brainstorming") produced more plausible solutions and more
ideas as judged "good" by independent evaluators than evaluating ideas
as they are introduced. Significantly more participants in the groups

preferred a complex five-stage model for organizing their problem solving
ditc ions than a siMple problem-solution sequence modeled after the
phas scribed by Bales,and Strodtbeck.l9 Also, significantlylmore

subjects said they would prefer the "ideas-criteria" sequence Over the
"criteria-ideas" sequence fn future discussions: However, these discus-

sants dealt with typical case problems toKwhich their relationship was
atbest advisory. It was.not clear that these preferences would be
obtained 'if the participants were discussing problems fdr which relatively
few options were possible and when the decision would havp d/ direct effect

on the life of,the discusS'ants. To get at these questions, Brilhart in a
later study (unpublished) had student groups make deciSions about how to
distribute final course grade points among themselves and on which of
nine possible dates to have their findrwritten examination in a basic
public speaking course.: The, decisions were bindim on them and their in-
structors. All experimental groups in this study were composed of sVdents

,from the same class who knew each other prior to the experiment. Eadh
group discussed each problem; using either the problem-solution sequence'

,
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grounded,. in some cases downright misleading in light of the empirical
knowledgewilable.

d

-Some Conclusions and-Recommendatidns for-Research

A lew grounded propositions for organizing/guiding/leading problem
solving discussions emerge from the literature reviewed in this paper,
plus some implications for future research.

1.- Some version of reflective thinking as a model, guiding outline,
or organizationing format produces better solutions from problem solving
discussion groups than does non-prescriptively organized discussion. Some
pattern -- almost'. any pattern--is better than none.

2.' Use of any detailed outline or model of problem solving reAr8 .

special skills on the part of a designated coordinator/leader of the '

distUssion.
b

4, 3. Discussants trained and practiced in problem solving procedures
Pr akin to what is generally accepted as the sequence or procedure of hypo-

thesis testing in empirical science tend to be perceived as more valuable
than persons not so skilled.

4. Early on during a discussion, as well as later, the group need's
a high frequency of "orienting" statements providing informatiOn about
the'probiem.

5. The search for ideas_apart from .any evaluation of them, and the
special patience this requires, are.well worth the time and effort, but
are Knlikely to occur without a plan or outline to follir.

,411%c

6. There is no consensus among writers and no empirical evidence to
establish conclusively whether criteria as such should be discussed se-
parately or only when and if they verge in the di cussion of ideas, and
if separately, whether before or after the search r ideas.

Implications for future,fesearchinclude least the following:
. . . N-,,i. .

1. More study of actual group erbedded in large,socilostructures
needs to be undertaken to determine if there are any clear patterns in the
prop solving sequences followed through time when problem solving ex-
ten over two or more meetings. .

2. Actual groups need to be observed with analytic techniques to
determine if there are any consistent differences in the problem solving
procedures of those whose outcomes are judged to be highly successful from

' the procedures followed by those judged to be highly successful from the
procedures followed by those fudged to be relatively unsuccessful, and /or
in the procedures followed-Aby the same group when its outcomes are of dif-
ftrential quality.

4 3. Some study of the relationship between prescriptive patterns and
the achievement of consensus need to' be made.

1
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4. No one has reported studies of the actual effectiveness of train-
ing in prescriptive organization of problem solving discussions when ap
plied to non-classroom situations. Such studies are needed to appraise
our writing and instructing.
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CONCENSUS IN SMALL 'GROUPS: DERIVING SUGGESTIONS FROM RESEARCH

by John A. Kline*

4,

. /
In the Spring of 1975 I left the University Of Missouri to become

Communication Skills Advisor for Air University., Air University, a part
of Air Training Command, provides a continuing program of professional
'military education of Air Force officers and senior noncommissioned officert
In addition, the Air Force Institute of Technology, ROTC, Civial Air Patrol,
Leadership and Management Development Center, and many short-courses and
nonresident schoolsfare conducted by Air University. 4

One of the things that has impressed me most during my time with Arr
University is the desire of Airjorce personnel toput sound communication
theory and research into practice. At the same-tline,I have been distressed
by an unwillihgness of many communication scholars to translate theory and
research into unihrstandable'arid,useahle,suggestions for everyday use.

Findings from the study of group communication offer muchipotet;tiall,i
valuable information for managers, educators, and others interested in,
communicating more effectively in groups. But this, information must be

:collected. and analyzed carefully to provide useful lists and guidelines

..,
for group behavior.

.

.
4

.
. 4

Ten Suggestions for Reaching Consensus7
.. . %

\
- .

Onearda of group communication.that has received a goOd deal ofrattention .

ie
in the past decade is how persons in-groups reach Aement or consensus.

4 Cohsensus has long been conSidered a desiratile outc of group decision-
making. With recent studies tie are now in the position of presentIng some
suggestions which can help a group reach consensus more effectively. here
are ten.svggestions foi. reqching consensus which are based on findings %

from small group research.'
.... . . *

Orient the group . Help the group reach its goal by emphasizing faCts,
making helpfljl srestions, and trying to resolve Conflict. Studies show
that even one gr up member skilled in providing orientation can influentg
whether or not a group reaches consensus. GroUps composed entirely of
persons with orienting ability are even more successful 4n reachtlig
consensus.' Orienting statements can relUe to the actual process of the
discaissibrr-as-ontent:Whatyott4e-sa44-nakes-sense-to_me,"
"How do the rest of you feel?" or "So far we seep to agree on the first two
points, let's move on to the third," or "I doo'f believe we've heard from
Herb yet," or "Perhaps we are closer to agreement than we thought." .Questions
that ask for clarification or statdnents"tha,t,get the discussion back on

track also sere to orient the group.4

Insist on true consensus. Avoid majority vote, coin-flipping, and

bargaining. These techniques only seem to reduce conflict; in fact, all ,

they do is postpone it. Of course, 0oup leaders must attgmpt,to resolve

.

*Dr. John A. Kl is Professor at Air University, Mhwell Air For&
. .

.'Base, Montgomery, Alabama..
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ditruptive conflict, but this resolution must come through reasoned discourse
and sensitivity to the needs of others. A healthy clash of-ideas may actually .

A productive." But if a problem is Solved through voting, chance, or negotiation,
.some' members will be dissatisfied, and the outcome will not be agreement or 4

true consegsus.3 , ,

'. ,.
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Maintain a position as long as it it.valid. Don't change your mind, simply,
to avoid conflict. If the reasons for thinking the way yoU did still hold, they,
don't switch sides capriciously. Generally, consensus is built over a period
of time; little by little, with agNeement on minor paints. Sometimes, of
course, consensus can come as a major insight, and if"so, participants will want
to modify their stance to go along with the group. But groups should be sus-
picious if agreement comes too easily to.too soot. The group should investigate
the reasons and be sure that everyone accepts the solution for similar or
complementary reasons. When members change their minds, they should change
thebased an facts and logical reasoning.q

Seek out differences in opinion, Differing,opinions are both natural and
to be expected. Disagreement can aiethe problem-solving process because ideas

will not go untested. It is poor economy to agree too quickly in a discussion
and then have the idea fail when it is implemented., A solution that stands - _
testingiwithin the group will move likely stand on its own merits once it leaves
the group.. Similarly, expression and discussion of a wide range of opinions
and a chanCe for all to have theievoices heard will increase the satisfaction
of partitipants once consensus of sdcured. Writers about small-group communi-
cation have'long advocated encouraging other opinions, and recent research
supports this1advjce.

Remain open to other opinio ns. Don't be overly opinionated. Mit
suggestion.is clearly the corollary to the preceding guideline. We,have all
known people who seek the views of others with the intent to be influenced by
thg: "Dart confuse me with the facts; my mind is made up." Of course,
it is important to take a stance, to present it as lucidly and logically 4s

-possible, and to maintain the position as long as it is tenable. Butt it is
also. important to be alert for the possibility of consensus by listening --

' and carefully considering alternate views and analysis of others. This
problem.of being opibionated is even more significant with leaders than with
other group members. Studies have shown that a low or moderately opinionated
leader is held in higher esteem by other grOup members-than a highly
opinionated one. And.the lo% opinionated leader's group, it has been found,
is zilch more likely to reach consensus. One way to avoid being opigionated
is to put the emphasis onifacts rather than unsupported assertions. b°

1

Be willing to compromise. Don't assume a winYldse stance. When
discussion reaches an absolute stalemate, search for an alternative that
'might be acceptable to both sides. Many times th'ere is no one correct
solution, but rather,the_problem is to find a-solut-ton-that-everybne can
with.' It is much better to haVe all group members reasonably Satisfied than
to have some very satisfied and others extremely dissatisfied. On the other
hand, grooms should always return to the original objectve to test whether .

the compromises is really responsive.- Nothing is worse than 4`group decision
which so waters down 4 goodt004 that its thrust ix blunted.'

P, a.

A "" ,
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Contribute frequently ,to the discu ssidn. Studies suggest that it is not
-the duration but the frequency of participation that orients the group and
aids in reaching a consensus. This suggestibn may appear to violate the
usual rule that a participant should be a good listener and react to the "

comments'of others. Good liqtening is vital. Yet'studies'tell us that
group members vtew persons who enter, the discussion most often as being
better participants than those who speak less often. Active participants ,

also tend to be more satisfied with the discussion and thus are better
motivated to accept the consensus.

-75-

Use group_pronoun s rather than personal pronouns. Studies show that
in groups which do not reach consensus the group tends$to use more self-
referent words, such as I, me, my, and mine. Groups which reach consensus, on
the other hand's are more apt to use group-referent words, such as we, our,
And us. Obviously the use of "group' words conveys a sense of unselfishness
and togetherness to other group members, trhereas "self' words convey alt
opposite meaning.

Give adequate info ion.. An opinionated person may give primarily
opinions rather than supp'at for the opini6s. But persons who are not highly
opinionated may also simply fail to make their points clear. All partici-
pants should Ile sure to provide enough information or evidence.to support their
views. Some &parts suggest that jrodps will increase chances of reaching.
consensus if they emphasize facts, statistics, and opinions of qualified
sources which,bear directly on some aspect of the question at hand. Studies
have shown that groups which use sterotyped or redundant language and rote
thinking, instead of seeking new approaches, ate less likely to reach

-consensus.10

Clarify the discussion. Make sure t roup's problem=solvio9
activity is underst4ndabIe,,orderly, and f cused on one issue-at a time.
tCOnsensus often comes more easily if each of the ractorstis weighed
indiyidually and systematically. Sometimes a single group member Can do
little about panning-for the mdSt efficient probleftsolving unless that
member .is also the leafier. But eachparticipant Pas an obligation to stick

. tcrths-abject, to avoid sip discussiOns, and to clarify ttic iskues with
questions, so that everyone'can have an equal understanding! Each partici- .

pant can use proper,orienting techniques to help keep the discussion focused
and self- discipline prevent the introductionorextraneous or unrelated
matters.11 $

Tests' of th'e Ten S stions

These ten suggestiOns derived from experimental research have proven
effective for groups attempting to reach consensus,'

Test 1.- In 4n unpublished study_of group decision-making I supplied
ten, - person groups with a list,of suggestions similar to those (some of
the, suggestions were worded a little differently), ten other groups received
no suggestions. I found that groups with the suggestions were significantly

- more successful ill reaching consensus on a topic dealing with the sale of

beer in the student union, as measured on,a five-point "strqngly agree-.,

e
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strongly disagree" single self-rating attitude
scale0

. Furthermore, members ofY
the success -hi groups were significantly more satisfied with their own perfor-
mance and the performance of the group.

#

Test 2. In a continuing study completed so far on twelve beginning speech
classes1T5 class each, quarter for successive quarters), odd numbered classes
each received approxIbately fifty minutes on instruction on de ten suggestions

* for consensus.' Then they wete asked to learn'the suggestions-before the next
.class meetitl so they could follow them wpile discussing a problem in their
small group. The even numbered clatses did not receive the instruction. Each
class was divided into four small groUps with four to six persons in each '

igcoup. The task of each group was to seltct two persons from a list of five
to receive needed treatment on.a kidney machine. Of the.24 groups that received
.the suggestions, 14 had unanimous agreement or consensus on both persons selected.
Of the 24 groups not receiving' the suggestions; 6 reached consensus on both
person's. ,The difference between groups was significant at .05 level (x2 = 5.48k
.d.f. = .

Other Tests. .1f is possitle that simply presenting the ten suggestions to
the experimental in thp tests enforced the idea that reaching consensus
was important. 'In other-Words, the increased Aphasis on consensus may have -
beet' as important as the suggestions themselves. But in adetion to these
tests, field observation of actual functioning groups-discussing Air Force,
religious, educational, and business related topics suggests that most decision-
making, problem-solving groups employing these ten suggestions can enhance their
ability to reach consensus.

1

(
.

.
Analysis

It
- N

.

Both group membership and the nature of the problem call, :of course, make
a difference. The suggestions seem most effective with those who have had
limited experience on solving'problems in small groups, but they also proved

. effective with experienced members ac well. Some findings also suggest that
the process of rending consensus on "affective" problems (those which generate -

an emotional responle) may differ from that'of, "substantive" 'times (those where
the solution comes primarily.from analysis of facts1. For example, problems
of bussing school children or of building a majof' airport near a housing area . 4.,

are affective problems, whereas the question of whether tipsurface a driveway
with asphalt or concrete is more substantive. 'Being opinionated, .overusing
personal prdnouns, andtviewing the issue as,a win /)ose transaction all seem
to be a.greater hinderance,to consensus with affective, problems, Lacklof /
informationsresents a greater-problem with substantive ones. Out whatever
the nature of the problem, consensus should be the gpai,of:the discussion. .,'

- .

(-7

r ,
,

it may take time to'reacra true consensus, but thetime will be well
4 spent in terms of Morale and-group sattsfact1'n. And the time ent will also

be cost effective when compjaebd to the time and effort to undo wrong decisioh.
Groups which achieve true consensus have a better.chance.of making the right

,
.

decision the first time.
. .

. .
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Suggestions and Football

\
In Alabama where I live,.folki ar6 proud of Southeastern Conference

football. A few years ago, a coach of one of the Southeastern Conference
teams became dissatisfied lith the performAceof his quarterback during

7 a game.. It was near the end of the first half and his team was trailing.
-45hekcoach called the quarterback to the sidelines 'and said, "It's now
second 'down And we are on our own 20 yard line. I want you to do exactly
as I say. Run the ball .6 the next play, throw a pass on the thir4 down,
then punt on the fourth down." The quarterback followed the'coach's .

thstructions to the letter. On the second down he ran the ball for
yards. On the third down he passed to his split end who was tacked o the

one yard line. Then the quarterback puntdd the ball. The coach ran n to.

the field screaming, "What were,you thinking about?" The quarterback replied,
"I wasthinking that .1 had a pretty stupid coach."

By the same line of reasoning it would be pretty stupid tobelieve
that a list such as the ten suggestions for reaching consensbs would work

in every situation. There are just too.many variables itived. Still,
.carefully constructed guidelines based on existing resear and theory cam
be tested and amended as more information becomes available,.

I hope that in the 1980s we see more efforts to translate theory and
research into understandable and useable suggestibns for everyday use.
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SECTION III INTRODUCTION )

Applied Field Study of the Small Group

Articles in this section each demonstrate the relevance of small
group concepts and principles within a variety, of communication contexts.
Although we may not have developed a comprehensive theory of group behavior,
the refinemeht of theoretical perspectives may be facilitated by applying
those aspects of social groups most relevant to theory-building in small
group research:

A.
i #

In their article ,Cavanaugh,slatson,.Goldberg anliBellows provide a,

field-theoretical study for testin6 current conceptions of power. Their
study attempts to confirm definitions of.leadership through factor analysis

of the self-perceptions of individuals who possess pow,J by virtue of their
occupational' role. The Power Orientation Scale (P.O.S:), an instrument
devised by the authors for testing the power concept,, was composed of
numerous theoretical and operational definitions found in their review
of the power and leadership restored,. The study provides empirical
validation of existing definitions of power by those who perform leader-
sh' roles and offer a potentially useful instrument for measuring Power
acro different social contexts. The study supports the conclusion that
an indiv u 1:s orientation toward power influences how_that'Power is-
exercised within the context of leadership.

.

Articles by Gerald Phillips and Dolores and Robert Cathcart examine
hOw the small.proup process operates within a particular human,interaction
system. Implicit in each article is the utility of small group concepts
in explaining the structure of interaction within these systems. Phillips
suggests that Standard Agenda,va systematic operation combining PERT/CPM
and Dewey's reflective thinking format, facilitates the'learning of
behaviors useful within the therapy .group. Phillips perspective of the
therapy group raises the question whether the therapy group is analogous
to the problem-solving group. For instance, does the, therapy group,
with its apparent high normative interaction and common goal orientation
among members, utilize decision-making procedures more effectively than ,

the problem-solving group? Also, may,the therapy group more easily
resolve interpersonal conflict because of the normatiye nature of its
interaction? In other wordy are methods of achieving consensus
operative withih the therapy group as they are .th other groups or, on
the other hand, do therapy groups need not be reminded how to achieve ,

consensus because of their commonality of purpose? Finally, are counter-
act ve n uences opera ve wi n e erapy group/ If so, are these
influences coqmunicated more effectively due to the gqoup's normative
interaction? Answers to these and other questions may, contribute to
our impwledge of the group process in other contexts and lend additional
strategies for testing whether problem solving groups may, enhance their
effectiveness by developing the uniqueness of purpose and procedure, that
is characteristic of the therapy group. , -

A f
in their article, the Cathcarts' analyze the traditions' embedded

within Japanese society that permeate the Japanese use of groups. It

is these traditions, the Cathcarts' state, (e.g. non-cbmpetitimenesss,
group harmony, mutual consensus, reciprocal power, and absence, of groUp
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pressure on the individual) that the rhetorical critic must appreciate
before understanding the behavioral processes of Japanese groups.
Conferees attending the 12th,International Convention of the Communication
Association of the Pacific special session on "Small Group Communication

..111. the 1980's" generally remarked that the analogy between Japanese and
American groups ends with the definition of "group." Japanese groups are
seldom transient nordo they convene, simply to resolve problems. Japanese
groups, according to the conferees, are tightly knit cohesive bodies in
which individuals may seek and establish their identity. These arguments
are similar to the Cathcarts' insistence that non-western groups cannot
be measured with a "western yardstick.". Should small group theorists
examine the group process within highly structured settings such as the
corporate context, a, local chapter of N.O.W., or a local fraterhity or
sorority, for instance, would the analogy between Japanese and American
groups prove more relevant. Thus, the study of group process withih
highly specialized contexts may offer creative insights for dealing with
group behavior in new and different ways.

These articles may provide researctriwith potentially testible

hypotheses for theory-building while also grounding operational definitions -

of variables tested within the small'group. Each of the contexts described
by the authors share a number of cemmon choractertstics. First, they are
characterized by highly, defined and unified goals. Second, they each
demonstrate a high degree of, normative or situation- specific behavior.

, Third, each situation exhibits fuller member commitment unlike that
reflective of the "law of partial inclusion" of most laboratory groups.
Finally, members appear to have better defined role identities within
their respective groups.

t 11:4

In spite of these.commonalities, g neralizations across cultural-and
. situational contexts may not be forthcom n iven the differing environ-

mental conditions operative within each context. .SpecifiCally, environ-
mental coggitions affecting group behavior may be unique to the context
they are Ttudied,Asp ially in view of the dissimilar goals of the

rigroups described in t e studies. For instance, judicial decision-
making may beinfluence by factors external to individual judges'
conception of power, such as public pressure to sentence particular
offenders or reelection pressure to impose harsher sentences for particular
crimes. Pressures toward conformity also may operate within Japanese
-grdups and therapy groups. ,Although the motivation to conform may reflect
internalization of_group goals, the nature of the conformity process may
differ (e.g. Japanese group members may conform to preserve group harmony
while, therapy group members may conform in order to enhance their learning
`of na4,behaviors practiced within the group) thus making generalizations
across contexts difficult to derive. However, as Bormann has recently
commented, small group research should examine member-shared values that *

serve to identify the group.. Unfortunately, 4e shared values of members
may be tied to their immediate group membership thus compounding the
difficulty of developing theories*whose range ma,/ extend beyond the
immediate field of study. In other words, similar group behaviors. and
outcomes may be tHe consequence of dissimilar environmental conditions.
Thus, communication strategies appropriate within one context may be
inappropriate in another if they violate the expected behaviors in that
setting.
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POWER AND'COMMUllICATIONBEHAVIOR:
A FORMULATIVE INyESTTGATION

. Mary Cavanaugh, Carl.Larson,
,Al Goldberg, and Jeffrey Bellows*

1 .

. N
Introduction

. .

Several communication/theorists have argued strongly that in our
attempt to Understand human comtication phepomena greater attention
should be paid to the construct "power." Miller has contended, "Every
lay person and communication scholar alike realize that in many com-
municative sityationsthe variablq of power explains a great deal of
the variance." Brown and Keller have asserted, "It may not be too . .

much to'hypothesize that poler is the most important factor in any
communication."2 Over the past 40 years theory and research by social
scientists has produced no Single, uniform conceptualization of power.
Nagel has concluded that, "Despite, or perhaps bedause of its ubiquity,
the term power often fosters more disagreement than understanding. In

popular speech and writing, it is applied on the basis of intuition,
preconception or dogma."

Two ex an

gr
ations have been offered as to wily the phenomenon of

power has.r ained so elusive. Martin attributed part of the problem
to a lack of agreement about basic definitions and to thecinisf§' use
of idiosyncratic terminology &I Clark claimed,."It has been generally
true that any single author deals only with those aspects of power
which are of particulgr importance in clarifying a specific theoretical
or empirical prOblem.' Idiosyncratic theoretical views of power com-
bined with relatively narrow explications of the construct have pro-
duced a body ofknowledge about power typically characterized as
"scattered, heterogenous, even chaotic. 1c, Tedeschi and Bonoma attempt-
ed tb account for such chaos by proposing, "One possible explanation
why the concept of power encompasses so much aggregate data and so
many dissimilar disciplines is that it has developed from a series of
tntuitive analyses 'spanning several centuries."7

Whatever the present state-of-the-art, and explanations thereof,
it is clear that the construct "power" lacks explication sufficient for
its productive use by communication theorists and researchers attempt-
ing to understand Human Cdinmunication phenomena. For these reasons, we
embarked on a research program designed to explicate the construct
"power."

The clarification or explication oT constructs is generally re-
garded as fonnulative or exploratory reseasa. Selltiz, Wrightsman and

*DrelMary Cavanaugh is Assistant Professor, Regis College;
Dr. Carl Larson is Professor and Chairman, and Dr. Al Goldberg is
Professor. Department of Speech Communication, University of Denver,

Denver, Colorado; Dr. Jeffrey Bellows is with the.Federal Bureau of Land
Management, Denver, Colorado.
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Cook state: .

.

Few well-trodden paths exist for investigators of social relations
to follow; theory is often either too general or too specific to
provide clear guidance for empirical 'research. In these circum-
stances, exploratory research iS nbce'ssary to obtain the - experience
that will b' helpful in firmulating relevant hypotheses, for more.
definitive investigatipn:°

'Re§e rch Objectives

Our efforts in this fo alative investigation were directed to-
wards'explicating the constr ct "power" as it might represented in
the general population. Tat is, we were interested in how people view
power, what the concept means to people, what they perceive to he its
legitimate and illegitimate uses, and what implications or coftsequences'
are associated with its possession. We were interested in identifying
people's orientations toward power ultimately so As to test our belief
that these orientations toward power/would be manifested in an indi-
vidual's communicative behaviors toward others.

In pursuing these objectives we followed the baslc format outlined
by Septi.z WrightsTan and Cook for the conduct of formulative or ex-
ploratory research. Our ;siptstrategy consisted of: (1) A review of
the power literature in or rto identify,on an a priori basis, the
various dimensions of power, thus far identified, along which indivi-

IP duals might orient themselves; (2) A survey of individuals who have
had practical experience with the phenomenon power, in order to add to
the dimensions thus far identified, any additional dimensions which
might have been overlooked by the theorists or researchers; (3) The
derivation from Steps 1 and 2 of a set of dimensions, reasonably ex-
hausflve,,which might in some combination, describe a given individual's
orientations toward power, (4) Securing responses to these dimensions
from homogeneous samples of individuals, in order to discern the speci-

. fic orientations characterizing each saMple;,(5) The identification
of those orientations which recur across,samples, and therefore, might-
be assumed to represent kommon orientations toward power, present in
the population at large; (6) The development of a self-report scale
for assessing individual orientations toward power; and (7) The pre-
liminary testing of this scale for its adequacy (reliability and va-
lidity) in providing an empirical index of a given individual's
orientations toward power. The results of executi2g these steps are
reported in the remainder of this manuscript.

4

Review of Literature

Power as"a Characteristic of the Individual

The first conceptual framewOrk emerging frog the literature is
the notion of power as it is situated in a single actor. Three perspec-
tives are presented whithin thig first framework..

t'"

The Personal Nature of Power. Hillenbrand suggests,that the locus

1.
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of power is the individual himself. .He argues against the notion that
power is a function of ascribed values or organizational/social roles. His
position is clear: It cannot be emphasized enough that institutions as-
such never exercise. power;-it is always the men in charge of institutions,
whether: national or international, who have power." Iu Several other
writers supportthis view by ascribing power to individual or. rganismic
roots, such as Guardini.11 ,As Berle put jt, "power isan attribute of
man., It does n4t exist withouta holder."12

Adler saw the expression of power as a "compensatory mechanism"
and said,."Whatever men are striving for originates from their urgent
attempts to overcome the impression of deficiency, insecurity, weakness."13

May fgther explored the domain of power from the.context of the persona-
lity. 14 He saw five separate levels of expressed power'moving from ex-
ploitive to manipulative to competitiqe to nutrient to integrative.

Power, according to May, undergoes a maturational or d6elopme
process. The infant begins life with an innate, "power to be" and identity
progresses through the stages asihd matures until he reaches the integra-
tive level (power with another).L0

Power as-a Person-Environment Interaction. he notion of per as an
individual characteristic is expanded. Power viewed as a potential
which affects, and, in turn, is affedted by i s specific environment.
DeCharms expresses the person-environment relationship when he defines
"personal causation" as "the personal knowledge of being an'agent of
change in the environment."16 Sites pighlites,the interactional nature
of the person-environment relationship4y suggesting that "the individual
can manipulate both environMent and'self;and thus, within limits,con -

struct his own reality and his behavior toward it. Since he can construct
it, he can control it. "17

The 9ower Motive. The power motive is &dined within the context of
individual behaviors oriented toward the attainment of goals that deal
with controlling others. Kipnis describes power motivations as advising .

"when an individual experiences an aroused need.state that can only be
satisfied by inducing Appropriate behavior n others.'" Minton's a-
nalysis of the power motive as "a power dimension that refers. to vari-
ations across individuals regarding the extent to which one. is motivated
to attain specific goals of power" 19 seems representative of the general
view of the power motive. Minton goes on to describe two basic orien-
tations toward power within the context of the power motive. Intrinsic
motivation is seen to be that set.of behaviors which are self-initiated,
and generate feelings of self-determination. Extrinsic
motivation is related to behaviors wherein power goals are externally
determined.20

Winter also takes the position that the power motive can be defined
as "a dispoSition to strive for ortain kinds Of goals,hor to be affected
by certain kinds of incentives." 41 tor Winter, the power motive is found
by examining the 'thoughts, images, and.th e.in the minds of people when
power is aroused or made salient to them.'

S
.

McClelland, working from the power motive set, defines power as
"thoughts about someone having impact."23 The motivation for having
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'impact could be stemmed from three separate roots:

11) Through strong, direct action involving control or influence.

(2) Through the production of actions which would produce an
emotional response in another individual.

I

.(3) Through a concern for reputation.24

McCle}land's strategies are not necessarily discrete categories. Any /
or all of the motivations mightbe in force at any ti . The drive for
power pals may be-situatyanal, as well as. dependent E n individual pre- '

dispositionsito rank one rive factor ahead of the of Ts: That is,
certain, individuals may be oriented toward a "concern for reputation,"
and may ascribe power behaviors to this drive regardless of theirap-
propriateness within a given context.

. .

Summary. The dimensions of power emerging from this conceptual
framework were:

*

, (1) The importance of the individual powerholder as a catalyst in
manifestations of power. .

r
(2) The conceptu alization of power as a personrenvironment inter-

'action. :

(3) The conceptualization of power as an impact that goes beyond
control of behavior of others.

( 4) The manifestation of power as either an appr oach ("Hope.Of Power")
or an avoidance ("Fear of PoWer") motive, and

(5) The distinction between a "personiplized" and a "socialized"
face of power.

Power as an-InterpersonaTConstruct '

This concep tual framework enlarges the previous concept of power as
a personality construct to include social relationships. Emerson states,
"-Power Is a property of the social relation; it is not an attribute of an
actor. "P Developing a. conceptual framework around an interpersonal theme
requires that the role of the target 4n the power relation be examined.
Two major aspects of the target's %'ole are identified..

Field- Theoretic Approach. Cartwright represents this approach by
presenting power as "those psychological foros acting in P's life space
which are activated by agents other than P."40 Power is seen to exist
within a socialihatrix and consideration would be given to thextent ,

of change A could induct in B over and above B's resistance. Levinger

characterizes the ability to"move another individual in a given direction .

as "the ability- to exert interpeerbiial influence," _Implicit iorthat term
is "the manipulation of Valences in another person's psychological en-
vironment." Levinger sees "valences" as including both positive and
negative forges that are 'significant to the target's psychological space.

4
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Kelmen xontri blutes to this yiew by adding the idea."that if the target
perceivtd the powerholder as ableAt mediate goal achievement, tt erespon-
s1veness of the target to the influence at pt would increase. French
and Raven conclude that there aee five bas of social powbr:fl (1) reward,

' I. C2) coercive,- (3) legitimate, (4) referent, :!d (5)4 expert. 49 Later
'Raven adds iffiTemation power as a sixth base. Three of these .bases are.

' focused on the powerholder and his ability ° hange the behavior of the
_target (reward, coercive and informational) while the other three (legiti-
mate, referent and expert) relate part of the Success of the powerholder
to

the
that the target.holds about him. Lehman illentifies

t.-: the types of resources which would be imporiAnt.to the concrete application
-: ) of power: 4 %

I
(1) ! Ui4iierian resources - composed ematerial goods and services.

A
e . . .

(2) Coercive resources l composed of physical force, and violence._
1

o. ,
"(.3) NOriative mources -'composed of shared bellefsTvalues and'

, ...sentimenq.Ji

The field-theoretic model is concerned with perceived resources and target
resistance, and melees an ilmolicitstatement regarding the. reciprocal na' .1

.
,turl of power. the following perspective makes this relationlnip explicit.

. Outcome Approach. Martin expresses the reciprocal na re of the
power relationshirby suggesting "that power relations may e relations.

..

of mutual convenience, power may be a r ource facilitating the achieve-
ment of the goals of both Aind B. . ." The net vffect df the power

0106'reTationship is measured by repel:Icy-between the poWer goals .

achleyed by A ind those achieve by Thibaut and Kelley describe those
oars as "matters of interest" and de elop an outcome matrix:

.
.

If two persOns 16nteractowthe pattern of outcomesAiven in their 4b
interaction matrix indicates that each person has the possibility of
'affecting the other's reward-cost position and, thereby, of influenc-
ing or controlling

.

I

Emerpon defines social relationship in ,general as "ties of.thutuai,depen-
dence" eh& suggests "Power resides implicitly in the other's dependency."-'q
This dependency is ,directly proportional to.thedgmount,of motivational

investment a target has in the outcome or goals4lhat are mediated by the
powerholder, and is inversely proportional to gow available these goals
or oqtcomes are outside of tbe present relationship between the polerholder
end the targetNlf the goal's are not ipportant, to the target or ale
readily available from someone other-thanthe powerholder, the power of

Sthat source would considerably diminish. .

R f

Summary. These two aspects (Field-Theoretic,ApproaCh and Outcome
Approach) .of the interpersonal constroct fraNgwork contribute new di-

- mensions of power to the itempool for the power Orientation Scalp. Frogi.
A 'the Field-Theoretic App, ed come. two characteristics of the.manifestat/bn

.. 4.
of power: 6. - - , . r-

., t .
. .

(I) The agent must see himtely as having thd ability to move forces
.

withinanother individual. This *wired the ability,:of the "5

A



source to correctly sort out whi0.-resources that he pos-
sessed were important to which targets in what types of si-
tuations. *.

"s. (2) The "perceptions" of the.target about The,resources available
to an agent must be .considered

o

From the OutCome Approach comes an emphasis. on the reciprocal nature of
the power relationship. This reciprocity would come from either the de-
sire of both parties to achieve valued outcomts or from the existence of
a mutual depende4 ncy be;ween.the two parties.

r

Power as as Commodity

Ths,third conceptual framework, power as a commodity, is developed
from the interpersonal construct framework. While both are social matrix
framOtarts, Us-nature-of-Mt power remtatil6h§htp is considered transac-
tional in the commodity tramework, rather than interacti4onal as in the
interpersonal construct framework. Generally, power is discussed in the
commodity framework in"economic" terms. Central to the commodity notion
is the cost involved inbmaintairlirrg power and how that affects the behavior
of the powerholdeY:

Thrie basic models of the commodity framework a re presented: (1) the.
cost of power; (2) power and control of resources; and (3) power as ex-

,

change.

The Cost of Power. Harsanyi introduces Ts positiOn_with the sug- .

gestion that "a realistic quantitative descrip ion of,A's power over-B
must include, 'as,an essential dimension of thA5 power relation, the tosts

_to A of attempting toinfluence B's behavior. This cost approach is
useful in-making-;: parisons of degrees of power., If one individual can .-
accomplish some far less cost than another individual, the fanner ,'A`
can.be 1i-eater-power than the latter.

.

Breed suhrs up the-Cost ofpower model. He states that the applica-
tion of pow( er involves three separate costs:

(1 of the, assets "consumed " as powermis generated;
(2 of the powdr itself as it is spent;

; or- (3 and of symbolic gesturewhich, the more often they are used,
terillto hastei the point of actual expenditure36

Power and Control of Resources. Burt assumes "that actors are pur-
posive in that they use their control of resources in order,to improve
their individual well-being .. ."31 The focus here is on one's ability
to constrain the allocation of resources such that accurate predictions
result about the ability of am actor .to realize his own interests despite
resistanip from other actors.

Power as Exchange. This model, as advanced by Romans, posits that
Ii41, "for a person engaged in exchange what he gives may be a cost to him, just

as what he gets may be a reward, ind his behavior Changes less as profit,
that is, reward less cost, tends' a°to a maximum. Cost is here .viewed in
the .negative sense. That is, the higher the cost of an activity to an

11.0
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individual, the less' likely he is to perform it. .

Chadplin describes the basic nature of the exchange model when he
states, "Having power is thus being in a position to get others to do ,-

what one wants them to do without,having to make unacceptable sacrifices.

r , The more the behavior of others can be shaped to one's wants, and the less ---)
one givds to achieve this, the more power one has."' 4

Summar . The major contribution emerging frqnsthe commodity frame-
, work 1st the notion of the,cost to the powerholder in the power relation-

ship. ,

,* . Power as a Causal Construct s

The framework is pVimarilyconcerned with developing specificity in
\ the operational aspects of the study of power. The thinking of research-

ers 1-4-1-ing tn this area is that by paring power -qtr caust4- framework-4-t

would become less of an abstract notion and more subject to study by tra-
ditional empirical technique. ,

Two basic'characteristics are involved in the causal construct frame-
work: (1) power as asymmetric; and (2) power within the probability or
mathematical context.

k

Power as Isymmetrit March expresses the opeiational fTior, of this

framework in his description, "Specifically, the set of all influence re-
lations is Treruttertriett to be thecbubset of ail--art.ts-erl relationssuchthat
the behavAr of adindividual appears as the terminal point in the causal
linkage." 4u Nagel, in the seme vein, defines an actual or potential power
relation as "an actual or potential causal relation between the prefere9ces
of an actor regarding an outcotileiand the outcome.itself."41

Riker,sees two basic types of causal relation: (1) recipe causality

and (2) necessary and sufficient cond4tion. Recipe causality involves

statements of manipulation. The manipulated variable is prdsumpd to cause
the intended outcome and if no manipulation occurs, then no causal rela-
tionship exists between the two events. Recipe causality emphasizes how
to make tyo specific events occur. Riker relates this to a concern with

"other-oriented" power outcomes. A power outcome that is "other-orienIgt
emphasizes behaviors that lead to the disutilit; of some other person.'

Hecessary_and sufficient condition causality is cdncerned with the-
constellation ofantecedent events in force in relation to a specific con-
sequence. When necessary and sufficient'condition causality operates, the
attention is on a full explanationlof,the outcome. The effect itself be-

comes the focal point, not the manipulation of a variable to produce the
event. Riker compares this type of causality with an "ego-oriented" form

of power. The emphasis of ego-oriented_power is on constraining the i

action itself. The agent of the pOWer situation (ego) increases his own
utility by maintaining the ability tojontrol the interaction. His interest

is focused on increasing his own utility rather than decreasing the utility
of others.

ti

The Probability or Mathematical Context. Kahn and Boulding define

power as the ability of one person or'group of'persons to. . .change

. 111
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the probapilitiesthit others will respond in certain ways to specified
Damson carries on with the basic definition of power in pro-

bability terms and irgues formodels that place the examhnation and measure-
ment of power inta mathematical context:

kf

Instead OfntAeripting to make statements about how much or what 4ind
of power.A has over B, we should speak instead of how much and what
kind of powerA has'oyer a specific domain of B's decisions. The
dividend we receive for this change'is the employment of the bjghly
useful conc "tu lization of power as a change it probability.

Power is then detetminW the difference between the probabilities that.
Ma-givenan individual could ch Ma-given alternative prior to, and after, an .

'alleged exercise of power. Gamson concludes, "Power has been successfully
. exercised ifcandr only if there is, a difference."'" Schopler and Layton
capture the essentia6natbre of the mathematical model in suggesting,

'Minimum attributed poweerftistI fl1en something- unpredictable,
1;hich is perfectlypredictable from A's intervention."46

Summar . Poser as a causal construct provides additional dimensions
to thepool fbr the development of the Power Orientation Scale. This
perspective interprpts power as specific to behaviors of the source
which elicited certain responses from the target within the power relation.
Further, when plated in the context of the probability model, the situa-
tions in which Rower ca e examined are greatly expanded. Both the dis-
cussion of the asymmetric m tire of power relationships and Riker's

,-ftegdfother" orientations ft'. useful in, building the spool of, power di-
mensions..

Power as'a Phil so hical Cons "'

The philOsophicai component proVides the fifth And final framework.
Four basoic linesof,,thinking emerge in this construct: (1) morality or
amorality of glower; (2)' power and values; (3) power and responsiblity;
'and (4) power and social norms.

Morality or imorality of Power. This first line of thought centers
on the nature of power itself. Hobbes suggests bat power is "a present
means to' achieve some future apparent good: ."q/ However, most theorists
and philosophers view power as neither intrinsically good nor evil.
Rosinski says,'"Were it not equally potent for good or evil, it would not
be power at all. "" Guardini supports the view of power as esentially a'
neutral force.. He argues, ?Rower awaits direction. Unlike forces of
nature, it becomes part of acause-and-effect relationship, not through
necessity, but only through the intervention of an agent. "'9 Actors, then
determine the morality of power. Votaw describes the two different orien-
tations in this way, "A man who believes power to be essentially evil will
approach thyissues of power::in a very different way from the ma who sees
power as S'Otource of human society, albeit subject to abuse."00
' e

Power and,Values. Kahnland Boulding approach power and values fro%
three vantage ETs:

(1) ,Subjective feelings: The "What's in it for me" position. The

T

0:4
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pbwerIolder with this orientation would want to grange a power
'relation to be surd there would be "something in i" for the
target as well in Order to make compliance enticing.

(2) Depersonalizedvaluesichoices made by force: This individual
would choose a coercive mode and woulq try to legitimize this

s power on the basis,of arideology rathef than on personal tracts.

(3) Relativist approach: Values are objective and grounded in the
situation. An individual ascribing to this approach would choose
to ground his power in terms,of his expertise an would try to
have others, understand the situation as he does.31

ifferent approaches to value systems would bd reflected in different
r patterns oh the way an individual would choose to exercise power.

:-Power-aAd--Respons-i t-i-es----a-notionof respon-
sibility to th#

individual
of power. By accepting great amounts of res-

ponsibility an ndividual also accepts the power that would be necessary
to take the actions that go4along with responsibility. Berle says, "Power

0 `pis invariably onfronted with, and acts on the presence of a field of res-
. ponsibility."54

Power and'Social Norms. This fourth approach argues that thevalje-
loading on the term powef itself has given it a negative connotation in
the society at large. Martin and_Sims suggest that although. ambition is

--glorified in the abstract, it is often frowned upon in practice.53
McClelland contends.that an individual quickly learns -that to act on in-7'
half of others is legitimate,,but to act on behalf oroneserf is not.D4
Finally, Gross'presentq,a strong criticism of the social attitude toward
power. "Power, like sex under Victorians, hag often been regarded as a
subject not to be openly discussed butrrather to be sought, thought About
and used under the cover of darkness."30

Summary. 'All of these issues provide very different bases froth which
items about orientations to poiver were drawn. The application of thoughts
about good and evil, values, responsibility and social norms provide di-

% verse input for the item pool.

A

11

Expanding the Dimensions of Power

The dfaensions of power extracted from the literature may or may not
exhaust orientations individuals hold toward power. In order to expand
upon the dimensionstof power extracted from the literature an additional

.

step was necessary. An open-ended survey was conducted following a pur-
posive sampling plan which selected twelve respondents from civil' service
positions (6 adminstrators and 6 staff), thirty-three middle-level managers,.
and nine corporate-level.exeeutives. These fifty -four respondents were
probed with questions designed to elicit their positive and negative reac-
tions to being in a position of power,and their attitudes about acceptable
and unacceptable uses of power. Each response of each of the fifty-four
respondents was compared with the dimensions extracted from the literature.

__Any dimension from the-survey not already adequailiay represented by a di-
mension extracted from the literature resulted in an additonal dimension

kV_

J.
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'being added to the list. A consensus decisiob pn the part of three mem-
. bers of the research team was the criterion for adding a dimenam This
. process resulted in the identification pt seventeen additional dimensions "-
representing orientations toward pOw6. The firial.set of thirty-seven

.

dimensions of power, isolated from both the literature review and the sur-
vey, folloWs: .

. .

. 1.. The ability to'control outcomes. , v.

2. The ability to control persons.

The ability to control specific, behaviors.

4. Enhancing one's own position:

5. Minimizing one's cost or effort.

6. The ability to resist control.

7. Having impact.

8. Group goal attainment.
4

9. An approach toward power.
*

.10. An avoidance of power:

2
11% The WM)/ to control tangible resources.

l2. The ability to control intangible resources.

13: The ability to restrict the alternatives of others.

14. Power as expertise.

15. Referent power.

16. Legitimate power.

of
Mat

17. Power as,situ9tional.

18, The intentionality of power.

19. Power as natural instinct.

2b. Power as reciprIal. .

21. The avoidance of power1essne5.

22. Power 8i/pdteptial.
. .

23. Control of sanctions,

24. Power as amoral.
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25. ''Power as secrecy.

//26 Shared power.

27i Power as positive.

28. Poweras negative.,

29. The psychological benefits of power.

410

30. Power'through the display of weakness.

31. Per in conflict.

32. Power as responsibility.

33. 'Power as'a privilege.

34.' Power as..loneliness.

35. Psychological losses.

36. The abuse of power.
4

'V

37. Power as political

ti

Four Initial Samples
, k

Our\preliminary power orientation scale consisted of seventy-four
items (two each for thirty-seven dimensions). At this point we were

_ guided'*Aadushin's injunction that invests ions of powg "should be
confined to those likely to have some in the first place." Kadushin's
point wat well taken, even though determini who has power requires sub-
jective a priori determinations about t power is. `Although such de-
terminations were inconsistent with.o r decision not to define Ower on an
a priori basis, it was felt that it wo ld be reasonable to selegt subjects,
who were either in supervisory positio s.or higher, who were perpived as
being_in a position of power. Fopr samples meeting these criteria Were'
selected.

The Corporate Sample

),

-
One sample of 166 subjects was drawn from the corporate sector of

private business. Thirty different corporationS were contacted to obtain
the 166 respondents. Homogeneity withi this sample was assumed because

,,,the organizations contacted were medium -sized corporations and were in
. . service, as opposed to manteacturing, industries.

.1

Qualifying respondents had to be a member of one'of the following
categories: (1) Individuals who carried a corporate title; (2) Indi-
viduals who were involved directly in the supervision or management of
others within the corporation'; and (3) Individuals considered as "staff"
but who were responsible for participating in policy decisions which had
an effect on the corporation as a whole.

4 1i5
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The LaW-Enforoement Sample

This sample consisted of 134 uniformed state highway patrolmen on
active duty at the time of the study. Homogeneity as assumed because all
respondents were field officers from the same highway patrol system.

The Sales Sample -

" The third Sample consisted of 126 sales associates from a medium- '

sized rea', estate firm. Homogeneity was assumed because all sales associ-'
ates worked for the same firm an0 in the same geographic area. The consi-
derable autonomy apd influence possessed by the sales associate to medi-
ating between a buyer and a seller On a financial matter of considerable
importance to both made this sample an appropriate one for inclusion in
our investigation.

The Government Sample
1

The fourth sample consisted gf 119 management and staff personnel
from government agencies. The agencies were federal, and the respondents
were predominantly individuals who held regional, rather than state or
local reponsibilities.

Responses to the preliminary (74-item version) Power Orientation Scale
were obtained from the four Samples. Following Hangan's suggestions, se-
parate factor-analyses followed, by varimax rotations were performed on the
responses of each of the four samples-. At this,point each sample was cha-
racterized by a set of factor structures. We regarded these factor struc-
tures as representing orientations toward power'(or dimensions of the con-
struct "power") existing within each of the four samples. We then tarried

our attention'to identifying those orientations or dimensions, if any,
which might recur across samples. At this stage in our investigation we
were attempting to discover those orientations toward power which might
be capable of describing a person's view oh power, regardless of a spe-
cific population from which that given individual might be sampled. ,

V

Comparing Factor Structures Across Samples

4'
The factor analyses of the corporate,. government, law-enforcement

and sales samples generated 17, y, 17 and 18 factors respectively.
Variarices accounted for were 68%, 69%, 79% and 72%, respectively. Harman,
Kaiser, and Horst Have suggested strategies for comparing similarity of
factor structures across samples.58 We selected the more Conservative
approach of correlating factor loadings across samples. Each set of
factor loadings from every other sample. With four samples, there ere
six'possible sets of" pair-wise correlations. In order for a factor to
be considered comparable across samples, we set as a decision rule that
all six-pair-wise correlations had to be significant at p = .05. Appen-
dix I presents the results of these comparisons.

As may,be seen from Appendix I, seven factors satisfied our decision
rule for comparability. These seven factors were present to some degree
in all four samples. We have concluded, for the time being, at least, that

'seven orientations toward power are discernible and common to a reasonably
wide variety of settings in which power is likely to be exercised. Having

111A
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now reduced our Power Orientation Scale to a final set of 40 items, the
following orientations toward power are represented within the scale.

Factor Cluster 1: Power as Good

Item 5: In the long run, it is better tb avoid having power. (nega-
.

tive loading)

Item 16: The responsibility and ohallenge of power is exciting.

Item 18: Power is something to be avoided. (negative loading),

Item 32: I would like to be a powerful person. .

Item 37: In general, powerful people do more harm than'good. (nega,- .

tive loading)

This factor cluster represented the notion of power as a positive force.
Individuals scoring tigh on this Power Orientation Factor might perceive
power as exciting an desirable. with such an orientatidh, these Than-
duals may be more agressive in their search for and maintenance of a power .

position.

Factor Cluster 2: Power as Resource Dependency

Item 6: Knowing things others don't know gives you power over'themj

Item 7: You know, you have lifter when other people must come to you
for things they need. :

. -Item l9 'Waving infliffidtvon^thIE Others want and need gives a person
41

a great deal of power.

Item 20: People know they are powerful when others are dependent on
them.

rt

It is apparent from the analytis of this cluster that of all the resources
. an individual would control, that of knowledge or information appears to

be central to this orientation. 4n individual scoring high on.this Per
Orfentatibn Factor would appear to recognize the value of the possession
and control of resources, especially information, and might be more at-
tuned to the use of-such resources.

Factor Cluster 3: Power as Instinctive Driye

Item 11: The drive for power exists in all of us.
Item 23: People naturally try4coavoid feeling powerless.
Item.24: People instinctively seek power.

--, %

An individual who scores high on this Power Oriegtation F'actor would ap-
pear to perceive the desire for power as a natural instinct rather than
a desire nurtured within a particular environment.. In other words, the .

desire for power is seen as a natural element of .t;he.liuman condition. The
significant aspect of a high score on this factor ft the perception of a
drive for power as an attribute of all persons. As a result, to seek and
to maintain power would be considered acceptable sinceall persons possess
such a drive..

. . _
4 4-A

. .

1.171
.

.

. .
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Factor'Cluster 4: Power as Political

Item 28: It takes political skill to become, powerful.

Item 40: Remaining in power requires political skill.
A

The factor loadings from items 28 and 40 were consistently high across all
four of the samples. However, this might be the weakest of the factor clus-,
ters because only one dimension of power ("power as political") is repre-
sented. This dimension reflects the belief that an individual must approach
the acquisition of power through the use of political tactics. An indivi-
dual with a high'score on this Power Orientation Factor might be one who
Is cognizant of the implications of "playing politics" to achieve and main-
tain power.

A
Factor Cluster 5: Power as Charisma

Ltem_21:_PowerfulpeopTe are easy to recognize even in situations
where they do nothing to demonstrate their power.

Item 31: r#ou can usually tell a powerful person as soon as he or she
enters the room.

Unlike Factor Cluster 4, this cluster is representative of two different
dimensions of power. The first dimension (Item 24) is that of "power as
potential." This dimension considered power as something that could be
held in reserve and used when needed by the source. The second dimension
(Item 31) is that of "having impact." In this instance power, is viewed
a an ability to take strong action or to evoke emotional responses from
others. It also included the idea that people behave differently toward
individuals perceived as-having porter.

Factor CluAer .6: Power as C ontrol

Item 1: An advantage of having power is being able to get people
to follow your orders.

Ii4M 3: Having power gives you independence.'

Item 12.
S. An advantage Of being in a position' of power is being able

to controls the rewards and punishments of others.

Item 30: An advantage to having power is the freedom it-gives you. I.

Factor ClOster 6 contained items that were closely related to the items
which constituted Factor Cluster 7.' The correlations between Factor Clus-

, ter 6 and Factor Cluster 7 obtainefrog three of the samples used in the
reliability and'validity tests weres.91.1 .94 and .95. Since these cor-
relations were substantial, we felt the degree of similarity between the
final two factor clusters was sufficient enough to Justify collapsing the
two for scoring and interpretation purposes. The factors and items for
Factor Cluster 7 will be presented prior to further interpretation of this
final factor cluster. ,

-
Factor Cluster 7: Power as Autonomy

Item 1: An advantage of having power is being able to.get people.to
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folloW youriorderS:- "

Item 3: Having power gives you independence.

Ittem 30: An.advantage to,having power is the freedom it gives you.

Items 3 and 30 come from the "ability to resist control" dimension of power,
and between Factor Cluster Six and Factor Cluster.Seven these items loaded
consistently and highly across all four of the samples. Item 1 from the
"ability to control the person" dimension of power (Factor Cluster 6 and
Factor Cluster 7) and Item 12 from the "ability to control sanctions" di-
mension (Factor,Cluster 6) added strength to the combined Ousters as the
content of each)Werdhighly related. /

It is not surprising that these two cltisters were similar. Very
often individuals in control are also those individuals perceived as high-
ly autonomous. Corfversely, a high level of autonomy would appear to fa- .

cilitate an individual's ability to maintain control. These final .two
clusters are interpreted jointly as "Power as Control, and Autonomy."
Individuals scoring high on this last Power Orientation Factor would ap-
pear to value power as a means of establishing control and maintaining
their individual autonomy.

A total
is
of six Power Orientation Factors were identified. They were:

(1)* Power as Good, (2) Power as Resource Dependency, (3) Power as In-
stinctive Drive, (4) Power as Political, (5) Power as Charisma, and
(6) Power as Control and Autonomy. ,The 40-item Power Orientation Scale,
included at the end of this paper, contaihs the items which constitute
tbese factors, as well as additional gems which loaded highly on a given
factor in some, but not all, samples. The items were retained in the
scale for masking and because of potential information in future investi-.
gations.. . .

Preliminary Reliability and Validity Checks
on the Power Orientation Scale

Reliability

Since factor-analytic techniques were employed id the construction
of the Power Orientation Scale (these techniques guarantee hqttintercor-
relations among items comprising a given factor) we felt that internal
consistency measures of reliability_ were already unfairly, biased in favor
of the initrument.. Therefore, test-retest reliability' was explored.
FortynUndergraduate college students were administered the scale initial-
ly and after a 3-week time lapse. Reliabilities for the 7 factor scores
(prior to collapsing factors 6 and 7) are presented in Appendix As
may beseen from examining Appendix II, moderate to stronrreliabilities
were found for the 7 factor scores. The lower reliabilities are, as might
be expected, associatedvith factors comprised of relatively few items.
In general, we considered the reliabilitieg sufficient for pursuing issues
associated with validity.

g

Validity

,Although strong cases for content and constr t validity can be made
on tRebasis of the manner in which the Power Ori ntation Scale was con-

110
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ttructed, we considered it more important at this point to pursue issues
associated with concurrent validity. We selected as preliminary con-

. current validity criteria the following: (1) decision-making behavior;
(2) leadership behavior; nd (3) dogmatism.

Validity Check'One
. , . .'

'.

1
./. _.

,

.7 Ttie validity test reported here involves a comparison of sentencing
decisions madeIly Denver District Court judges, with the judges' scores
on%the Power' Orientation Scald.

. .

Sentencing Guidelines. As of October, 1977, the Deny Dis ,ict 'ourt
(I Colorado State Court) has employed a statistically ba ed sen
guideline model to help in structuring judicial discretio Hi 1

wide latitude has been granted to sentencing judges in the ra c-
.

tions that they might impose on convicted offenders. It has been
that while the wide range of available sanctions did contribute to
fort to "hand-tailor" the penalty to -fit the crime, the by-product o he
wide latitude could be "sentence disparity" from offender to offender, and
from courtroom to courtroom. In an effort to insure equity in sentencing,
the Denver District Court, 'with. the assistance of the Law-Enforcement
Assistance Administration (LEAA), instituted a a research program toJr
develop and implement a sentencing guideline model to work within the
parameters of the existing Colorado Penal Code. The aim of the guide-
lines project was to. implement the sentiment that similarly situated of-

. fenders (prior criminal.record and background) convicted of similar of-
, fenses should receive similar sentences.

The guideline model, as developed and implemented in the-enver
(, DiOtrict Court, is basically a descriptive model. That is, there is no

presumption regarding what is the "right" sentence. The guideline
,sentence is based on the sentencing histbry of the particular panel of
judges serving on the criminal bench. In this sense, the guideline.sen-
tence is the average sentence handed down (in the preceding six months to
one yearinterval) by all judges, for similarly situated offenders con-
victed of similar offenses.

The guideline'that the judge receives at the sentencing hearing will
either suggdst an "out" decision (probation deferred judgment, deferred
prosecution, etc..) or"an "in" decision wit a range suggested for the ,

duration of incarceration (i.p., two to f years). The judge's actual,
sentence will then either "hit" the gUicteline he gives probation
for an "out," or he incarcerates the offender to a term consistent with
the guideline range) or he will "miss" the guideline (i.e., he incar-
cerates when the guideline suggests "out," or he probates when the guide-
line suggests incarceration). The sentencingdecision then, with regard
to the guideline may (1) hit the guideline, (2) miss the guideline in
the Ail-ection of no incarceration, or (3) miss the guideline in the di-
rection of incarceratjon. Percentage tables may then be drawn with re-
spect to each individual judge's performance as measured against the
gdideline.,

The sentencing decisions of nine district court judges Bane
year'were transformed into percentages in each of three categories
(hit, miss/incarceration, miss/no incarceration). These percentages, as

u
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well as the Power Orientation scores of the district court judges, were
transformed lo ranks and rank order correlations computed. A significant
positive correlation was found between the "Power As Resource Dependency"
factor)nd the sentencing criterion "htt" (Spearman rank order correla-
tion = .61). District courf judges who tended to view power more in terms
of, access to and possession of knowledge and information also tended to

make more sentencing decisions which fell within established sentencing
guidelines. Since these sentencing guidelines were, in fact, based upon
eedback the judges had received concerning the sentencing behavior of
they district court judges, this specific relationship is quite sensible.

No significant rank order correlations were found between power orientatiofi.
stores and the sentencing criterion 'miss/no incarcehtion." A significant

negative. correlation was found between "Power As Instinctive Drive" and
the sentencing criterion "miss/incarceration" (Spearman rank order corre- ,

lation = -:63). The higher a judge's scoreton this "Power As Instinctive
Drive" factor, the less likely was he to impose incarceration when the
guidelines didn't call for it. Apparently, the perception of power as
a positive and natural element of human condition is accompanied by a
greater willinga'to exercise power in fa9or of the offender.

These two relationships provided preliminary support for, the assump-
tion that an individual's power.orientatjon may be related to decision-

,* making behavior.

Validity Check Two
.

?

To examine leadership, Fiedler's Least Preferred Co-worker was se
lected." The scale provides anindex of the likelihood that a leader
will adopt an "interpersonal" or a "task-oriented" approach in relating

with subordinates. Forty-eight "business leaders," identified by re-
presentatives of the Denver Chamber of Commerce, responded to both the -

Power Orientation Scale and the LPC. A weak, but sigpificaht (-,278)
correlation was found between "Power As Resource Dependency" and the LPC

score. ThiVinverse relationship implies that managers who score high
on "Power As Resource Dependency" are more likely to maintain psyche-
logical distance from their subordinate& and adopt a task-oriented ap-
proach. Apparently, the tendency,.to view power as emanating froryccess
to and possession of information not readily available'to others s as-
sociated with beliefs such -63`"I know more than they do about the job,"
or "I'm the ore who knows what has to be done." Such beliefs would be con-
sistent with psychological distancing and greater emphasis on task di-,
mensiop of the supervisory-subordinate relationship. ,

Validity-Check Three

To explore relationships among power orientations and dogmatism,
gOkeachis Dogthatism Scale, Form E was selected. Thirty-three Denver area
leaders, again selected by .representatives of the Denver Chamber of
Commerce., responded both to the Power Orientation Scale-and the Dogmatism
Scale. Two significant correlations were found. The "Power As Good" ,

factor correlated negatively- ith dogmatism (-.40). Respondents who saw
power in positive terms as exciting, or as something to be sought, scored
lower on the dogmatism scale. The second significant correlation was
between "Power as Control and Autonomy" and dogmatist ( +.38). Respondents
who saw power in terms of the ability it gives one o control others scored
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higher on the dogmatism scale. These two relationships, interpreted
together, provide a rather intriguing view of personal orientations tO,
ward power. viewing power as a mechanism for exercising control over
others is ass ciated with dogmatism; however, viewing power as good, chal-

lenging, and exciting is associated with less dogmatiOr. It seems rea-
sonable, though some may be surprisedIty it, that vieiiing power in posi-
tive tens is not necessarily associated with intolerance toward other

,pointg of Trie . Perhaps more important, viewing power as a means fort
exercising c trol over others was assoCiated with general intolerance
towards beliefs ipconsistent with tWel6f the'respondents,

A are guardedly optimistis/about the results of these preliminary

eliability,andvalidity checks. There do seem to be some relationships
between an individual's personal orientation toward.OWer and hits or her
decision-making behavior, leadership, predisposition, and dogmatism. Our

4^ fourth validity check,.now in progress, is an exploration of the relation-
ships between the power orientation factors and the probability that a given -

mrdiNt-dual l 1 engage;i-ncdnfTrm-i-ngordisconfulraillgicomitm

viOr.toward others. We believe that orientations toward power will ulti-
mately predict these_ and a great many other &lasses of communicative be-

- havior. To this end we submit our preliminary,findings;'and.hope that'
others may be sufficiently interested in and concerned about the power
construct to add additional empirical findings to these.
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Appendix 1

Yr,

/-
,Significant FActorClusteft---.
Emerging From Comparisonriof

FACTOR CLUSTER 1

Factors Across Samples

C = Corp4ate'Sample
G = Government Sample
S = Sales Sample
1 = Law- Enforcement Sample

Factois h C/ G44. S L .

\
/1.00 -1-

G .84

S .76

,L .601*

4.3. 6

PFACItilkLUSTER 2

Factors -C ;

C 1.00
g G . .81

80
-1 -L .47

FACTOR CLUSTER 3

Factors'

G

S

L

j

4

.84 - , .76 .66

. 1.00 .65 .65 40
.65 1.00 .60

4.65 .60;7 1.00
,

..\

G S L ,

.81

1.00

tr

.80 .47

-.73 .54

1:00. .49 -

.49 - 1.00

.

,

C G
4

S L

. (
.. .

1.00 ..:58 47 .82 . ..50
.---:58---f---.1700 " .58 -r.36

.82 .58 1.00 .44

.50 .36 .44 1.00
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( Appendix 1 (continued)

G

S

L

Factors

C ,

S

L

FACTOR CLUSTER 4

C

1.00 ,

.73

.75

.35

FACTOR CLUSTER `5
1

Factors
. .

'1.00
.61

.76

.63

FACTOR CLUSTER 6

Factorg C

11

FACTOR CLUSTER'

Factors

1.00
.58
68
.51

6
S

1.00
.46 --

.58

.56

`4*

SP*,

G S.

.73 .75 .35 .

1.00 .60 .33

.60 1.00 .46

.33 .46 1.00

L
-

.61 - .76 .63

1.00 .64 .54

.64 1.00 .52

.54 .52 1.00

.58 .68 .51 .

1.00 .42 .27

.42 1.00 .38

.27" .38 1.00

7
46 ..58 %56

1.00 .53 ..51

.53 . 1.00 .46

.51 .46 J.00-
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1 ti
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Appendix II

1,

Test-Retest Correlations of
Power Orientation Factor Scores

Over Three Weeks

I N = 40

FACTOR r

1 (Power as Good)

2 (Power as Resource Dependency .77

3 (Power as Instinctive Drfve) .49

4 (1)4Ni. as Political) .62

5 (Power as Charisma) .54

6 (Power as Control) .6

7 (Power as Autonomy) .55

ft

7*

Y'`

h ay..

J
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,

Power Orientation Scale

Power maps different things to different people. We are interested
in how you personally view port gr. What does power Mean to you? We are
not interested fin what'you thilik power means to others. Instead, we want
to know how-you-vi-ew-powaTkand-how-you-feel about power.

Your responsessill be kept entirely confidential. Your name_will not
be attached tip your responsks. The only individuals who will, see your re-
sponses will 'Bemembers of the research team. No one in the organization
for which youiwork will be allo*ed to see your answers. Please be honest
and candid in'your responses. This research project will benefit greatly
from your direct and honest responses to the statements.

-The following are all statements about power. You may find that
ye agree strongly with some of these and disagree strongly with others.
Yot4 may also find there are sane statements you are uncertain about. Whe-

r yqu agree or disagree with any_gf the statements, you can be sure
at many others peoplefeel the same as you do.

Mark each statement in the left margin accoridng to how much you
agree or disagree with it. Please mark every one.

Write +1:, I AGREE A LITTLE -1: I DISAGREE A LITTLE
+2: I AGREE ON THt WHOLE -2: I DISAGREE ON THE WHOLE
+4. I AGREE VERY MUCH -3: I DISAGREE VERY MUCH

( ) 1. An advantage of having power is being able to get people to
.follow your orders.

( ) 2. People in powerful pbsitions are often rewarded for doing very
little.

( ) 3. Having power gives you independence.

( ) 4. An advantage of being in a position of power is that people
'seem to treat you as somebody special, -

( ) 5.
I in the long run, it is better to avoilhaving power.

( ) 6. knowing things others don't know gives you power over them.

7 .You know you have power when other people must come to you for
, things they need.

( )

(

,

)

( )

-

8. 'An advantage to being considered powerful is that other people
want to be like you.

g: A person can be powepful wit in one group and not within another.

(11410. There is no such thing as power without' purpose.
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.r-j( ) 11: The drivd for power exists in all of us.
f

( ) 12. An advantage of being in a position of power is being able to ,

control the rewards and punishments of others.

( ) 13. Powerful people are cautious about whom they confide in.

( ).14. Success and power go hand in hand.

, ( 5 15. If you have power,ou have a sense of security.,

( ) 16. The;responstbiljty and challenge of power is exciting.

( ) 17, People seek power for its own sake,.

l oxeviLuretlifiag_tcLbe avDided.

( ) 19. Having informathm-that others want and need gives a person a
great deal of power.

( ) 20. People know they are powerful when others are dependent on them.

R.

( ) 21. People usually deserve the power they A.
( ) 22. HoW much power a person fias varies considerably from one situation

to another:
.

( ) 23. People naturally try to avoid feeling powerless:

( ) 24. Powerful people are easy to recognize, even in situations where
they do nothing to demonstrate their power.

/--
(_) 25._ _Sometimes powerful people cannot avoid hurting others.

( ) 26, The meek *11 inherit the earth.

( ) 27. Power means the ability_to beat the competition.

( 28. it takes political hill to. become powerful.

( )29. Sometimes it's necessary for a powerful person to tell people
what they should think.

( ) 30. An advantage to having powe; is th freedom it gives you.

( ) 31. You con usually tell a powerful person soon as he or she
enters a room.

) 32. I would like to be a powerfUl person.

y,.
( ) 33. Power cartes from being an expert in so metbifig.

4

.( ) 34. People instinctively seek power.

'( ) 35. Whetberpower is good or bad depends on the type of person,who

127
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has it. i
.

.

Power1uld be Pied to do
,
the greatest good for the greatest

nu ofipeople.
.

. ,

In/general, powerful people do more harm than good.

Having power means that people may not_like_you.

Powerful people are likely to feel anxious.

Remaining in power reg4ires politicarskill..

S
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RHETORITHERAPY: THE GROUAS.RHETORICAL EXPERIENCE

by Gerald M. Phillips*

[This article is based on an invited, presentation by the author to the Sixth
National Conference About the TeaChingof Group Psychology, Philadelphia,
Karchr 14-16; 1980]

(The purpose of therapy groups is to train participants in behavior
which will improve their situation in the world. Thus, the group must
stimulate conditions in which the participants will live. For that reason,
orderly procedhe must be imposed and behaviors that would be unproductive
outside the therapy group discouraged. There is no necessary advantage
in the catharsis and prurient inqui6,,that characterizes mqFh group therapy.
In fact, the only justification for group therapy is to teach participants

e orderly and rhetorical procedure in social communication. Systematic
operations in the group governed by the use of Standard Agenda will
facilitate the learning experience of behaviors -useful outside the therapy
group, that will carry over into inivivo experience. There are standard
patterns and techniques available to.accomplish theseends.)

Some Basic Assumptions

Therapy groups and therapy-like groups have consistently operated
around the twin themes of nurturance ofkparticipants and encouragement
of a kind of communication- -characterized by expletive and catharsis. The
design is to encourage that participants meet their emotional needs. The,

problem with this kind of approach is that people rarely have, the luxury
for this kind of expression in their natural social life war:bothers. In

fact, most people in therapy are there because they cannot.di§tinguish
their Obligations from their desire %. They have tried to do whay they
wanted at the expense of others, or mere so locked into their obligations
that they could not derive satisfaction from their personal lives. The
obvious purpose of a therapy group is to serve as a laboratory in which
participants first learn to distinguish what is doable from what fi merely
desirable. They must-learn to meet needs in the world in such a way that
their personal pleasure principle i; served.

A second major urgency in group therapy is to train participants in
paying attention to the needs and wants of others with whom they associate.
It is a main premise of -a great,mang therapy-like group programs (assertive-

, ness training for example, that people should learn to demand what they
want from the people aroundsthem. Hbwever, it is a basic principle of
social organization that the utilitarian principle of the greatest good
for(the greatest number ought to be.served. 'Thus, a fundamental learning
the therapy group is to serve onegs,own needs while similarly facilitating
similar need- seyving by others. Through mutual self-serving, no party will

1

* Dr. Gerald M. Phillips is Professor of Speech Communication and
Director of the Reticent Program, Pennsylvania State University, University
Park, Pennsylvania.
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be fully satisfied but each will find'some satisfaction`

A final basic assumption is the necessity to avoid passiv . .A great
many therapy clients enter treatment with the belief that something will be
done to them or.for them. It is a major goal of therapy to train participants
in management of their, own behavior.( This means that clients must learn to
decide how they will behave and how to execute their own decisions skillfully.

The Role of Communication in Group.Therapy

One characteristic of emotional dis is disturbed communication.
While'it is not clear whether-inability unicate well makes one
emotionally ill, or whether emotional it ess comes and affects communication,
it is clear that emotional distre s signified bylattendance to communica-
tion symptoms. Standard textbook psychotherapy list a variety of
communication disturbances far each of the clinically diagnosable emotional
illnesses,. In lay terms, communication problems are too much or too lfttlp
talk, egocentric talk, talk that is out of phase with the social situation,
and talk that is unproductive when used to accomplish social goals. In

full or in part, psychotherapy requires modification of communication

behavior, either by overt attempts to alter communication behavior or by the
assumption that attention to personality .dynamics will bring about salubrious
changes in .communication.

Ernest Becker identifies speech as the "specifically human" component of
behavior. In order to use speech to avoid extinction, an ext'aordinary
physiological process must takelplace in which organs not designed primarily
for speech are used for speech.' In fact, speech is one of the few human
processes in which conscious control is exerted over normally autonomic
functions. For example, the lungs which provide the power for speech must
be consciously managed to control the air flow necessary for audibility.
The larynx; a valve which keeps the windpipe secure from foreign objects must
be controlled to bring vocal fdlds intd proper jimtaposition not only for
phonation but for production of delicate nuances in phonation. Tongues,
lips and teeth, designed for mastication and swallowing must be Coordinated
to produce complicated combinations of sounds and the whole must be resonated
for appealing effect through the use of drainage cavities in facp and chest'.
None of this activity is spontaneous. It must be pre-mediated according to
some template of performance in order to be produced effectively.4

Once the basic management of vocal production is used, the whole process
must be socialized. As.a result, problems in communication occur among
people some of whom are diagnosed as emotionally ill and others of whom are
diagnosed as boring, ineffective, or unpleasant. In,fact, it appears that
the ,greater number of people in psychotherapy are there simply because they
went, not necessarily, because they had a disorder, a situation which requires
that the entire medical model mot be questioned when applied to, social
problems experienced by humans.' There are seven basic types (among others)
of communication problems experientedby humans:

1. Some people do not understand how speech can be used to accomplish
social goals. They reject the notion that conscious control of
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speech would be productive, hence they are unable to venerate
sensible goals with others in social intercourse, and obviously
cannot engage in careful efforts to accomplish social goals.
Their speech is largely emotional, cathartic, impulsive, and
reactive.

2. Some people understand,thAt social goals can be accomplished
through control of discbfirse, but they are unable to executive
behaviors de-signed to accomplish their own social goals because
they do not know how to adapt to the needs and competencigs of
the person(s) they address. These people lack a dual perspective"
which permits them to understand that what motivates them also
motivates others.

3. Some people are egocentric or narcissistic to the point where they
believe others owe them response to whatever they say or demand.
They do not understang principles of social exchange or equity
in human interaction.

4. Some people simply have an idea deficit. They have had little
actual or vicorious experience and consequently have little or
nothing to say.

5. Some people are incapable of putting their ideas into intelligible
order because they are deficient in logic and grammar systems.
Where the cause of this problem is physiological, there is little
that can be done either by speech training or psychotherapy. Where

the problem is the result of social training or'a learning deficit,
therapy can inculcate orderly linear processing in social inter-
action.

6. Some people have a vocabulary deficiency which keeps them from
speaking with adequate precision or subtlety.

7. Some people may lack the ability, to form sounds properly, articu-
late clearly, speak loudly enough, or with proper rhythm. Most

problem; in this area lie in the province of the speech pathologist.

In genera), however, communication problems seem most amenable to instruction,
not therapy. While "treatment" Of internal states of anxiety and distress
are useful in alleviating anxiety and distress, they commonly have little
affect on verbal output.

The history of the treatment of "reticence" has demonstrated that a
great many kinds of communication-problems, many of which appear to warrant
referral to psychotherapy, can, through application of group process be
alleviated. This cites not mean automatic relief of intra-psychic distress,
although many students report that learning communication skills was
effective to reducing their internal tensions. At any event, whether

communication training is applied directly gua communication training,

or in the guise of group psychotherapy, it must be applied in an orderly,
goal-directed way.

13.-A



The application is obvious. Sadock stipulates three goals for group
psychoiherapy: 1) to understand effective social process, 2) to be able
to accept others andoshow affection, 3) to be able to test reality, inte4ct
and release tension. In communication language, the goals are to teachppeople
how to exert an effeEtive and appropriate influence on the people with whom
tfley interact in the social settings with whiCh they are familiar. _These can
be subsumed in the goalsospecified in Bloom's Taxon (cognitixe, affective,
behavioral/psycho 07 and specified for pedagogy by Mager. With these
goals mind, grZlherapy can be viewed as an instructional setting in which___,
the therapist/instructor seeks to accomplish traditional educational goals,
even though each individual may have a different set of eduCational goals;

Group Therapy is a way to take pe (ple for a brief time out of the high-
stake competitive society and teach them how to become more successful on the
job or wt.t.k family and friends. The requirement is learning effective
performanN. Group therapy is not designed to heal souls, nor are group therapists
designated as priests. When there is a moralistic component to group therapy
it tends to_subvert the accomplishment of legitimate behavior goals. There is ,

no real evidence that strong belief in some psycho-dynamic system does very
much to improve behavior. In fact, quite the contrary appears to be the case;
the more authoritarian and moralistic the therapist, the more54serviant and
ineffective the participant."' Fanatic and.phrenetic therapp=type operations
like EST, sensitivity training and scientology make vast and undocumented
claims for life reforiition, while they avoid hard scrutiny of what they teach
and how their,lients learn to serve their own needs. It should be a given
that a report that a client feels better_is not sufficient accomplishment to
justify group operations. The client must operate demonstrably more effectively
in groups outside the therapy setting in order for treatment to be justified
as healthful.

An industrial model is an appropriate metaphor for group therapy.. A

'group member (employee) functions with his peers '(fellow employees). His

performance is reviewed by his colleagues (as in a peer review on the job)
and evaluated by his therapist (supervisor) who then makes suggestions for

' improvement, ratifies ideas offered by the client, corrects plans and goals,
4
and facilitates a programme for future change. As a result of this process,
the group member (employee) in this therapy group (on this job) and in any
other group setting which requires conscious and controlled human communication
performance. The documentation of improvement comes with reports of successful
accomplishment outside the groups, not with subjective reports of intra-psychic
changes. In fact, sesquipedelian reports,of intrapersonal dynamics are
boring, not generalizable, and often the result of the client's urgency to
please the therapist with some kind if unverifiable report. It is much the

I saTe as the employee trying to please the boss with reports of how he feels
he is doing his job better and how sttisfying it is to him. The payoff is

for production! 0-
4

This view of group therapy avoids the diagnosis/treatment aspects of the
medical model which has pervaded psychotherapy since its teginning. When we

. reject a medical model we do not reject the notion that p ople have problems.
What we reject is naming prbblems and assuming that once a name has been

generated it subsumes the same etiologies and symptoms with everyone who has a
problem to which the name can be given. The varieties of human experience
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and misery are so vast that they defy taxonomy. People who are misgrablt
,think of themselves as unique in their misery, though people who are happy
all seem to'be happy in the Same way. This paraphrase of Tolito%;s.maxim
guides us to the conclusion that anyone who would workwth hulOb misery
must adapt himself to the particular case under the assumption that every
human 'would be better off if things came out his way a little more often,

hou of course, messing up others. To bringthis about, the most obvious
behavior change issommunication., first because itis infirinsia In all
social interaction and, second, because it is eminNitly amenable to change.

p .

Therapy clients often expect too much too soon. They seem Willing to
endow the therapist with awesome power and then sit back to wait for change
to come about through the ministrations or priestly blandishments of the
omnipoteift therapist. They deal with therapists as they deal with their
doctors. The unfortunate thing is that while a person cannot perform a
cholecystectomy on himself, he can perform a communication transfOrmation,--
often without the interference if either a therapist or a teacher, In fact,

"adjusted" people do precisely at. They adapt their communication content
and style to the requirements of situation at hand. In therapy, the

. act of attending sessions has a pla bo effect of feelings, but no affect

whatsoever on communication behavior Reliance on the therapist hence is
abdication of the ability to chang When the therapist uses the placebo _

effect of good feeling to motiva change, he serves this highest calling.

s

Therapists cannot make people feel better. No one can change how Some-
one else feels. What therapists (and teachers) Can do is exert some control
over environments in which people learn and offer some techniques of
learning. ,Therapists can say what is permiosable for clients to say and
teach people how not to hurt each other while they'learn. They can help
people learn to help each.other and then help themselves. They can demon-

strate how to be,effective and then offer methods and procedures for the
individual to accomplish what he sees his model do, Therapists can help
people become more accurate and sensible in interpreting what others say and
do. The therapy group is the appropriate place for people to learn skills
of dealing effectively with each other. By "effectivele we mean cons emirate

and productive development of mutual social exchanges.'

The principle of consideration and exchange is highly uitlitarian. It /
does noti presume cure. It does presume that everyone can get a little more
of what they want by seeing to it that other people get their share. No

one "actualizes" under a utilitarian system, but everyone gains. This is
in contrast with a utopian type of system in which people are promised
that perfection is available to them, tonmonbil therapeutic systems have

''been highly utopian in the promise they offer. '1 In operation, the freedom
consistently associated with therapy has resulted in encoutagementAof
emotional expressiod, a process highly over-rated as therapeutic. As

therapy groups emphasize disclosure, spontaneity and authentic expression,
the content of potential extortion and blackmail are.made available to
whomever wishes to use them. Furthermore, encouragement of actualization
is an arrogant process in which some people get the idea that others exist
in order for them to fatten their batting average.

Poorly run therapy groups can encourage narcissistic and egocentric

9 (1
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values. UtopiaR leaders offer a form of Nirvana through commitmeht to a true-

.
belief system. Ana'rthic, member-sriented groups can Omit arrogant and power-,
ful individuals to use the weakness of their colleagues to their personal ends.

s who avoid interVention With .the strong'on behalf of the weak on the-
t it is free expression, encouraqe an anti-Copernican view of

world that is not effeWve in life outside the group. Tbp importantrecog-
ion for the therapist is that every group fember must live alife elsewhere

':- in which his persgkal interests are-not paraMbunt and in which disputes are
decided hysome Ofhority structure or legal institution. Whatevery 3oys Apt

,come to the inehidual in the garden of the group, un)ets there is a set of
heuristics tb carry effectiveness outside the group, the time is wasted.ILThis .

.means that therapy groups must be at feast as respectful of individual rights
1 as the society at lar4 and provide means for resolving conflicts according

to laws of society, equity, and social norms. Fuithermore, however'long
a therapy group lasts, it must be regarded as temporary and unreal. Their)
sole purpose is to provide tubers with tools and skills to make them
effective humans outsideth group. Any other success measure violates bastc.t
principles of, human digni . What group members must learn is to win collect -,

. ively by pleasing each of er and encouraging c011aboration in mutual goal
seeking through understanding, consideration and adaptation.

The apove premises are bat'es for the assertion that group therapy ought
to be band on a systematic rhetoric operating in a simulation of life . , ..,

.-
N..

situations. What is learned in the group mutt be tested outside the group,
then integrated into each individual-144. The therapy soup itself can have
no- independent existeice. It is not an .Ond unto itself, it is a rhetorical

e

N
pearls by whiCh indivNuals can be helped to acquire necessary rhetorical
skills for effective accomplishments in their'life outside the group.

\'\ The Rhetorical .Nature of the, Group
. /

,.

a

Grace DeLaguna believed that4umans)ofganized groups in order to accomplish
,specific (as in ," species ") 'tasks. ErndsUBecker argued that the human

- neonate is so fragile that....wAnutlformal-brganitation there would be no way
to'ensure survival Of the species. Families, clans, tribes, communities,
and governments,.and Gemeirischafteriand Gesellschaften of classical sociology,

. are formed through communication. People learn topics for dispurse and
formats of presentation appropriate to particular social uriits. .They learn
to adapt themselves to the behaviors of others, to earn their place to their
social unit, and to work for the 'good'of the orilgr in ordeg to serve them-

. selves, They direct themselves-to the "other." Every hatilan carries °wt. 0*
* dialectic between what must be done for the general welfare and what he

do for his own.physiggl'and psychological survival. Betause everyone must ....NN

act for the good of all, no one can win entirely.. What an individual can
win is a function Of what society permtits him to win and what he is skillful
enough to ern acdording to the rules of society. While song psychiatric
specialists behieve it is their obligation to change society, the prevailing .

..

view is that psychotherapy seeks to make humans fit to live effectively in
.soctrty as it is,'or to acquire the.skill to improve their lot tn life by ,fir

moving to 0 More comfortable locition in society. .
.

P
'"

,

iThe word "society"is a hypostatization. The reality of society is created

I, ..

.. - .)
,
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architectonically by thesymbols that people exchange about it. The.most
contemporary view of human communication is that it is used to form realities
through the use of symbols, People agree on what society is, and then live
by their agreements. They act "as if" what they agree on is real."
Every person acts td'impose his.own stamp on reality, to make it come out
'his own way. This is not necessarily self- centered,, merely self-interested.
It illellesumed that most people learn that or if they serve the interests
of ors in some war'Will those others be in erested in cooperating with
individual goal seeking.

The urgency of the individual -quest have something to do with the
natural ethological goals of homeostasis, territory, stimulation and
survival.40 The personal use made of symbols to attain individWtzed
'goals can happen only when members of society generally seek the same
ends through the same instruments. Biologically, it appears, we are*
impelled toward a common symbology,,pur languages derive from the same
psghobiological roots, and thus, our institutfonsAare ,rooted in our
nature as humans. 21 But, there is nothing that comes to use automatically.
Even when society is organized to its best advantages, each individual human
must seek his own advantage within social rules. Thus, he must manage
symbols so that he can act sufficiently to the satisfaction of others to
impel those others to participate in providing what he seeks. This process
of conscious symbofic deployment to impel others to collaborate with personal

t dal- seeking is called rhetoric:

It is not the case that one person performs rhetorically and others do
not, Rhetoric can only Be carried in the context of other rhetorical beings.
As aggregates of people'become large", the capability of one person to exert

'influence an social outcomes diminishes, Electoral units can only deal with
. general physical well beihg, safety and comfort, that is, to provide the

conditions in which pursuit of happiness can take place. Governments cannot
provide happiness for citizens. The quest for happiness consists of
individUals seeking cooperation from other individuals for the attainment
of legitimate social goals from which one or more persons benefit and as ..

few people as possible suffer. In order to maximize personal attainment,
people form their communities, families, social groups in which they
can sgek,enhanced self esteem and. personal gratification. The general"
programmes of society cannot address th curses of humanrexistence; 0
loneliness, boredom and ineffectuality.C2 .Indeed, the entire Anglo Saxon
Common Law militates against special privilege notions and the service of
individualized pleasure principles. Government is provided for the purposes
of guaranteeing the general welfare and redress at equity. Individuals

. can reek personal goals only by employing rhetoric in snip groups.

Those who do rhetoric in large groups (governmentaland corporate
units) function through lobbying, concerted action, debate, and deploy-
mentof force and threats of force (social, political and economic.)
Issues are often resolved throu gh "log-rolling," cynical but necessary
exchanges of factors required lh order to satisfy the urgencies of
pressures groups with equivalent power. In a dep,ocratic socity, ways

apCmean to equity between contending groups evolve and become common
practice, through the utilitarian device of writing laws and statutes,
complaining when they do not work and proyiding the complex mechanism

S.
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of a judicial system to right wrongs or to permit.wrongs to be righted through -

common dedision-making. Each person pays a uttlitiarian price of tafes and
effort in order to make the process run. However idealistic governments try
to be, theylcan never fulfill more than the rudimentary conditions of Sentham's
"felicific calculus." Attempts at utopianism expressed in Hitler's Germany,
the Siviet Union, or the petty contemporary dictatorships of Africa and South
America end tip with some groups paying the price for the welfare. of other
groups with the inequities solidified through the totalitarian means of decision
making and enforcement. Utflitairian governments operating through constitutional
means gbarantee minimal levels of economic welfare and persona safety allowing
for the possibility of one person having more money and 4atisf tion than another
and furthermore, permitting that person to be protected by laws ed
to preserve individual rights and dignity. Thus, in such societies, individuals
must learn more than how to please the state. They must learn to please each
dither in order to share the available bounties. In a theocracy like Irani980,
a sane person needs to look like a good Muslim, and offenders can be rehabil-
itated by teaching them Muslim observance. In contemporary American society,
people who cannot deal effectively with others tend to lose. They can be made
effective by teaching ...them bargaining, persuasiveness; and utilitarian behavior.

When people learn to negotiate with each other so that everyone has a chance
at a fair share, the group serves its most useful function. Even though
"group" is an "abstraction with no hands," as Kierkemard puts it, the group
is composed of individuals acting on their own behalf in such a way that their

aggregation acquires identity subsumed in their -own personal attainment. The
small group is the basic social locus of personalaccomplishment ina democratic
society. People who cannot deploy themselves well in small groups are unhappy 41,-
or sufficiently inapposite in behavior to require help. The help consist' of
resocialization. Resocialization can involve restructuring of social ideas,
but it most19 requires training or retraining in effective social behavior.
It is within this kind of rhetorical milieu that the process called "rhetort-
therapy" best operates:

afti

A Rhetoritherapeutic View of the Small Group

When people meet face to face in social and vocational groups and know a
bit more about each other than their names, each person i, at the first, a
self contained political unit, trying to do decently for himself. Face to
face groups are the smallest units'in which conflicting goals can be recon-
ciled without imposing replesentative democracy or other forms of
intermediation. The small group is the largest consensual unit where bipolar
resolution (parliamentary procedure) can be avoided, and in which formal
exchangeof sentiments,-goods and services' replace 'controlled combat. In

the small group, humans can seek personal goali of identity, potency,
affection and fun. To do this, each person must put up some behavior at tisk
in a marketplace in order to get rewarding responses from others. In a proper
marketplace the person who doesinot need his dollar can trade it for goods
from a person rho needs the dollar more than the goods. A person who needs
a smile and a kind word cadOtrade a service for it, while one who needs
services can learn to deploy smiles and kind words.

George Homans offeiS goods, 4ervices and sentiments as the basic units
of social excarig.23 _Ihe hymen who cannot explain to others what he has to
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offer and what he seeks gets what he gets by accidents,'` and most commonly
loset. Each. social unit imposes its.own norms of what effective persuasions
is to be, and the social success of individuals is directly contingent on
the ability to conform to the regulations of social play that prevail in
the social group. Sometimes people are excluded from the benefits of the
rules because of ethnicity or because they have egregiously violated some
taboo. Most of, the time, however, people do not get what, they want from
groups because they do not know how to play effectively by the rules.
When this happens, the indifidual either seeks -another group , withdraws
intc; personal anomie, or seeks Stme kind of help, usually psychotherapeutic.
It is the basic premise that whatever kind of help is sought, the kind that
is most effective trains the individual in playing by the rules, that is,
learning how to make and receive request% according to the rules by whith
the people around them make, and receive requests. -

Within a therapy gi-oup` the individual can ill to function as a proper
social being. By learning'tot do for others and to ke legitimate requests
for exchanges, *the therapy rlcent east acquire some hypotheses about what
might constitute Affective behavior outsidb,the group, With the protection
of the therapy group', imludipg the nurturance of fellow members and the
advfte of the therapist, the Individual can test his social hypotheses and .
report on the repi ,In eory,within the therapy group, the individual
can learn techniques n1.4fr" n , having fun, getting attention,
influencing outcomes and,w ateVe else a successful social being needs to
know. He can also lalirn tVavoi hurt ng others, how to withstand hurt and
how to seek red rss fif-grevanc

4 :4
,The goal fot,lOrning ithin t e therapy group is effective rhetoric,

that is, being abl. t disco r a deploy means of persuasion appropriate
to inevidual, b.nd situation through the use of logic and emotion in the
frattework of pecsdnal--)credibility. When therapy clients learn rhetoric,
they'learn that they cannot gain by taking away from others, but must
rely,. din mutualitY.to %import their own efforts. Rhetoric eschews brutality
and intimidation. -Tit is he creation of joint reality which is rewarding
to tho e that create it an which, furthermpre, does not tiring along
undesi able concomitants fr hurting others in the process of creation.
Rhetor c is, in this sense, the art of learning to care for or about others
suffici ntly. justify t others acting on your own behalf. ibis isto
done through the acquisition

,others

the therapy group of heuristics which
can be applied outside the g out*. To inculcate the heuristics well the
therlpy group can afford no greater risk than lies outside the group, nor
can it permit the members to acquire protective devircg-that would not
be permitted outside the group. A therapy gltoup is best when members are
not Mislead about what is effective behavior.

- I
, / 1

Ihat the group supports, the individual's efforts to find identity is
'derived from G. H. Mead.24 The notion that people seek security and satis-
factjoittrithin Cligroup is Sullivanian.25 The idea of accomplishing this
priicets through planned discoUrse is Aristotelian. If identity and personal
sati:sfqction are not sought through the cOnscious deployment of words, they
aresought through oaths and rjtuals,, laysti_oism and -magig. threats ,_ intimidation,
bibckmail and brute force. It is the premise to democratic society to reject

. .

1
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all o these, and thus,those who seek at all are required to do so through
the e of words. Those that violate the social code of seeking are sanctioned,
prisoned, consigned to treatment, or ignored, Those who do not seek at all

are alienated and receive only minimal bounties from society, those that come

to all automatically. Those who do not know how to seek are offered both
instruction and treatment. In the case of group tnerapt, they are one and the

ame.

In a sense, we are all like Lili, who yearned for her home in Mira, where
everybody knew her name. We seek the place that when we go there, they have to .

take us in. Both literally and figuratively our group is our home, for
within our group we find our allies, NE family, our friends, our workmates, our .

comMunards, our neighbors. Our therapy group must provide us with simulations
of all of these sufficiently to improve the way we deal with the particular group
within which our functien is ineffective. It is within our particular life groups
thkt our declarations of identity are confirmed or rejected. In the therapy
group, eachparticipant.can declare, "I am a . . . ." and learn to do so in a

manner sufficiently convincing and rewarding to others to.earn ratification.
Once he learns to make it convincing enough to carry it into life situations,

he has learned rhetoric. However much a person means what he says, if it is

not said well enough to convince others, they will not respond in rewarding ways.
No amount of anger or tears will convince others to ratify an inept declaratiqn

of self. In fact, like the Parable of the Sun and the Wing, the angry or tearful
declaration will only confirm the dcision that the person making it is unworthy
and incompetent. Skill must be learned according to the rules everyone observes,
and ho amount of self-sepking or idiosyncratic demand, however well stated and
well intentioned will earn the rewac4s the group has to give. The person whb
is unhappy, and inept was made so by the group and can be restored to competence-

only by the group. This is the power conferred on the therapy group to educate
and train its members. In this case, the groups seeks to train its members in

artistry in the rhetorical use of symbols.

4 - , The Rhetorical Use of Symbols

Artistic rhetoric is the conscious use of symbols to attain human goals.
There are two main modes of symbol deployment, expression and rhetoric:
Expression is emotional projection through expletive, laughter,, crying, cursing

and the like. Rhetoric is the designed use of symbols for the purpose of

involving others. Expression gains attention but rarely compliance. Rhetoric

must gain attention in order to gain compliance. Expression is effectivWhen
it relieves personal tragedy momentarily. Rhetoric is effective when it enables

a person to attain a goal by motivating others. Expressive acts are impulsive.
They commonly alienate those..who witness them, Rhetorical acts are carefully

. designed to persuade those who witness them. Expression is often a gall of

--Troup therapy, although there are few situations in life-where expression can

gain social cooperation. The good personal feelings that come mom catharsis

/ are aften cancelle0 by the socia) alienation that comes from catharsis. One

of the main hazards of being, human is that space must be shared with other humans

who react to what others do. In the presence of others, something is always

conmunicated.27 When a-person expresses it communicates an eNressive person.
Expressive people are desirable when the home team scores the winning touchdown
with six seconds left to play and at few other-times.

14.1
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Rhetalcal communication is designed to change information, attitude or
behavior of others. The communicator has some goal in mind, however obscure,
that can be attained if the behavior of other people is properly transmitted.
If the goal is too obscure, the behaver doesn't know when he has achieved it.
Thus rhetoric is a combination of capable goal-setting and careful execution
of strategy. Every football coach would understand the process. The
humeri develops a "game plan" which conOsts of long term and immediate
gbals which must be sought persuasively. Sometimes persuasion is.ln the
form of action: threats, oaths, intimidations,.and brute force. Most'of

1 the time persuasion is symbolic, communication acts, some expressive and
egOcenteric hence ineffective, some carefully planned and amenable to
evaluation based on their utility in accomplishing long term and immediate
goals.

Because every act of communication'is potentially persuasive, humans
must monitor their own actions carefully. The lstenerireceiver of communica-
tion regards communication acts as specifically intended, regardlesf of how
the communicator regards them. Thus, expressive acts persuade, though
commonly the persuasion is not what the speaker desires. However, the
advice that"people attend to their communication acts and select and
execute them, wheneVer possible, with some goal in mind, is often rejected
on the grounds that it is "minipulative." Those who take an utopian view
of communication tend to feel that if the inner state of the human was
sufficiently "improved,' communication would be salubrious in every case.
Utilitarians, who believe that inner states are shaped by the effectiveness
of communication, advise people to do the best they can, under the assumption
that if eyeryone does the best_they can, some mutually beneficial common
reality ean be negotiated.

People come to therapy groups sometimes because their intentions for
others'are muddled or confltctful. Such people need to restructure the way
thy think about humans. Often, this becomes a moral issue and the therapist
functions as moral guide and preceptor. Sometimes humans come to therapy
groups because their actions are ineffective. Advice about internal
conflicts is generally not helpful in altering human behavior. Given the
proposition offered by Becker,a that humans are sometimes controlled by
dark voices, it is possible in any case that the intent of communication
is to hurt others. This means that a principle of caveat-enytor applies
in the communication marketplace, and that,it must be the.mission of the
therapy group to teach people not only how to fritencl, but H5w to accomplish
and defend.

Rhetoric is the systematic procedure by which all of this pr.ocess is
carried-on. It does not matter what the internal state of the individual'
is, when the individual attempts to communicate with others, persuasion
is involved, and persuasion*may be both criticized and taught on criteria
of orderly procedure. Rhetoric begins with a goal which one human seeks
from anothei, Each goal is based on s 'personal pleasure principle
which may or may not be appropriately ser d by the response others make
to communication. The process of relation hip is essentially a process
ill which parties attempt to,beam persuasions at each other, test the results

,,and adjust communication so,that rewarding actions are,continued and
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punished actions terminated.29

Since every person in a relationshtR has some goals, mutual accomplishment
is dependent on negotiation, giving up 60 getting as a result. Candidates for
therapy do not handle this wel. They are not, generally, oriented to the
general welfare of the relationship, but rather paraphrase General Motors old
dictum into 'what is goodfor me is good for us.' The other party, with no
reason to accept the premise, usually responds in ways,that seek his/her
goali, or terminates the relation. The result is failure,,a.blow teesteem,
anxiety, moral guilt, existential Angst, anomie'ilid isolation, or whatever
nopn is most appropriate to the internal feeling of pain. Note, however, that
whatever we call the internal state it is, according to a rhetorical view, a
result of some failure to accomplish desired ends through the use of communica-
tion. We might then assume that adjustment of process.might result in improvement
of state.

. Wendell Johnson created the concept of IFD Disease. 30 People ida)ize
and attempt to achieve, when thdy fail they are frustrated, when4they generalize
their frustration they are demoraltzed. To. the therapiit/teacher, the pragmatic
question of where the most economical'andlltfective intervention may be made,
must be paramount. It is extraordinarily difficult to talk people into changing
their internal state and since so many of them are really riot sure of their
goals, it is virtually impossible to get them to associate specific goal
accomplishment with their own acts, the most obvious intervention.point
lies in the nature of action itself., The therapist, by calling attention to
the quality of acts evaluated by their positive impact on others can improve
the way a perion is viewed by helping him attain a general goal which everyone
has, that is, doing well according to the consensus norms of society. By

understanding what everyone has at stake, and individual might well learn to
understand what s/he has at stake. Socrates dictum, "the,unexamined life is,
not worth living" is activated in the rhetorical principle of dual perspective_
Thought devoted to what might motivate others provides insight into what you,.
yourself, seek. People are not so different from one another in what theY
seek. The pleasures and pains available to one are available to others. In

the therapy group,-it is possible to learn these ideas actively by trying
out talk and talking about its impact. By hearipg from pne person why a
particular unit of talk was ineffective, it is possible, to reconstruct

effective action, sometimes by revising or specifying internal goals, both long
A and short term. The internal effect, however, is often fortuitous usufruct.

It cannot be attained directly but only through revision of action into planned
and considerate form.

The foregoing, ofcArse, does not apply to psychotics. However, psychotics
are normally not treated en group. There must be some similarity in value

. systems between members in ogler for them to have sufficient common meaning ,

to make communication possible. Therapy groups need not be homogeneous in
terms of diagnosed difficulty, but they must be homogeneous in shared social

values. All parties must have a common language, logic'and sett of social
motivations to satisfy the requirements of the Vivian. Vocabulary and grammar
must result in common meaning, people should share common ideas about modes
of reasoning and supporting ideas, and they must concur on proper ways and means
of making requests and asking for action.
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Behavior cannot be compelled by anything otherithan.force, nor is behavior
automatic. The latest of Skinnerian conceptions is that even if conditioning
can account forpall human behavior, what it'takes to condition a human is

. so difficult to discover that in essence, the person seeking to motivate
another must operate rhetoricallyiand,select the most effective reinforcer
in the given case.31 This is 'the point on which much group therapy goes
awry. It is that therapists often conceive of a formula of heatling rather
than see themselves as trainers of social convention and effectiveness.
The narcissistic appeal of cathartic expression is anethema to effective
healing within the group, as is the idea that internal improvement refletts
itself in effective action. what is most needed is orderly procedure in
helping therapy clients achieve maximum effectiVeness in their performance
behavior with others outside the group. Any theological assumptions about
the' proper frame of mind or particular techniques must be sacrificed to the
orderly understanding of the given case. Attention to normal process, as in
the case of John Dewey's descriptionof thinking process is a good starting
popt.

The John Dewey Formulation

Some life groups are controlled by autocrats, few arltotelly autonombus.
Most life groups are directed 'by consensus otimembers wieE some members
being more prominent than others in proposing and executing solutions.
Groups within work and other formalized settings have a hierarchic leader-
ship operating according tosome established of legislation,
execution and adjudication. Evvy life group develops a set of norms
and provides ways and means for people to become good group members. Groups

do not come together, normally, to discuss what they are-to discuss or do,
nor do they normally deal 4Bblicly with private business like feelings and
emotions. The therapy group is, thus, on the face of it, abnormal,
since. it is customary for group members in therapy to figure out what the
group, is to do, and much of what'is done has to do with feelings and
emotions. Often the agenda of the therapy group is a "taking turns' kind
of Show and Tell or Can You Top This? in which members vie for the attention
of thetherapist/leader by disclosing, insulting, emoting, er.doing whatever
it is Pens to bring the most attention. In reality, however, the therapy
group is a problem-solving dealing with the question, What Can We Each Do
to Provide. Maximum Training in Life Skills for Each Other'? Problem solving
is a generally orderly process with a few inspirations and_almost no
noetic breakthroughs. For a therapy group to operate as though marvelous
moments will come violates the old Aramic adage, "never stand tn a place
of danger believing a miracle will be worked on your behalf lest it not
be." Since the therapy group is a problem solving group, its agenda ought
to consist of problem solving procedurei:

John Dewey32 offered five steps apparently characteristic of all problem
solving. These steps were later adapted33 into principles of thought applicable
to group problem solving. The fiye steps are paraphrased as follows;

1. There is a feeling or notification that a problem exists.

2: The problem is defined oOpecified.

Art
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3. Suggestions are made to solve the problems and the implications and
possibilities of each explored.

4. A solution is selected'or constructed from among the possibilities.

_..... 5. The solution is put into operation and the results tested.
- ..x .

% 044

The introduction of PERT/CPM systems to problem solving made application of
problem-solving methodology to group needs even more prgcise.34 The result
ris a methodology known as "Standard Agenda."35 Biiefly,jt consists of the

' following steps: .

...

1. A group is charged. 'Some authority tells them what they are to do
or they decide on a common task that unites them in purpose. For
example, prepare a sales plan for the 1981 season or devise a way
to stolike change in.the zoning'proposal in our town.

2 The group phrases an heuristic question, the answer to which will
be the substantive content of the end product. The-question is
open-ended, specif4es an agent to act, and avoids polarizati6R
around a "do! no do!" dichotomy. For example, what-should be
the sales department program for increase.of sales in,1981? or
how can this citizen's group influence the zoning commission to
withdraw

eits
proposal?:

.

The group examines information in the form of eyewitness testimony,
observations by laypersons and e erts, conducts.experiments, finds
statements from authorities, statistics, etc. and prepares a state-,
ment on the nature of the problem. They identify symptoms and
causes (where possible) and re-define their question in the light
of the data.

4. The group sets goals, devises a set of criteria against which
proposals can be tested and specifies the limtations placed on
their work by law, morals, money, institutional practice, etc.

5. The group devises a solution by stimulating various propoSals and
either selecting one or devisieg one based on theii-criteria and
subject to their limitations to meet their goal.

6. The group devises a plan to meet the solution by specifying who is
to do what, when and where, with what for what purpose under whose
supervision and with what desired effect. Where necessary budgets-
are prepared.

7. The group devises a plan to persuade the adopting authority to accept
the proposal.

8. The proposal is then pUt into operation and evaluatdd according to
`'`) the criteria specified.

8k-adhering to this relatively agenda, the grOup moves consistently in

145



constructive directions. There is an "order of the day" which permits the
leader to rule-out digressive material while talk which advances the agenda
can be rewarded. While the agenda is being worked outile rs can play

onvarious roles. They can provide infOrmation or opilif, they be

critics, they can raise questions, they can offer mundane or inve ive,
ideas, they must deal with one another in a courteous and respectful
format. In short, by adhering to Standard Agenda group members are
required to act in the same orderly and civil way they must in outside
groups.

'A Standard Agenda; for Group-T erarly

Applied to the group therapy process, the Stan and Agenda might look
like this.

1. The Charge. The theraOst explains the ru es for group operation
and defines what is, permissible and:what is not. P ssibilities of individual
goals are outlined. An explanation is offered about how each member might
contribute. A statement is made about how members know when they are
ready to leave the group.'

2. Definition. Each individual can explain wlat they think their
problem to group can participate in building a wording to
suit the specifications for wording. Members can sub-group themselves
with people who have similar problefils. Possible outcomes can be -

specifiec in behavior rather than feeling terms.

3. Fact-finding. The reports offered by indi iduals about their
problems can be compared with what ices on-,in the g oup and assessments
made about the nature 15f individual problems, sympt s and causes can
be identified and decisitns made about where effort at solution should
be directed.

4. Goalsetting. Members devise realistic statements about what
they hope to accomplish phrased in suc a way that both they and others
can test their level of accomplishment. Limitations on improvement
should be specified in order to curb excessive and unrealistic expectations.

5. Solutions Proposed. Members share ideas about actions to be taken
inside and outside the group. Ways and means to prepare and practice
are devised andmembers participate with each other in implementing attempts
at solutions and evaluating those attempts accordilog to criteria proposed.

6. 'Operation Plans. Members help each othe to devise formats for
integrating effective solutions into normal behavior and for confronting
other problems which arise outside the therapy roup.

7. Members participate in persuading'each ,bther,oi the efficacy of .
the plans and'the prognosis for success. t

8. Evaluation. Periodic selftevaluations ( and evaluations by
fellow members are made and are integrated into the deciston_Abopt_the next

14q
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problem to tackle.

The next effect of this procedure is to reduce jeopardy of group members. r
For example, if the therapist reserves the right to criticize to himself
or introduces rules. for criticism for all group members to fallow, or even
makes it an agenda item for members to agree on how criticism is to be
given, each member is protected from vituperation, persecution and unjustified
attack and furthermore, has some opportunity to.present grievances or seek
equity if something unfortunate.occurs within the group. The power to detide
on how the group is to operate can be granted to the group by the therapist,
who reserves the authority to adjudicate disputes. This type of operation
appropriately simulates a corporate model.

It may be an objection that such art orderly model is not appropriate for
those people whose desire is to improve stagging and behavior within a .'

family or loving unit. However,, even sanguiary units have business to do,
and the act of loving and living together necessarily follows some kind of
order. Thus, discovery of an appropriatedraer of procedure for intimate
units is proper business within the therapy group and amenable to remediation
through the use of Standard Agenda.

The net effect of imposing order on the therapy group.4 first, to
protect,members from irregularities and to provide the maximums chance to
carry-over learnings into life experiences. Orderly procedure reduces the
amount of attention any one member can get, particularly be egocentric
methods. When attention is paid, it is common as a reward for. some
contribution to the group, a process whickein es behavior potentially
productive outside the group.

Cultivation of individual skills reduces unnecessary caiiitition, but
members can learn ways to compete through imposition of group - exercises.
By making members collectively responsible for outcomes, narcissistic
goalsetting is discouraged, Emphasis on factual data tends to reduce
attention' to feelings and emotions, and, urthermore, helps members to learn
to make their talk specific. Emphasis on clear and precise statements of
group goals helps members learn to expLicate their own goals. Finally the

process of talk in a structured format is sufficiently orderly that mefters
can learn to understarld that the only way to control the responses they
get from others is to control their own behavior. Random and responsive
unproductive behavior is thus discouraged. , A

Principles d Procedures of Rhetorit rapy

Rhetoritherapy is a andand Agendi based procedure training
individuals in basic s lTs at social. communication. Members in groups
employing rhetorither py is negotiable, that is, potential members specify
a problem to which rhetoritherapy can be appropriately applied and the group
leader /instructor confirms the existence of the problem through observation
of communication behavior. The basic assumptions of rhetoritherapy appear to
be appropriate to group therapy as well.

ti

The first assumption is that people need to be protected while they learn.

4
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The therapy group is an appropriate place for people to learn how to relate
to others under circumstances where the penalties for failure are not so
great as to be demoralizing. By controlling possibilities through formal
agenda and maintenance of bureaucratic controls and hierarchies, vocational

stand social experience tan be 'simulated :rith criticism managed to,the
prefereite add tolerance of the individual.

,A second assumption is thit people must be accountable for their--
symbolic output. Spontaneous behavior must be understood As thoughtless
and potentially counter-productive behavior. Negative spontaneity must
be encouraged to teach people to manage rather than release their emotions
'and to discipline themselves ,so that they control their verbal output to
their own advantage by being considerate'of the concerns of others.

Third, people cannot manipulate others, but Iey can control their own
behavOr. 'While response behavior cannot be predicted precisely, the
probafillity of successful social interaction can be raised by considering'
the goal seeking behavior of others and by bargaining with them so that
all gains gre mutual. People can proceed. socially only through negotiated
exchanges. Concentration on exchanging tends to suppress egocentric urgencies.

Fourth, people ought to have the opportunity to learn social behavior
without being treated as if they arejsick. Sickness is a valid concept only
when there are pathological states that can be cured, Social ineptness is
not a disease but a personal condition remediable through learning social
skill. The therapy group is the proper place for such skill to be learned.
In fact, the therapy group is a learning laboratory in which participants

can beencouraged to make hypotheses about their own potentially effective
social behavior, and test those hypotheses under the guidance of a skilled
and sensitive teacher/critic..

Fifth, nothing that happens in the therapy group is important in
itself. Whatever the participant learns must be carried into life experience.
If the participant learns that the therapy group is a comfortable place to
be and that the therapist can nurture and protect, or that the participant
has license'to the thoughless, then the therapy group actually is harmful.

41, When the participants transfer onto the leader/therapist or uses the group
as an excuse to perseverate socially gauche behavior, then group can become
-an addiction. To prevent this, the therapist must remain relatively aloof,
protected by orderly procedure and Standard Agenda and to accept the
role of teacher/critic of social behavior rather than that of "healer."

The advantage of the rhetpritherapy procedure is that formal learning
of technique can be administered to participants. Through the use of
tailored exercises, group members can learn to manage agenda, gain
experience in productive membership contributions, achieve reasonable
supportive cohesion and acquire experience in health nurturcing norms of
social behavior. Simple group exercises like those found in various hand-
books for group leaders or in basic group discussion texts are sufficient
for learning experiences, provided they are followed by careful and
sympathetic critique by the therapist and by participants bound by rules
of decency and discretion.

I 148'
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The techniques of rhetoritherapy are demonstratsly effective applied4to
overcoming basic communication problems like reticence, shyness, or social
apprehension. They are also useful in building skills as casual social
interaction, social conversation, interviewing, dealing with status figures,
participating in formal group decision-making, public speaking, and main-
taining productive tonversation and question asking and answering on the
job and in the classroom.36 The formalities of rhetoritherapy tend to over-
come the resistance offered by the claim made by therapy clients that they
are sick4and ought to be treated. By treating them at well but undereducated,
they are obligated to action.

Most important of all', the formal procedures of rhetoritherapy demand

that participants and therapists alike maintain rules of mutual respect and
courtesy. The mawkishness and emotion sometimes characteristic of therapy .

groups is simply not present, and since there is no evidence at all that
catharsis in therapy groups is useful, ruling it.out avoids a great deal of
tigie4asting. Furthermore, group therapy conducted under formal rules is
often dull and not at all encouraging to prurience. Acquiring skill requires
learning technique often through repetitious drill.. Such procedures are only
useful for participants who wish to improve, and thus, rhetoritherapy tends
to self select clients so that some success can be achieved with virtually
all of them.

Young therapists in training often complain that they do not know exactly
what to do when they lead'grOups. Often they are encouraged to be spontaneous
and let "it" happen although the "it" is rarely defined or explained. Once
the°notion that the therapist is responsible for changing social communication
behavior of group members, s/he can get about the business of applying orderly
technique in the interest of thstlagitimate persuasion inherent in the group
process.

The orderly technique is actually quite simple. The steps of Standard
Agenda are followed. The group sets itself a task. The task can be an
exercise selected by the group because they are interested or by the leader'
therapist because he thinks it is useful. The group can define this task as
some form of activity to support learning efforts by one or more of the
members. In either case, the group must define its question, seek informatiog,
set goals, specify limitations, 'explore alternative solutions, prepare a plan
of action, defend the decision it the therapist, Out the solution into operation
and evaluate the result. The th rapist can expedite group action by setting
deadlines. After each exercise, member activity, planning session or
evaluation outcomes session, the therapist can examine each members behavior.
He may raise legitimate questions about intentions the actions sought,
quality of execution and effect. Whatever criticism is offered must be
confined to areas where remedies are available. It should be made clear
that the group does not provide complete healing, that-ft can only do
what it can do. Thus, when the group is trained to participate in criticism
they must learn not to swing wildly. It is not the point to criticize in
order to release interpersonal tension, rather to improve the person under-
going the criticism. Improvement can only come from the recommendation for
action. Furthermore, recommendations must be phraseti behaviorally, that is,
in the form of:directions. The comment, you were .too sharp when you answered

14,9 .
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him" is not useful. The:comment, "try
him say before you answer," is useful.
a set of notes for behavior alteration
of hitown goal-seeking agenda'-

II

,

to repeat what you thought you heard
Each criticism should result in

which the member can make part

The operation of rhetoritherapy is not carplicated in conception. For
the teacher of performance skills it is easy to opertte. Paramount is the
notion that theory is not important, at least not to the learner. Any
group member who wants to learn theory can be given a bibliography. Time
in the group must be spent on activities that have a good chance of
improving the way members behave toward one another, put in a form
that permits members to remove them from the groupand use them in life.
experiences. The fi.41 phase of any group employing rhetoritherapy should
be planning and execution of activities outside the group, first with
someone fttom the group monitoring, then with oral, reports aboutKplan and
operation given to the group before and after the fact, When the membet .

learns to use what he has learned on his own, his time in the group is
over. Whatever other problems he may carry with him, there is good reason

41 to believe that he has the ways and means of dealing with his communication
problem, even if:they are nothing more than talking coherently and effectively.
with his new psychiatrist.,
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JAPANESE STUDENT PROTEST

by Dolores Cathart and

- The rhetoric of social movements has
area of study. There is a growing body-o

a movement and we are now beginning to u
in the formation and development of movements such as Feminism, Pactfism,

. Abolitionism, and Chatterism. But, as yet we have not explored the
possibility of testing movement theories and rhetorical analysis against

social movements in non-Western cultures.

Robert Cathcart*
4

an increasingly important
knowledge of what constitutes

erstand the function of rhetoric

Stephen Lucas, in his overview of the first generation of movement

studies, observes:

. . .We could profit greatly by developing a body of substantive

studies dealing with the rhetoric of social movements in

Europe, Asia and Africa. Rhetorical scholars have heretofore

confined themselves almost exclusively to investigating move-

ments indigenous to'America and Great Britain. . . . Until such

study is undertaken in earnest, our understanding of tbe rhetoric

of social movements mus remain partial and parochial.
, 1

Communicative processes and patterns. differ widely across cultures,

therefore, to make a cross cultural study of a subject as complex as a

movement requires a vigilance that keeps interpretation within a framework

of the values and customs of the particular culture being studied.

In a siich at a Harvard commencement, Alexander Solzhenitsyn said:

.
.

Every ancient and deeply rooted self-contained culture. . .

constitutes a self-contained world, full of riddles and surprises

to Western thinking. . . . Western imcomprehension of the essence

Of (thege) other worlds (is) a result of mistakenly measuring all

with the Western yardstick.
--

This has been especially true in reporting the events surrounding social

protest movements.in other countries. The propensity to measure wit b a

"Western yardstick" has contributed to the idea that social movemenfs

are the same anywhere in the world. The activities and the rhetoric

associated with social and political protest tends to look and sound the

same across cultures until they are studied from a cultural perspective.

I

In this paper, it is our purpose to examine the Japanese student

movement. It is especially important to consider the cultural context of

Japanese student protest because Japanese, social and litguistic codes

differ so radidally from our own. Of course, it is no possible here to

give an in depth description of thp,intricate and fascinating Japanese

culture but we will describe those cultural`factors that most directly

apply to the student movemmf.
,......

*Ms. Dolores Cathcart is a tree Lance Writer whose work has appeared.

in the New York Times. Dr. Robert Cathcart is Professor, Queens College

of the City University of New York.
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The general.iiolation Japan decreed for.herself prior to the 20th
Century produced an insular society that is very homogeneous and to this day, t

is structured in accordance with ancient trditions'.2

t The rigidly Structured hierarchy that still govern Japanese society had
its oeigin in the tightly knit family characteristics of a rice culture.
Eventually, the family came to mean the household or ie and included persons
not related by blood. During the feudal period, a.daiiiyo or lord had complete
control over his lands,ipnd all the per'ons under his rule were consjdered a
part of his ie or household. The smaller family units were linked in one
large social and pOlitical ie. Each daimyo was absolute master of his house-

, hold but at the same time assumed responsibility for ail its members. To
maintain loyalty, to'preserve the hierarchy and'insure responsibility for
such a vast household, elaborate social.customs were.instituted. Definitiqe
roles evolved, each demanding specific behaviors and speech. Within the
household each person had sppcific responsibilities to those persons immediately
superior and to those immediately inferior in the hierarchy. They were all
bound togerher,by a total dedication and unquestioning loyalty to the house-
hold. Persons had np choice., NO individual could leave his family
up his role for each was a link.in a chain arid those above ope and tho e
below were dependent on the one between. This system kefl'vidualsitied
to one place and one ie. Individual welfare depended on the ortune of the
entire household.

Language developed forms to fit role and, now as then, person must
be addressed, according to_their status.3 In ancient Japan it coul have cost
one dearly to forget one's place or make a mistake and speak in an unacceptele
fashion. In modern Japan the fear of making a mistake in social communication
persists. Custom and the language itself make it imperative to know a person's
status attempting to communicate. In modern business the practice of exchapging
business cards when one is introduced reveals this information. It isn't easy
for a Japanese to freely mingle in society. Communication of any substance
usually takes place between persons who know each ether well..

In Japan,'the nakama or small group is the most distinctive and important
past of the social structure. The individual exists"as a part of group. Self
is coneelved of in relationship to others, not independently. the feeling of I,

dependency on others is to a Japanese, a'warm, good, fulfilling feeling. E4ch
member of a nakama knows he is important to the others. He has purpose in the
common goad Trig-group. The Japanese sometimes talk of "no self" but this
is not a denial of self so much as a.belief that self Is submerged in group.

This self concept is quitetdifferent from the,Western version where
self is realized through independent thought and action. Japanese value
,group decisions and responsibility, while Westerners value individuality
and responsibigity to and for self apart from group.

The entire Japanese hierarchy rests on a foundation formed of many small
groups. The whole system depends on the intimate relationships that develop
within these groups and the links that keep groups connected to the larger
group. Edwin Wschauer in his book, The Japanese, obseryes:
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The group emphasis has affected the whole style of interpersonal
relationships in Japan. . . . The key Japanese value is harmony,
which they seek-to achieve by a subtle process of mutual under-
standing, almost by intuition, rather than by sharp analysis of
conflicting views or by clear-cut decisions. . . . Consensus
is the goal--a general agreement as.to the sense of the meeting,
to which no one continues to holU strong objections. . . .

Varying positions are not sharply outlined and their differences
analyzed and clarified. . . . Much is suggested hy indirection or

vague implication. Thus any sharp conflict'of views is avoided
before it comes into the open.4

As Reischauer points out, group emphasis influences all interpersonal
relationships in Japan. Business and government like all other institutions
must operate on the basis of consensus. Messages'must travel from the
bottom upward as well as from the top down before enough-information
accumulates and enough time has passed to assure a consensus. Responsible
leadership must always reflect group will. Usually individuals who have

weservations about a decision will overcome them if they become convinced
the decision will be in the best interests of the group. But, occasionally
decisions are postponed or put aside rather than made with any objection
still standing. This places power in all levels of the hierarchy. It

is not possible to ignore or diScredit a minority positibn. This reciprocal
power underlies all Japanese social,transactions, large and small.

The university plays an interesting part in the Japanese system. In

the years since the occupation of,Japan, the economy has developed at a
phenomenal rate. After total defeat in the war, with most of the population

near starvation and the society in a state of hock, Japan, with encouragement
and help from the United States, made a startling leap ahead. Everyone
welcomed the promise of what the Japanese called "the br g t new life" offered
in the employment as a "salaiyman" for one of the fast rowing companies.

Once employed, a salaryman has a security unpa _lleled in modern
industrial societies. slobs are lifetime commitment ,on the part of both,

employer, and employee. Companies take cart of the employees in the

tradition of the household or ie. An employee when hired is literally
adopted by the company. He, is expected to leave his 1_ life behind and

devote himself to the company. His primaryiloyalties.will now be to

his new work group. These will be the people with whom he will spend most
of his time for the duration of his lifetime work career. Japanese companies

take a close interest in their employees' lives. It extends to heat
care, vacations, social life, and even family affairs.

The stability ofemployment has its price. It requires making the
right career choice because once in a job t is nearly impossible to
leave. Companies all hire their employees from the senior classes at
the university. The more prestigious the university, the better the job. '

1

The desire to attend a prestigious University crea(es a murderous
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competition for admission. The whole educational system has become a series
of trials for Japanese children. Examinationson every level are very
difficult, requiring children to spend long hours preparing. Mothers have
bieune so involved in the struggle to have their children succeed that there
is a Japanese name for such a mother, kyoiku mama, or education-bent mother.
When "Hell Week" arrives, the week in which University admission exams are
given, many of these mothers accompany their children to Tokyo to prepare
special foods and help them get ready for the ordeal. -

Or1Fe admitted to the University the trial is over. As Jack Seward says:

Getting into schools, especially colleges, is so difficult that the
Japanese seem to compensate for this by slanting the remainder of
the process downhill. Most students who enter college are permitted
to graduate, the exceptions beipig mostly those whose health'or
financesfail them envoutet5

Western students must compete for grades in college and once.,they\graduate

A

they must face fierce competition for good jobs. In Japan the competition
all occurs at those entrance examinations;

After graduation, the government employs'a significant percenta
of the students from tbe*University of Tokyo, while large
private companies take the rest from that school and many from
the threeor four other most respected institutions.°

The period of time in the University is recognized as an interim iin a
Japanese persons life, a reprieve actually, before assuming the rigorous '

duties of an adult.
4

As adults, the Japanese must repress any inclination to openly express
individuality, but the university student is exempt from many of the
strict taboos that apply tiz the rest of society. They try out new.approaches
to thought, action and dress. "Some students even say college is the place
where one learns to'drink, smoke, play cards and engage in sex. It is a

ihg long hair and-jeans. Non -Jape ese ideas.and foreign

time to "go Western"mand try out such wild thin as holding hands and
kissing, wear
philosophies seem especially attractive.

Once a Japanese takes his place as an adult it is expected that he Will
always be most concerned witty the welfare of his group. this means, if he
is a company man he,must al ays viewrevents and ideas in light of how they
affect his company:if he a government employee he will be most concerned
with maintaining his agency$ interests; Naturally, he will be most

10 interested' in events and policies that directly affect his particular group's
status and welfare. University students, on the other hand, are unusually -
free from the restraints of conformity demanded in this System. At the college
a student is not only exposed to Western philosophy but also freed to question
Ills own society and to, take an interest in wide ranging events and issues.

To understand the unique position of the college ?tudent In Japanese
society it is important to understand how the university developed as an

15G,
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institution in Japan. The university did not evolve out of the traditional
systdh. The first tiniversity. in Japan was not created until

1868 during the Meiji period. Japan in a rush to industrialize and modernize,
needed teacheis from the Western countries to train youth for new careers
and to teach Western sciences and methodologi.e&. -The University was created
for this purpose. Later, Japanese traditional scholars tried to influence
the University to concern itself with moral teaching rather than Western
subjects but the Overnment came down on the side of 'keeping it a Western-
type institution. Tokyo,University has ever since produced all the civil
servants for the government.

Parents of students at the University and most of .the general public
seem to feel it is natural for college students to "go.Western." Their
behavior doesn't draw sharp criticism, perhaps because the university is
still considered a Western institution where "foreign" customs are to be
expected.

S 4 *Az , 4. .0 *0 're'

It is easy to overemphasize the outward behaviors and think that
Japanese college students are very much like college students everywhere.
They seem to be in rebellion about the same kind of things. The Japanese
student. movement has concerneditself with international issues such as
the American treaty and Americelk involvement in the Vietman war. It

has called attpliOn to the obvious connection between big business and
government in apan. It has protested against the University itself,
charging the administration and faculty with indifference. Much of this

protest seems similar to protest by students in other countries.
1.4

However; underneath the Western clothing and the Western ways a
Japanese student remains dependent on grqup for security,,and acceptance.
Away from family and childhood friendship groUps for the first time a student
feels isolation and loneliness, and longs for the warmth of a group. Many
clubs exist on college campuses to fill this need and political clubs have
a strong appeal. Not only do such clubs concern thtmselves with new
exciting ideas but they asually have the most charismatic leaders. RadicAl

ideas presented in a passionateWirtend to arouse and fuse feelings among
the student group, but most students involved in protest are more
concerned with their role in such a group than motivated by its radical
politics.

To quote an authority on Japanese affairs writing about protest:

. . . nit harrto Wieve than ideology provides the
nexus. . . Boys and girls in from the country, lonely in
the great city. . . join this or that faction less from
intellectual persuasion than from boredom and self-pity and
a longing for c1pany. Once in, they submit absolqtely to
the dictates of their leaders, fighting as noisily against
other factions as against the police. Partly, no doubt,t
is a matter of affection for those leaders and a wish to return
to childhood; but partly, too, it is,a matter of fear. The

consequences of defection can be Very painful. The English
word, "lynch" occupies a prominent pace in student jargon,
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and its principal reference is to the pulverisation bf an

erstwhile comrade convicted of disloyalty. One is reminded '

less of the Students for a Democratic Society than of the .)

bands of gamblers and masterless samurai who made life

exciting in Tokugawa Japan.?

This reference to masterless samurai is apt. Studdht confrontations Ath

the Kodotani, the riot police, often seem to be ritual reenactments of battles

between4samurai warriors. Students wear helmets emblazoned with their group

insignia and carry bamboo staves creating a warrior like appeirance. The

sense of rit641is enhanced as the thousands of students form close lines and

wind rhythmically through the streets shouting a chant of funsai! (pulverize).

The strong quality of a ritual pageant seems to override tie wait of the

issue involved in the protest.

Edward Seidensticker has referred to this ritual quality.
Student demonstrations, with their chanting and theiezig-

'. zagging, have An brgiasticrquality about them tha/ calls

to mind nothing so much as a Shinto festival. . . :.-They

call to mind. . .something primevally Japanese, the chanting

to which the portable shrine makes its way through the ddies

during a summer festival. 'Half the shrine-bearers keep lime

to cell of two or three syllables, and the other half answer

with a matching call, and the effOct is bacchanalian. So

it is with the students, "Ampo!" shouts one half, and
"Hantai" replies with the other, and the process is

repeated endlessly. "Down with the Security Treaty" in

this case. Or "Pulverize President Furuta!" or "Pulverize

the Enterprise!" or whatever best suits the mood or the

. occasion.a

During the American occupation of Japan, many changes were made to

-create a democracy in Japan. A democraticconstitution was adopted and

,democratic idealism was taught in the schools. Students were actively

encouraged to organize into political clubs and to be concerned. they did

so with such enthusiasm that the results led to troubles that putetheN\

Occupation forces and government on one side and the students on the other.

The largest student organization was Zen akuren, organized in 1948. Its

first central committee was communist oriente Zengakuren was. able to

claim as many as 44000 members by organizing all the smaller groups on'

camppses.around political issues. .

4

The occupational government became disturbed by what they perceived

as a communist menace. They react4by putting a bulletin to the universities

saying, in essence, educational instieutions should be politically neutral.

'Flatters became worse and in 1950.an order was issudd prohibiting students

from conducting a strike. The students became more militant and now anti-

American. Students continued to demonstrate frequently both on campus over

issues that involved students and professors or the administration, and in

the streets over larger issues.
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Like other Japanese small groups students can be most aroused by issues
that directly concern their own group. By creating disorder on campus

political clubs were able to attract those students who,were usually
politically unconcerned or apathetic, When.large issues like Ampo brought

out +per 10,000 students a day, it was because Zengakuren had organized the

leadership of these smaller, campus groups. Earlier campus struggles artil

mobilized most of tit students and they all could be counted on when trar

group was called.

The huge Ampo demonstration was a peak for tile student movement. There

was a tremendous furor and daily demonstrations aroundithe Diet.' President

Eisenhower was forced to cancel his planned trip to Japan and Prime Minister
Sato was forced to resign. Despite all this the Security Treaty was signed. liL

./

Within the Zengakuren there was a general iss ue of defeat and much

criticism of theleadership. The Zengakuren factionalized, Speaking of the

4:114cords that developed Chie Nakane says:

It is like a domestic discord, so that it tends to be very

emotional or radical. In the extreme case it may drive some

of the directors or section heads to commit suicide. Within

the last six months in the height of the student reyolts,7
three directors committed suicide; and very similar phenomena
occurred during the earlier union movements in industrial
fields soon afterthe war. These movements are felt most

intensely by all those concerned, but they are .always in
contrast to the peaceful order of the life of the general

public which surrounds them. Thuslrade and studot unions
and other popular movements, in spite of. . .Crsdicalism and -

violence, have little social significance, in that they are
unable to stiethe majority, even of those in the same category.r

The reaction of the general public is important to consider if we are
to understand what cultural significance there is in such protest activity."

We have already mentioned the Japanese tolerance for "deviant" behavior
on the part of students. They see student radicalism asja phase of youth

that tenko will take care of. The term shushoku tenko refers to employments
conversion; a turning around .of belief and behavior after graduation and

employment. In Japanese Patterns of Behavior Takie Sugiyama Lebra says:.

Role orientation for the Japanese takes two forms: extreme
role commitment and versatile adjustment. Role is internalized

in the one, while it remains external in the other. In the

firmer, the self is absorbed in the role, whereas in the latter,
The self is not affected by the role. . . . That role car)

become identical with self or can come to represent all meaning

in life. . .is only one side of the picture, however; since
roles_are played in a social setting, one can perform a role

perfectly without internal commitment. Role orientation

involves versatile adjustmgpt to whatever role is one expected

to play.'. . . Carrying over one's previous role behavior
into a Kew role is met with negative sanction. A young man
is expected to play a young man's role, to be like a young man,
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but on reaching adulthood he should:behav like a m4ture

adult: he had letter abandon his dream a; idea cherished in

adolescence. It is common knowledge that most of the former
. Zengakuren leaders, . . have converts and become members
of the Establishment since graduation.

It would seem the public is correct in.kiewing student protest as a

youthful phase. In Javanese Radicals Revisiited,11 a study of what became of
the 1960 political activists who so violently protested the American Japanese
Treaty, Kraus found that a few of the most tadical activists and some of the
leaders had soughtrofessional jobs in te.lching, publishing or journalism

that offer more autonomy than most Japanese occupations. In such careers they

are able to continue their concern for political and social problems. But most
business and government jobs require suchlconformity that salarymen are almost
apolitical. Most of those who engaged intprotest while attending the univer-
sity later become ngich more conservative. Though tolhuay retain a loyalty
to their former student group, their prix ary loyalty is to their work group. .

This group solidarity isolates one group,from another in Japanese society and
produces a stable system. As Chie Nakano says in her book Japanese Society:

Such.a society is airly stable; it is difficult to create
revolution or disor a on a national scale, since there is

' segmentation of the lower sectors into various group
clusters fenced off from each other. Structural difficulties
stand in the way of a broad scope of joint activity--members
of a trade union, for example, are too loyal to their own
company to join- forces with their brothers in other company
unions; student unions. . .develop groups where the solidarity

of one group differentiates it from another.'2

The general public is well aware'of the limitations placed on protest
by the rigid cultural demands for conformity. There is not the worry that
anything is at stake that will greatly disturb the harmony Of the system. The
balance is maintained because the public and the government alike do not view
protest as a threat to the System. As long as the protests were confined lo
the campuses and dealt with intra-institutional matters the general public was
mostly unconcerned about them. It is true that in an Asahi Shimbun newspaper
poll the public deplored the use of violence and there was disagreement about
the propriety of students taking over"buildings and holding professors hostage,
but there was also'a show of sympathy for the students. When students tested
themselves against authority they were often praised for their "sincerity,"
even by the Oofessors they had tormented.

t.

When student protest breaks out of the university and concerns itself with
larger issues the general public often reacts to the.Japaneseness"of the
demonstrations. The acts of the protestors are putrto the test of the old

samurai code. Students are frequently praised,as if they were ronin (masterless -

samurai) doing battle. Frequently,-it appears thatthe studenfrrEintral concern
is the battle with the riot police rather than the issue they are protesting.
Oat seems to be important to the students and the onlookers, is not the call
fdr the rejection of an American treaty or the closing of an airport, but the
display of discipline and self sacrifice on the part of the students when they

..I GO
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are faced with overwhelming odds. The tolerance for student protest , even

when they become unruly, may be partly due to the cultural need to m intain

harmony and balance. In 1970, Edwin Seidensticker complained:

The universities, with a, very few exceptions have been
powerless, the police have been so reticent as to approach
the negligent, refusing to act when it has not been likely
that action would improve their image; and the Government
seems to be of the view that something nearer a complete
anti-student consensus must precede really firm anti-

Japan is a land of palaver, and this
has not yet gone on long enough. . . .

ort without risking its own life.13

student measures.
particular palave
Japanese Politics
cannot cut the pale

re so ordered that the Government

The answer for why the,gineral public did not become alarmed and indicate
to government their desire for anti - student action may lie in the fact

that the Japanese feel the students represent them. In the Asahi Shimbun

. newspaper publiceopidion survey the majority of thepeople indicated they

felt government and society were the cause of student protest. Students,

being free to question things, can act against the government or against
corporations without disgrace. Their protest can question those in

.power without disrupting a system which requires acquiescense and loyalty..
Protest might even be seen as a form of ritual behavior society projects
onto the studept.

In modern Japanese society the old tradit Ions have actually been

strengthened by changing them to fit the new de ands of a technological

society but it has become increasingly difficult for the hugimodern
institutions of business and government to remain responsive tolthe

small groups within the hierarchy. The whole system depends on this .

responsiveness. Every Japanese has a stake in maintaining the i ter-

dependeby. Protest is a way to alert those above that this ref ionship

must not be ignored. In this way student protest serves to stren hen

the system rather tDan work against it.
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